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(1) 2006 Grand Vitara 4WD with Luxury Package MSRP as shown $25,294. MSRP includes freight, but excludes govt. fees and dealer charges. (2) All new Suzukis come standard with a 100,000-mile/7-year powertrain 

limited warranty. See dealer for complete warranty details. SUVs handle differently than ordinary passenger cars. Federal law cautions to avoid sharp turns and abrupt maneuvers. Always wear your seatbelt. For 

specific details, please read your Owner’s Manual. © American Suzuki Motor Corporation 2005. Suzuki, the “S” logo, and Suzuki model names are Suzuki trademarks or ®.

STARTING AT $19,5941



SEVEN-DAY WEEKEND?  

OUR IDEA.

INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW 2006 SUZUKI GRAND VITARA. If you view the workplace as just a momentary lull in the action, we have an 

impressive new way to make tracks outta there. The new Grand Vitara. This is no wannabe SUV. Completely new from the dirt up, Grand Vitara opens with a standard 2.7L 

V6. And follows through with available Four-Mode 4WD, a unibody chassis with a built-in ladder frame and excellent ground clearance for true off-road capability. There’s 

also front-side curtain and seat-mounted side airbags, and second-generation, dual-stage front airbags. Our Electronic Stability Program and Traction Control System 

adjust braking and engine torque to help prevent understeer and oversteer. And the ABS features Electronic Brake-force Distribution to help minimize stopping distance 

and maintain control. Once inside, we see no need to rough it—so there’s also an exceptionally high level of standard amenities. And with America’s #1 

Warranty2, you also get peace of mind for seven years or 100,000 miles. The new Grand Vitara. Hey, if we ruled the world? Every day would be Saturday.



I forever do.

I  do.

Terence and Allyn Seese celebrated their 33rd anniversary with a gift of eternity.
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Some people seek therapy for their obsessions.
We built a sports car.

6-speed short-throw manual transmission

Ideal sports car driver positioning

All-new larger interior

Supportive high-bolster sport seats170 hp 2.0L with variable valve timing

Electronic throttle for instant response

20% horsepower increase

Molybdenum-coated pistons

Lightweight 17" alloy wheels
with 205/45R17 performance tires

4-wheel disc brakes with standard ABS

3" wider front track, improving cornering

Hollow front stabilizer bar

Double-wishbone front suspension
with aluminum control arms

Variable-assist rack-and-pinion steering

New aluminum engine–42 lbs. lighter

Large 11" brake rotors

960 tire variations tested

Engine moved 5.3" rearward

Quick-revving ultra-lightweight fl ywheel

Rigid shock tower brace

Lightweight aluminum hood

Low, slanted radiator for
lower center of gravity

HID headlights

All-New Mazda MX-5 Miata 
Once we started we couldn’t stop. From the exhaustive study of each part 

50/50 weight distribution. Every aspect of the car was analyzed, designed 

by inch until a feeling of “oneness” between car and driver was achieved. 

*Based on a comparison of 2006 model year roadsters under $25,000. **Always wear your safety belt and deactivate passenger 



Standard side-impact air bags**

Dual sport bars

Nearly 400 lbs. lighter than newest competitor*

One-hand, easy-fold cloth top

World’s fi rst aluminum
to steel spot welding

Low center of gravity for improved handling

Near-perfect 50/50 weight distribution

Rearview mirror redesigned to save 84 grams in weight

Performance-tested at Germany’s Nurburgring Circuit

Lightweight aluminum decklid

Independent rear multilink suspension
with aluminum-bearing support

Aluminum transmission-to-differential
Power Plant Frame

Lightweight hollow driveshaft

2.5" longer wheelbase

Bilstein® mono-tube gas-fi lled
shock absorbers

Sport-tuned exhaust with dual outlets

Fuel tank relocated forward and down

59 variations of exhaust note tested

to trim weight a gram at a time, to the careful repositioning of components for a near-perfect 

and then redesigned to maximize performance. Even the interior was painstakingly examined inch 

Obsessive? Maybe. But then, the real obsession starts when you drive it. bethecar.com
air bag when using a child seat. MX-5 Miata Grand Touring model shown with Premium and Suspension packages. ©2005 Mazda North American Operations.

http://bethecar.com
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(the big picture) angus mackenzie

WIDELY BELIEVED to be an old
Chinese proverb, the phrase “May you live in
interesting times” actually comes from a speech
made by Robert F. Kennedy in Cape Town,
South Africa, in 1966.These are interesting times
for Dieter Zetsche right now. Depending on
your point of view, that’s a blessing—or a curse.

When mercurial DaimlerChrysler boss Jürgen
Schrempp announced on July 28 he was
quitting, despite a contract that ran until 2008,
few people close to the seat of power at the
world’s fifth largest automaker were surprised.
Fewer still—apart, perhaps, from Mercedes-
Benz chief Eckhard Cordes, who resigned in
protest at being passed over—were surprised
that his successor was the genial, mustachioed
Chrysler CEO Zetsche.

Schrempp, architect of Daimler Benz’s stunning
$36 billion takeover of Chrysler in October 1998,
had for some time been hanging on to his job by
his fingernails.The deal he disingenuously called
a “merger of equals” initially looked like a great
idea, promising huge cost savings through
product-development synergies and purchasing
deals, with Chrysler’s mainstream products
offering a natural hedge against the pricier
Mercedes-Benz models.Wall Street agreed, and
the new company’s stock surged from just under
$80 to $108 within three months.

By September 1999, however, the dream deal
was starting to look more like a nightmare: With
Chrysler sales in freefall and losses piling up,
Schrempp ousted Thomas Stallkamp and Jim
Holden in short order, installing Zetsche as CEO
in November 2000. An engineer with wide
experience in sales and marketing, the Turkish-
born Zetsche had also successfully run the

company’s Freightliner heavy truck business in
the U.S. He knew product, knew the country,
the culture. He was the safest pair of hands
Schrempp had. Even so, there were many who
believed that turning Chrysler around was
simply an impossible job.

The skeptics nodded sagely when Zetsche
announced a stunning $4.7 billion operating
loss for 2001 and a $1.2 billion loss for the
second quarter of 2003, by which time
DaimlerChrysler’s share price had skidded to
about $26. But Zetsche kept his nerve—
Schrempp had no choice—banking on such
new models as the Chrysler 300 to pull the
company back from the brink. The gamble paid
off: Last year Chrysler earned $1.9 billion.

And Zetsche’s reward? He now gets to sort
out the mess Schrempp has made of one of
Germany’s blue-chip companies. Take Smart, for
example, the division launched in 1998 to
manufacture and sell tiny city cars: Analysts
estimate it’s lost about $3 billion since production
started. Then there’s the company’s stake in
loss-making Mitsubishi, purchased in

September 2000 for $2.1 billion. Schrempp
attempted to persuade the board to pump
another $3 billion into Mitsubishi last year, but
his key operational executives refused to
sanction the plan. And what about Maybach?
Schrempp’s expensive and slow-selling Rolls-
Royce rival is almost certainly costing millions
to keep alive.

Zetsche’s most immediate problem, however,
is Mercedes-Benz. It’s now suffering the sorts of
quality problems (1.3 million cars were recalled
in March to fix electrical and brake problems)
and losing the sort of money ($1.1 billion in the
first quarter this year) that most Germans 
usually associate with Detroit’s mass-market
boom-and-bust automakers. The shock to the
national psyche is palpable.

It would be wrong to blame all the Mercedes
brand’s problems on this fundamental
paradigm shift, but there’s little doubt things
ain’t done the way they used to be in Stuttgart,
and it’s had an impact on the product. If nothing
else, the apparent rush to jam the three-pointed
star in almost every conceivable niche in the
marketplace (it’s no longer enough to have an
M-Class SUV; we need an R-Class and a G-Class
as well). And an MLK to fight the X3 means
Mercedes’s product-development teams are
now locked into a frenetic pace that makes it
difficult to ensure everything’s squared away
before a car hits the showroom.

So here’s the key question Dieter Zetsche’s
going to wrestle with over the next few
months: Does it make sense for a premium
brand like Mercedes-Benz to blindly chase
volume?

Interesting times, indeed. ■

mission: almost
impossible

Dieter Zetsche has quite a job on his hands

A VERY GOOD
YEAR: Flavorful
sedans washed 

and dried when 
ripe for plucking.

Kim Reynolds and
Allyson Harwood

enjoy the fruits 
of their labor.

what we’ve been up to...
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JUST REMEMBER, THE HORSES 
GO IN THE HORSE TRAILER.



THE WORLD’S BIGGEST CAB  >  RAM MEGA CAB™  >  It’s that big  >  More rear seat leg room than anything in 

its class*  >  Rear seats that actually recline  >  Largest rear door opening angle in its class*  >  Powerful Cummins® 

Turbo Diesel engine or 5.7L HEMI® V8 available  >  For more info, visit dodge.com/mega_cab or call 800-4ADODGE. 

*Based on full-size, crew cab pickups.  Cummins is a registered trademark of Cummins, Inc.
Dodge and HEMI are registered trademarks of DaimlerChrysler Corporation.

http://dodge.com/mega_cab
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Why Detroit
should be 

worried, Part 1
THE GLOVES are off at Toyota. After a
couple of false starts, Toyota now has a laser-
lock on the cash cows of Chrysler, GM, and Ford:
full-size trucks. And it’s gone right to the heart-
land of truck culture to get it right this time,
building a brand-new factory in San Antonio,
Texas, to manufacture a truck codenamed
400N, the bigger, bolder, tougher replacement
for the Tundra that’s due to go on sale next year
as a 2007 model.

As these scoop pictures show, the new
Tundra will be at least as big, if not slightly 
bigger, than Ram, F-150, and GM’s forthcoming
GMT 900 trucks. Under the disguise is sheet-
metal that takes cues from the aggressive FTX
concept first seen at the 2004 Detroit show. This
version is the crew cab; expect extended and
regular cab versions as well, with a number of
bed lengths and wheelbases.

Such FTX innovations as tow hooks 
integrated into the bumpers and hideaway bed
tie-downs are likely to make it to production,
according to insiders who say the new truck is
full of such features. The FTX concept also
showed a V-8/hybrid drivetrain, which is
expected for production, and Toyota is working
on a high-torque turbodiesel to enable the
Tundra to go wheel to wheel with Detroit’s
heavy-duty models.

The San Antonio plant’s capacity is 150,000
vehicles a year—hardly enough to steal 
segment leadership away from Ford, which last
year sold almost 940,000 F-Series trucks. But
although America’s appetite for big trucks
shows no sign of slowing, a more competitive
Toyota product is almost certainly going to
squeeze profit margins in what’s traditionally
been Detroit’s most lucrative vehicle segment.

2007 Toyota Tundra breaks cover
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THE BUSH administration
wants to split truck fuel economy into
six categories to improve efficiency,
“while improving safety and 
protecting the economy,”transportation
secretary Norman Y. Mineta says.
Mineta announced the proposal in Los
Angeles and Atlanta, claiming that it’s
“expected to save 10 billion gallons of
gasoline in the years to come.”

Currently, the EPA splits Corporate
Average Fuel Economy standards
between cars and trucks. If an
automaker is in danger of paying fines
because the average of all the trucks it
sells in a year is below 20.7 mpg, it can
offset this by selling higher-mileage
four-cylinder pickups or minivans.

But the new standard, which derives

full-size pickups  the love affair continues...  
High gas prices haven’t slowed sales—yet

BRAND SALES

Total Sales

Year 2000

1-Sales in 1000s; 2-projected 2005 sales from January through July data.

2001 2002 2003 2004 (July) 2005

Market
Percentage

Ford F-150 8771 9172

821

419

270

130
91

26452

14.9%

645

381

189

100

0

12.6%

21921

Chevy Silverado

Dodge Ram

GMC Sierra

Toyota Tundra

Nissan Titan

*
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...But can it last forever?

words motor trend editors

New CAFE standards might end the party
the six categories based on the size of
each vehicles’“footprint” (wheelbase
times average track width), wouldn’t
allow that: Full-size SUVs and pickups
would have to meet their own 
standards. The new regulations will hit
them hard, with target minimum 
consumption for 2008 set at 20.7 mpg,
rising to 21.9 mpg by 2011. Most 
current full-size SUVs and pickups
return well under 20 mpg on the EPA
city cycle and struggle to get close to
20 mpg on the highway cycle. ■

proposed truck  CAFE standards

(✱spycam✱)
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And how some current vehicles compare (EPA combined mpg)

2005* 2008 2009 2010 2011
Small SUV (Chevy Equinox) 18 to 24 26.8 27.4 27.8 28.4
Midsize SUV (Jeep Wrangler) 16 to 21 25.6 26.4 26.4 27.1
Larger SUV (Ford Explorer) 14 to 20 22.3 23.5 24.0 24.5
Minivan (Dodge Caravan) 18 to 26 22.2 22.7 22.9 23.3
Full-size pickup (Ford F-150) 14 to 20 20.7 21.0 21.6 21.9
Large SUV (Chevy Suburban) 13 to 18 20.4 21.0 20.8 21.3
*Current  EPA city/highway

http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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Why Detroit 
should be 

worried, Part 2
V-8, rear-drive Hyundai sedan

heads for the U.S.

WHILE FORD and
GM forlornly hope America’s
rekindled infatuation with V-8,
rear-drive sedans will quietly
go away, Hyundai is racing to
jump onto the gravy train.

These scoop pictures show
the next-generation Hyundai
Dynasty, a BMW 5 Series-size
sedan built off Hyundai’s all-
new BH rear-drive platform.
Until now, the Dynasty has
been an upscale Korea-only
model for Hyundai. But the
company now plans to bring
the new Dynasty—and the
next-generation replacement
for its flagship, 7 Series-size
Equus, also built on the new
BH platform—to the U.S.

The Dynasty is expected to
make its debut here in 2007 as
a 2008 model. The larger
Equus should arrive the
following year as a 2009
model.

Despite the disguise, it’s
clear Hyundai has bench-
marked cars like the BMW 5
Series and Infiniti G35 during
the Dynasty’s development.
The exterior styling is bold and
sporty, while the interior is
upscale and lavishly equipped.

Rolling on a 116-inch wheel-
base, the Dynasty is expected
to be powered by a 3.8-liter
V-6 said to develop 270 horses.
The company also has a
4.5-liter V-8, developed with
Mitsubishi and used in the
current-generation Equus in
Korea, that could fit under the
Dynasty’s hood. Both engines
will drive the rear wheels
through a five-speed automatic
transmission.

Hyundai’s move into rear
drive will cause headaches for
Ford and GM, which are stuck
with a lot of factories capable
of building only front-drive
vehicles. The new BH-platform
Hyundais will undercut GM’s
rear-drive Cadillacs in terms of
price. By then Ford’s only rear-
drive sedans will be the
ancient Panther platform
Crown Vic, Grand Marquis, and
Town Car. ■
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TOP: Bulky disguise can’t quite conceal Dynasty’s aggressive front end. Front fenders
drop below the top of the grille, which means a raised hood similar in style to Volvo.
Glasshouse has echoes of BMW and Inifiniti; at rear is a dual exhaust.
ABOVE: Lux interior features wood and leather and borrows design cues from Lexus
and Infiniti. Equipment includes satellite navigation, cruise control, and CD audio.

(✱spycam✱)
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Street-legal. 

For now.

Crafted from years of rally experience, the new Subaru WRX® STI
TM

 

is an aggressive, 300-hp, adrenaline-inducing thrill ride that goes 

head-to-head with the fi nest cars on the road.  subaru.com
®

TM

http://subaru.com
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McMerc
gets a boost

Conti
GT

drops
its top

Chevrolet’s new 7.0-liter Corvette Z06 makes more than
the advertised 505 horsepower…much more. Rumor is it
makes up to 550 horses, which would explain its 
astonishing performance at the Nürburgring’s
Nordschliefe. The downside, maybe, is that it would
make the supercharged Blue Devil, which GM has never
admitted is under development, superfluous. The blown
engine also would power the Cadillac CTS-v+, so if the
Blue Devil is canceled, so is the Caddy…

Volkswagen will build a four-door coupe to compete
with the Mercedes-Benz CLS-Class, incoming chief
Wolfgang Bernhard has confirmed. He also confirmed
the new Cabriolet and a minivan, but as we know, the
latter won’t be based on the retro-styled Microbus 
concept. And VW will do a small Golf-based sport/utility,
developed under the codename Marrakesh…

Reports in German newspapers had BMW chief
Burkhard Goeschel planning a new “baby” Rolls-Royce
for 2010. But it seems somewhere a reporter got the
wrong end of the stick. Rolls is still looking at the idea
(along with several others), but hasn’t yet green-lighted
anything. Rolls will launch the new convertible in early
2007 at a price a bit beyond the Phantom’s. That should
take Rolls output comfortably beyond the 1000-cars-
per-year figure that the brand was predicated on. It’s
likely to be about 800 for 2005, and the new car might
add another 400 or so without cannibalization…

Have you popped your
copy of “Grand Prix” into
the DVD player lately?
Nah, neither have we. The
reason? There is no DVD of
“Grand Prix.”Warner Home
Video, which holds the

rights to the 1966 John Frankenheimer racing classic,
has no plans to release the film on DVD, as it has had no
significant number of requests for it. Or so says The
Motorsport Collector, an automobilia store with more
than a little interest in the subject. Bless its heart, TMC
has begun a petition to get Warner to release the movie
on DVD. www.putgrandprixondvd.com ■

we hearwe

Modifications aimed to kickstart slow sales

YOU’RE looking at the Next Big Thing in Beverly Hills and South
Beach: the Bentley Continental GT convertible, scheduled to appear
as a 2006 model and expected to retail for a premium over the hot-
selling $165,000 coupe. Ignore the sweeping roofline: that’s a taped-

on fake to disguise a cloth hood that extends halfway along the rear
fender line, leaving room for a trunk. Powertrain is identical to the
coupe, but the car is expected to get the revised suspension and
steering from the four-door Continental Flying Spur. ■

(✱spycam✱)

MCLAREN-MERCEDES might now be enjoying some success in Formula 1,
where driver Kimi Raikkonen is hunting down world-championship leader Fernando
Alonso and routinely humbling Michael Schumacher’s Ferrari. But the company’s
grand plan to become a Ferrari rival on the road is in tatters. Most of the technicians
and engineers hired to produce the Mercedes SLR and a planned mid-engine rival to
the Ferrari F430, codenamed P8, have now left the company in the wake of Gordon
Murray’s departure earlier this year.

The Mercedes SLR you see here testing at the Nürburgring Nordschleife is the work
of the three technicians remaining in the company’s prototype shop. The car features
revised aerodynamics, reduced weight, and a slight power increase.

Note the new front fenders and the large-diameter single exhaust pipe, part of a
simplified exhaust system developed for the secret P7R race version of the SLR three
years ago. The new exhaust has reduced weight and liberated an extra 30 horse-
power from the engine, boosting total power to over 650. The front splitter also is
from the P7R, say our sources, though the rear wing deflectors are new.

The SLR hasn’t been the world-beater Mercedes and McLaren expected, having
been shaded by Ferrari’s Enzo and Porsche’s Carerra GT. Our sources say this car is
intended to boost sluggish sales in much the same way the LM version helped shift
the remaining McLaren F1s at the end of that car’s production run. ■

(✱spycam✱)
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The SUV style king

Dodge gets tough

New Mazda crossover is next year’s coolest sport/ute

Jeep-based Nitro nears launch

24 NOVEMBER 2005 MOTOR TREND.COM

WANT A SMALL sport/ute with big style? Look
no further than Mazda’s all-new CX-7, which will go on sale
next year as a 2007 model. As these spy shots show, the CX-7
looks virtually identical to the MX Crossport unveiled at the
Detroit show last January. The aggressive, semi-pontoon front
fenders and steeply raked windshield echo those of the RX-8

sports cars, while the bold hips and
dipped rear screen hint of the popular
Mazda3 hatch.

Company sources say the CX-7, based
on the same platform as the Mazda3
and Mazda5 compact minivan, will

come to the United States with a
2.3-liter turbocharged, direct-injection
inline four-cylinder engine and will be
available with front- or all-wheel drive.
Given the platform’s pedigree, driving
dynamics should be near the top of 
the class.

The CX-7 will be followed by a larger
Mazda crossover within three years, says
former Mazda R&D chief Joe Bakaj, now
vice president of product development
at Ford of Europe. This car will be built
off the Mazda6 platform, which has
survived Ford plans to rationalize all its
medium-size vehicles worldwide onto
an expanded version of the C1 platform
that underpins everything from the Ford
Focus to Volvo S40 to the next-
generation Land Rover Freelander.

The reason, says Bakaj, is it’s easier to
package the powertrains preferred by
U.S. buyers into the Mazda6 platform.
“V-6s are a struggle in C1,” he admits. So
the new crossover (as yet unnamed, but
CX-9 seems like a logical bet) will boast
the same V-6 powertrain as the Mazda6,
plus the choice of front- or all-wheel
drive. ■

JEEP IS TACKLING the youth market with not one, but two entry-level
models set to bow next year. While Chrysler describes the Patriot and Compass
unveiled at Frankfurt as “concepts,” they’re both Mitsubishi JS-platform-derived
four-cylinder models. That platform is front drive, which suggests “soft-roader,”
but Jeep insists the two will have serious 4WD systems. The Patriot is the more
traditionally rugged model, four inches narrower and with a one-inch-shorter
wheelbase versus the Liberty. The Compass, shown with redline tires, is Jeep’s
attempt to capture the youthful rally-car market. It has a lower stance, but the
same wheelbase as the Patriot. ■

Jeep gets soft

DODGE’S NEW Jeep-based Nitro SUV will look
almost identical to the concept vehicle revealed at the
2005 Chicago show. It’s built on a stretched version of
the rugged Jeep Liberty chassis; four inches have been
added to the wheelbase to improve interior room. A
much-needed compact companion for the Durango, the
Nitro will share the same powertrains as the Liberty,
which means the the economical 2.8-liter turbodiesel
and the 3.7-liter V-6. ■

(✱spycam✱)

For youthful ambitions

PATRIOT

COMPASS

(✱spycam✱)
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Perhaps this is what Chrysler means by “bold” design

Drive my car, baby

CHRYSLER GROUP has
been riding high in 2005, but if the new
Sebring sedan isn’t any more interesting
than this spy shot hints, it may get shot
down in 2006. Its success in the face of
GM and Ford problems this year hinges
largely on the brisk sales of the bold,
groundbreaking Chrysler 300 and
Dodge Magnum. Chrysler execs have
assured us the new JS models, the
Sebring and Dodge Stratus replacement
(the latter likely to be renamed), will be
just as bold and interesting as the big-
ger, rear-drive LXs. We’ll see.

The 2007 Sebring is expected next
summer (a year later than originally

planned) and the convertible, as well as
the Dodge Stratus replacement, could
come a full eight months later, as 2008
models. The Stratus was first planned as
a two-box hatchback, but test mules
have been spotted with traditional
three-box sedan designs. The mules 
feature a version of the bold Dodge
crosshair grille, which looks trucklike on
some cars. Chryslers and Dodges will
get a version of the Chrysler/Hyundai/
Mitsubishi “global engine,” probably a
170-horsepower, 165-pound-foot 2.4-liter
version, plus a V-6, likely the current
200-horsepower 2.7.

Meanwhile, Dieter Zetsche, one of

two men largely responsible for Chrysler
Group’s current success, won’t have
much time to devote to the launch of
the new JS models. He took control
from Jürgen Schrempp as chief
executive of DaimlerChrysler on
September 1 and also took control of 
its Mercedes-Benz car division after
Eckhard Cordes resigned. Cordes had
wanted Schrempp’s position, and when
he lost it to Zetsche, he made it clear he
wouldn’t stick around. Word is Zetsche
had been courting Wolfgang Bernhard
to replace Cordes, but Bernhard, slapped
down from that job last year, has
elected to remain at Volkswagen AG. ■

Chrysler gets VVT Power play

New Sebring—it’s no 300
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DUAL VARIABLE-VALVE timing will be a
feature unique to Chrysler’s version of the upcoming
global four-cylinder engine. It won’t be shared with
global partners Hyundai and Mitsubishi. All the engines,
built at two South Korean plants, two Japanese plants,
and one U.S. plant, will have a balance shaft integrated
into the oil pump. The engines for Chrysler are a 
170-horsepower/165 pound-foot 2.4-liter, a 
150-horsepower/140 pound-foot 2.0-liter, and a 
140-horse/125 pound-foot 1.8-liter. The aluminum
engines boast a stiff block and oil pan and rubber-
isolated valve covers. In the Chryslers, they’ll be offered
with a JATCO-built continuously variable automatic 
calibrated to work like a six-speed manual. The drive-
train was shown at Frankfurt in the Dodge Caliber. ■

NUMBER
CRUNCHING

550,000

1250
FINAL NUMBER
OF $440,000
CARRERA GT
SUPERCARS

PORSCHE WILL
BUILD—CUT

BACK FROM A
PLANNED 1500
AFTER PORSCHE
DECIDED NOT TO
INVEST IN SMART

AIRBAGS
REQUIRED IN THE

U.S. FOR THE
2006 MODEL

YEAR.

MAXIMUM 
ALTITUDE IN FEET
OF THE SIX-SEAT,

TWIN-ENGINE
HONDAJET 
AIRCRAFT. 

THE PROTOTYPE 
HAS BEEN 

TEST-FLOWN FOR
NEARLY 200

HOURS, THOUGH
HONDA SAYS

THERE ARE NO
PLANS FOR 

PRODUCTION.

43,000

PEAK OUTPUT (IN
HORSEPOWER)
EXPENDED BY
FORD’S NEW
HYDRAULIC
SERVO SLED
DURING A 

100-MILLISECOND
CRASH TEST.
BUCKLE UP:

THAT’S NOT FAR
OFF THE POWER
YOU’LL FEEL IN A

BIG FRONTAL
CRASH.

(✱spycam✱)

WITH BLACK and Decker’s new portable
Electromate 400 ($99), you can juice-up your laptop,
run a TV, jump-start your car—even inflate a flat tire.
The easy-to-carry unit can power
and/or recharge AC and DC
appliances and includes
heavy-duty jumper
cables, a universal
inflator adapter, and a
built-in LED worklight.
Easily recharge the
Electromate by
plugging into a standard
AC outlet or via the 12-volt DC accessory outlet.
www.blackanddecker.com ■

Crank up the AC/DC

(trend) 
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Lotus returns
More play on the “E” word NEVER MIND Lido taking us back to the 1980s at

Chrysler: It’s 1948 all over again at Ford. GM’s been
taking most of the media heat over its poor results this
year, but Ford is in worse shape, with factory closures
now inevitable. Wixom, which assembles the Ford GT,
will be among the first. But the big difference between
the two is GM has many new interesting cars, crossovers,
and trucks in the pipeline; Ford’s immediate future relies
mostly on the Fusion. Problem is, one good car isn’t
enough to turn the company around like the 1949
model did…Once and for all, say our spies, the rear-drive
Buick program is dead. No chance anywhere on the
horizon. Meanwhile, the rear-drive Chevy Impala
program is on indefinite hold. One proposed design has
styling cues from the best-looking Impala ever, the 1966
model, but there’s also a front-drive Impala developed
with the same retro sheetmetal...The new H3 is dripping
with Hummer DNA: It’s slow, it’s thirsty, and it has the
aerodynamics of a barn door. The overworked five-
cylinder engine takes most of the blame, which is why
the V-8-powered H3 Alpha, due in about two years’ time,
can’t come soon enough. At least the H3 won’t be slow
anymore…A V-8 also is reportedly on the agenda for the
Pontiac Solstice. We’ve been assured by a senior GM exec
that a V-8 will fit between the chassis rails. Sounds like a
recipe for a 21st-century Cobra…Still on GM, one reason
it’s racing its GMT 900 trucks to market is that, once the
tooling costs are paid for, they’ll be cheaper to build
than the current models, so, even if the market for pick-
up trucks takes a hit from high gas prices, it can make
the same money selling fewer units. An independent
rearend was reportedly looked at for the SUV models,
but GM decided it couldn’t swallow the $1200 piece cost.
■ Got gossip? E-mail mike.connor@motortrend.com

● MT CONFIDENTIAL ●

MIKE CONNOR

NOW THAT the sublime Elise
is firmly established in the U.S., Lotus
has several follow-up cars on the way,
including a new GT due next year.
Though the body design of this car is all
new, the chassis is a variant of the Elise’s
extruded-aluminum frame, stretched by
several inches to give better cockpit
space. The car’s roof is higher, and the
chassis side rails lower to allow easier
cockpit ingress. The trunk is larger, and
there’ll be extra storage space behind
the front seats, reached via a hatchback.

The car uses a turbocharged GM L850
engine, rated north of 220 horsepower,
with torque peaking about 230 pound-
feet at 2400 rpm. That engine choice
gives a clue to its nature: bigger, softer,
and easier to drive than the frantic Elise,
better able to challenge such cars as the
3.2-liter Audi TT and base-model
Porsche Cayman. The name is likely to
be selected from among Europa, Eclat,
Excel, or another historic Lotus name.“It
will definitely begin with an ‘E’,” a
spokesman says. The car makes its
debut at next March’s Geneva show.

Lotus has also confirmed a new Esprit
for late 2007. The car is designed and
under development and will use a twin-
turbo version of an existing V-8, thought
to be from Toyota. The car will be mid-
engine, of course. The new Esprit doesn’t

use a direct derivation of the Elise
chassis frame, but something Lotus
Engineering has been developing called
Versatile Vehicle Architecture, with a
combination of extrusions, pressings,
and castings plucked from off-the-shelf
families to cut costs of tooling up a
niche vehicle and effectively getting an
all-new platform. In showing VVA to
potential clients, Lotus Engineering has
released renderings of possible supercar
chassis and a complete car, badged
Esprit, close to the real 2008 model.

Recent speculation has Volkswagen
AG taking a stake in Proton and there-
fore indirectly in Lotus. The Germans
and Malaysians are in talks about Proton
building cars for VW for Far Eastern
markets. Proton says talks are ongoing
with VW about collaborating, but has
declined to comment on shareholding.
The Malay government owns 42.7
percent of Proton and has said it will
not sell. Analysts say a new issue of
stock could provide a way in for VW. VW
ownership wouldn’t likely affect the
new Esprit, as development is far along.
Still, the car would provide an interesting
and potentially damaging alternative to
V-8 versions of the upcoming Audi Le
Mans. But interbrand competition hasn’t
bothered VW before.
■ paul horrell

mailto:mike.connor@motortrend.com
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Japanese cars 
lose horsepower
THE BIG THREE are gloating about new
Society of Automotive Engineers horsepower-
rating standards that have “adjusted” numbers,
especially for Japanese automakers. It seems
Honda, Toyota, and Nissan took advantage of
old SAE standards that allowed minimal oil in
the crankcase and “simulated” exhaust systems
to make their numbers. It must be emphasized
that no automaker did wrong in interpreting
the old SAE rules and estimating horsepower,
but the new rules have seen a number of
Japanese models, particularly Honda and
Toyota, lose horses, while American cars
generally have gained.

One of the biggest gainers is the Cadillac
XLR-v, rated 469 horsepower, up from an earlier
440-horsepower estimate. The Corvette Z06 is
the most famous case, having gained five
horsepower to 505. Big losers include the Acura
MDX, down from 265 to 253 horses, the Acura
RL, off 10 to 290 horses, the Lexus LS 430, 278
horses, and the Toyota Avalon, 268 horses, both

off 12 horses. It sounds like a bad day on Wall
Street.

The Pontiac G6’s 3.5-liter V-6 is up one horse to
201, though this pushrod engine is still less
powerful than Toyota’s 3.3-liter four-valve V-6,
which lost 15 horses, dropping back to 210.The
popular 3.0-liter V-6 Camry is now rated 190
horsepower, down from 225, and the four-
cylinder Camry is rated 154 horsepower, down
from 160. One curiosity of the new SAE system is
that horsepower figures won’t be rounded to the
fives and 10s anymore. Indeed, the new Civic Si
comes in at 197 horsepower, instead of the nice,
fat, round 200 horses Honda had once promised.

But does it matter? This year looks like 1972,
when SAE net ratings replaced the gross
ratings, which measured the horsepower and
torque of U.S. engines running on the dyno
with no ancillary items attached. Let’s hear it for
better accuracy and a more realistic idea of
what kind of horsepower internal-combustion
engines make. ■ todd lassa

Race
relations

YOU’LL KNOW the names, faces,
and usually the phone numbers of

everyone who’s anyone in auto racing
with “Who Works in Motorsports”

(about $70), a new 532-page
European hardback that lists full

details for teams, drivers, sponsors,
journalists, P.R. reps, tracks, and more

for 11 different racing series—
Formula 1 and NASCAR to the World
Rally and World Touring Car champi-

onships. Now, go get that breakfast
meeting with Fernando Alonso;

www.whoworksin.com. ■

http://www.whoworksin.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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FINALLY, Audi has launched the
production Q7 sport/utility vehicle. Despite its
rakish D-pillar, the Q7 will be available in five-
and seven-seat configurations, and Audi
boasts 28 possible seating and loading
configurations as well. The second row adjusts
fore and aft, and cargo capacity is nearly 72
cubic feet with second and third rows folded
flat. The sport/utility is big in an American-
market way: 200.2 inches long, with a 118.2-

inch wheelbase, 68.4 inches tall, and 78.1
inches wide. It comes with a choice of two
engines: a 345-horsepower, 325-pound-foot,
4.2-liter FSI direct-injection gas V-8 and a 230-
horsepower, 369-pound-foot, 3.0-liter com-
mon-rail turbodiesel six. Our market will get
the V-8 only, of course. Both engines come
with a six-speed Tiptronic automatic only. The
Q7’s standard quattro all-wheel-drive uses the
latest Torsen diff, with a standard 40-percent

front, 60-percent rear torque split. It has
aluminum double wishbones for the front and
rear suspension and an optional adaptive air
suspension that raises off-road ground
clearance to eight inches. Audi side assist with
radar for lane-changing and a parking system
with a rearview camera are available options.
And how’s this for Teutonic pizzazz? You can
get 19- or 20-inch wheels to replace the
standard 18-inch alloys. ■

Audi 
Q7

revealed

(✱spycam✱)

America wants big—
so it gets big

(trend) 
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streets of san francisco
Ultra-cool piece on the Bullitt rematch (August
2005). One favor, though. Can you send me the
VINs of both photo jump cars so I never
accidentally buy one of them from a used-car
lot? I can only imagine how many times
metal/plastic met pavement to get the staging
right.
Brad Bowling
Concord, North Carolina

Evan Klein’s photos from “Bullitt: The Rematch”
are hands-down the best I’ve seen in a car
magazine. It’s not unusual to use a city skyline
for a backdrop, but that sometimes over-
shadows the vehicle. Here, you really notice the
two cars and the scenery—San Francisco.
Outstanding work!
Eric Murphy
Hampton, Georgia

Chrysler Group’s Trevor Creed and his team
have missed the target. His attitude that the
Charger would be a four-door sedan from the
beginning seems narrow-minded at best.
Where are the retro-styling cues? Front grille?
Hood or door scoops? Fuel-filler cap? Dodge
had a chance to bring an exciting product to
market based on its four-door concept car that
would’ve calmed even the most die-hard purist.
But Creed went to the well once too often,
trying to build a dumbed-down version of the
Chrysler 300. For $35,000, you get a Durango
grille stretched over the nose, a C-pillar that’s
more humpback than rakish, and 1970 ’Cuda
quarter panels. It adds up to an overpriced
design mistake that can’t be fixed. For the same
coin, you can get a fully loaded Mustang GT
convertible and have a few bucks left for gas
money. And then there’s always eBay.
D. Wong
Victoria, B.C., Canada

One look at the cover photo of the Mustang
and the Charger, and I haven’t been able to

■ letter of the month wins!
Shell claims its V-Power premium
gasoline actively cleans your engine to
perform better and wants our “Letter of
the Month” winner to experience it.
Ann Keeling wins $200 worth of 
V-Power, courtesy of Shell. Congrats!

letter 
of the 
month

write us at
6420 Wilshire Blvd.,

Los Angeles, CA 90048
e-mail us from

motortrend.com

streets of san francisco

stop staring at it since. Wow! I’ve been reading
car magazines for three decades, and I’ve never
seen a more kick-ass picture on the cover of a
car magazine or anywhere else. As a hard-core
Mopar nut and long-time fan of the original
“Bullitt” movie, I must say you’ve taken the
ugliest, saddest excuse for a Charger to come
out of Detroit since the “Cordoba” of the 1970s
and made it look attractive (almost). Where do I
send my check for three more years?
Manny Konstantinidis
Sacramento, California

The article was great! It was fun to read, and it
showed us that American muscle is back.
Maybe that’s also what I found wrong with it.
Our car companies are living in the past.
Absolutely zero new innovative designs are
coming out of Michigan. It’s just rehashing old
car bodies over modern tech in order to sell to
nostalgic baby boomers. Your article proves
that middle-aged people (your primary
demographic) want to live in the past. It’s sad
that Detroit is heading in this direction of
stagnation, because all it’s doing is pushing my
generation away.
Kamal Hajdauoud
Prospect Park, New Jersey

Since the Charger got spanked by the Mustang,
Chrysler should be forced to do two things with
it. Number one, lower the price by like...a bunch.
Number two, return those headlamps to the
Hyundai Elantra that you stole them from.
Matthew Gannon
Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin

are you trailing me?
I enjoyed the test of the H3 (“Think Smaller—
but Still Inside the Box”). However, I was hoping
the article would give away the location of
those “five toughest trails in Arizona.” I also was
glad to see some variety in this issue; lately, it
seems like the only cars appearing in your
magazine are Mustangs and Lancers…

life imitates art
Who exactly does John Simon think he is
(“The Big Picture,” August)? Isn’t 
someone who’s a theatre critic for such 
a prestigious publication as New York
Magazine supposed to be educated?
Worldly? An aficionado of the arts? Why
should he be so narrow-minded as to
think cars are utilitarian? It’s mind-
boggling to realize someone such as Mr.
Simon can’t understand that the car is an
extension of one’s sense of self, as
MacKenzie points out. Cars are about
emotion, excitement, and freedom. To
take that even further, where would this
world be if we all drove a Ford Taurus? 
Ann Keeling
Cincinnati, Ohio

(your say)
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oops…there was another Mustang in this issue.
Oh, well. I can forgive it since it has to do with
bad-arse Steve McQueen. Love the magazine;
keep up the good work.
Scott
Mesa, Arizona
Check ’em out: Martinez Canyon (near
Woodpecker Mine); Presidents Choice (near Lake
Havasu); Ajax Mine (also near Woodpecker Mine);
Sleeping Princess (near Bullhead City);
Woodpecker Mine (about an hour out of
Phoenix).—Ed.

watered down
Regarding your article on the Ferrari
Superamerica (“Open Fire”), your publication is
one of many to say that the Superamerica is
the fastest convertible in the world. The fault

for this erroneous claim lies with Ferrari,
unfortunately, as the Superamerica is by no
means the fastest convertible. The Carrera GT,
Koenigsegg CC8S, Koenigsegg CCR, Maserati
MC12, Pagani Zonda cabrio, and Lamborghini
Murciélago cabrio are all faster than the
Superamerica by at least six mph (205 top
speed claimed for the Murciélago). Poor Ferrari
owners, notice the shape of the underside of
the roof when folded down? Like a bowl? Just
as it starts raining, and you want to put the top
up. $320K to get water all over my Versace jack-
et whenever I raise the roof in a light drizzle.
Ari Baquet
Santa Monica, California
Dude, all the cars you mention have manually
removable Targa-style center-roof sections, and
the Lambo’s is only an emergency fabric toupee

(your say)

readers on location

where do you read motor trend? 
E-mail digital photo(s) of you and Motor Trend to: motortrend@gmail.com 
or mail them to: Motor Trend, c/o Mail, Readers on Location, 6420 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048.

The high and mighty: Even our immortalized Motor Trend fans still need
a sneak peek at the latest metal now and then. From left: Thomas
Coughlin with Karl Marx in Red Square, Moscow, Russia; Shaun Williams
with Christ the Redeemer in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Phil Schroeder with
Neptune in Florence, Italy.

watered down
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that an owner will likely never use. The
Superamerica is the only one with a folding roof
panel.—Ed.

roger dodger
Your interview with Roger Penske (“This Guy
Should Run GM”) was enlightening. It’s good
see a businessman who thinks like he does, not
like Ken Lay. Penske knows it takes his own
hard work at the management level in each
company that he owns to know how the
company functions. He also has the right
approach to letting people fail if that’s needed
to find the right people to run his
organizations. He reminds me of another
automotive legend: Walter Chrysler.
Bill Christy
Zanesville, Ohio

rollover
Henry Leland would be proud to have the
Mark LT (“Newcomers”) in his Lincoln motor
company. Because he was an engineer, he’d
appreciate a modern V-8 that delivers 300
horsepower through the use of variable valve
timing controlled by a 32-bit processor
working with components made of some of
the best materials offered today. Add double-
wishbone front suspension attached to a
hydroformed frame assembled in a state-of-
the-art production facility that ensures top
quality, and the result is a great vehicle, truck,
or car. The low rumbling sound you hear is
Leland trying to get out of his grave so he can
go through the Dearborn assembly plant tour.
Gary Cross 
Phoenix, Arizona

C’mon, Lincoln! Is the new Blackwood…
er…F-150…er…Mark LT your best effort?
Perhaps your grade-school teacher didn’t
whack you on the hand hard enough for
copying that paragraph word for word. Really.
At the least, you could’ve installed extra horse-
power to move all that added fat. There was
hope, recently, the Lincoln concept cars of late

showed some inspired thinking. But none of
that showed up here.
Ross Sober
Hamstead, Maryland

many miles to go…
I was just reading your nine-month long-term
review of the 2004 Chevy Silverado Hybrid
(“Update”), and I noticed the average gas
mileage was 14.8 mpg. Let me think about this:
14.8 mpg…hybrid…My 1977 Sedan DeVille
got 13 mpg. How can this be correct? I realize
that it’s still trying to work out the bugs in
these hybrids, but please tell me that’s a typo.
Brad Heitman
Robinsonville, Mississippi
Remember, this hybrid was aimed at providing
contractors with an on-board generator to power
tools at their job site, which brought with it a
possible fuel economy gain of “up to 10 percent.”
That suggests that our lead-footed staffers would
have gotten 13.5 mpg without the electrics.—Ed.

mass appeal
I love how DaimlerChrysler energized the
performance world with SRT, Hemi, and AMG
versions of Viper, Charger, 300C, Neon, Ram,
and M-Bs Kompressor V-8 cars and trucks. But
am I the only subscriber that feels DC went too
far resurrecting the Hemi moniker just to
capitalize on its cultural iconic status? Are
these real Hemis, though? Doesn’t the term
Hemi derive from the dual-quad hemispherical
head design of the Hemi engines from the
1950s and 1960s? Yes, these new engines are
awesome, offering revolutionary performance
and great efficiency with low emissions, but
shouldn’t DC stick to resurrecting such names
as 300, Daytona, Rumble Bee, etc., or should we
anticipate a turbo that doesn’t have a
turbocharger, a blurry Shaker hood that neither
shakes nor has functional air induction, and a
Kompressor version that doesn’t have a super-
charger?
Dave Clanton
Monterey, California ■

(your say)

rollover
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But then, who races donuts? Cars are

another matter. It is standard practice for 

the engines of racing vehicles — and those

whose output approaches that of race

engines — to be built

by hand. By one

master builder,

who signs his

name and takes

responsibility that

everything is right. And so it is with the

supercharged 4.4L Northstar V8 SC that

powers the Cadillac XLR-V,* shown here, and

the STS-V, two-thirds of Cadillac’s power trio

of limited production V- Series ultra-high

performance luxury cars. At 100 horsepower

per liter, this is one of the highest-output

engines in the world. With 443 hp and 

414 lb-ft of torque, it spirits the XLR-V from

zero to 60 in under 5 seconds. Yet this

hand-built work of performance art displays 

a silky smooth disposition

all the way to its 6700-

rpm red line.

In a way, this is 

Been-there, Built - that”

territory for Cadillac. We are in the second

year of campaigning — with considerable

success — the racing version of the 

Cadillac CTS-V, the third member of the 

V- Series, in SCCA SPEED World Challenge

GT competition. 

And if all of this is beginning to sound

a bit Spartan, may we refer you to just one

detail of the XLR-V ’s sumptuously appointed

interior. While perhaps not mission-critical,

hand-wrapped leather throughout shows 

that care in building is not limited to the 

go-fast componentry.

Nor is the racing rub-off limited to the

V-Series. You’ll find it in the performance 

of every XLR, CTS, STS and the SRX, all 

of which were developed at Germany’s famed

Nürburgring race circuit,

long the preferred

finishing school for

much of the world’s 

high-end performance

machinery. Some may even see its resonance

in the wide, confident stance of the new

DTS and the sheer power of the Escalade

family. But there’s something more.

Something that happens to an organization

when you go racing, particularly when you

win. A notion widely held at Cadillac. That

whether you build by hand or by machine,

when you put your name on the product,

everything must be right.

THE ENTIRE ENGINE IS BUILT BY HAND.
THEY DON’T  EVEN MAKE DONUTS BY HAND ANYMORE.

*Available early 2006.
**Standard one-year OnStar service varies by model. Call 1 888 4ONSTAR (1 888 466 7827) or visit onstar.com for system limitations and details.

©2005 GM Corp. All rights reserved. Break Through® Cadillac® Cadillac badge® CTS® DTS® Escalade® Northstar® OnStar® SRX® STS® V-Series logo® XLR®

A year of OnStar on every Cadillac.**

“

http://onstar.com


(the asphalt jungle) arthur st. antoine

toasters as we damn well please. That’s because
we’re also brainy enough to grasp that if we slip
and the toaster toasts us—resulting in pain,
jibes from our friends, perhaps even a Darwin
Award on our tombstone—we have only
ourselves to blame.

At least, that’s how it was before the Teflon-
coating of America. Today, stupidity is always
someone else’s fault. Spill your drive-thru coffee
on your tender bits while driving? Hey,
McDonald’s owes you millions for serving your
hot drink without free asbestos pants. Your
jackass-like attempt to jump off the roof and
into the swimming pool landed you in a full
body cast? Sue that mean, inconsiderate pool

company for surrounding the water with
concrete instead of Jell-O. Crashed your car?
Why, the crazy thing just suddenly accelerated
and internally combusted and leaped right into
that dangerously placed shoe store on its own.
Oooohh, and if we tell Ed Bradley we might
even get on TV!

Thanks to America’s surfeit of blameless
bozos, and the schools of pinstriped sewer trout
who feed off them, the modern automobile is
packed with more alert buzzers, caution lights,
and warning stickers than the men’s room on
the International Space Station. Objects are
closer than they appear. Fasten your seatbelt.
Airbags can kill. This vehicle could roll over. Do
not overfill. Depress brake before shifting.
Always sit upright. Avoid abrupt maneuvers.
May reduce fetal birth weight—whoops, that’s
my cigar. With all the lawyers riding along, it’s a
wonder your car doesn’t cost $200 an hour.

Admonition madness has reached its zenith
with the advent of the on-board navigation
system. You can ignore stickers. And you’ll never
hear a seatbelt buzzer unless your IQ resembles
a soccer score. But the lengthy legal disclaimers
that appear on nav screens must be actively
“accepted” by a finger push before they
disappear. And you have to do it every time you
start the car. Worse, on one of the vehicles in
our long-term test fleet, you can’t simply click
the lawyers away. The nav system, the radio, the
climate control—all are inoperable until the
disclaimer unfreezes. The timing is clearly
optimized for users who read while moving
their lips.

It’s worth analyzing one of these nav nags
line-by-line. Due to road conditions, some route
recommendations may not be appropriate.
Translation: If the navigation system says
“proceed straight” but the bridge ahead has
collapsed, our attorneys advise that you stop,
get out, and carry your car across the river.

Always obey all traffic laws and exercise good
judgment. Also, eat your vegetables, don’t cheat
on your taxes, and save the whales.

For safety, operate the systems when the
vehicle is stopped (preferably on a nice, soft
mattress near a hospital).

See your Owner’s Manual for instructions.
Inside, you’ll also find handy coupons for our
latest “I’m With Stupid”T-shirts. ■

IN THE ENTIRE animal kingdom, it’s
our singular distinction as human beings to do
things even when we know we shouldn’t. Polar
bears don’t die from smoking cigarettes or
drinking whiskey or scarfing down too many
Philly cheese steaks. Chipmunks don’t max out
their Visa cards. Rich, middle-aged water
buffaloes don’t marry 20-year-old pinup models
who tell them,“It’s not your 14 houses I love—
it’s your soul.” And just try to find a sheep that
would drive a car while balancing a flimsy
paper cup of Krakatoa-hot coffee on its thigh.

Yet, doing stupid things is one of the perks of
human intelligence. As rulers of the food chain,
it’s our prerogative to stick forks into our

■ illustration glenn lumsden ■ photograph lionel deluy 

Thanks to America’s love of the blame game,

it’s inside today’s cars where 

you’ll find the most pinstripe-work

fault lines
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Take a look at the new Harley-Davidson®VRSCD Night Rod.™ Then rub your hands together and crack a wicked smile. Temptation

is dripping from every inch of its low, lean frame. One big, blacked-out 120-hp Revolution® engine and straight shot mufflers,

hell-bent on barreling toward any horizon. Mid-mount foot controls. Low-rise handlebar. Finish it off in Black Denim paint.

It's time the world had a hero from the dark side. Find your dealer at 1-800-443-2153 or harley-davidson.com. IT’S TIME TO RIDE.

RIDE ITAROUND

We care about you. Ride safely, respectfully and within the limits of the law and your abilities. Always wear a helmet, proper eyewear and protective clothing, and insist your passenger does too. Never ride while under the influence of alcohol or drugs. Know your
Harley® motorcycle and read and understand your owner’s manual from cover to cover. Bike shown with Black and Chrome Engine Covers option. ©2005 H-D. Harley, Harley-Davidson, and the Bar & Shield logo are among the trademarks of H-D Michigan, Inc. 

HUMMING “YØU ARE MYSUNSHINE”.

YOU DØN’T

http://harley-davidson.com
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(technologue) frank markus

power and getting it. But technology now on
the drawing boards at Garrett, Borg-Warner, and
elsewhere may soon eliminate lag and 
dramatically improve performance.

Lag happens because normal turbos only
work over a finite speed range. A blower sized
to feed an engine turning 7000 rpm will be
slow to spin up, while small, quick-spoolers run
out of breath at high revs. Combining small and
large turbos can eliminate lag but with double
the cost and emissions headaches. The first trick
used to broaden the operating range of a
single turbo was installing movable vanes that
change the volume of the turbine housing to
increase pressure at low speeds and reduce
restriction at high revs. Garrett introduced this
Variable Nozzle Turbine concept on the Dodge
Shadow-based 1989 Shelby CSX.

Now Garrett is applying similar technology to
optimize airflow on the cool side of the turbo.
This Variable Geometry Compressor tailors the
area of the blower outlet to suit the speed of
the turbine wheel, boosting low-end torque by
the same 20 percent sequential turbos do, but
at lower cost and without the packaging,
plumbing, and catalyst light-off headaches of a
second blower. Production is forecast for 2008.

Another novel approach is electric turbo-
charging. Want boost at low rpm? Throw a
switch and spool up 50,000 revs in 0.3 second.
Just a second and a half of 5- or 6-psi boost
builds enough exhaust pressure to bring the
main turbo online. There are two ideas in the
works. One attaches an electric motor to the
turbocharger; the other employs a separate
electrically driven blower. A smaller stand-alone
blower can draw less power, and its motor
doesn’t have to live next to a cherry-red
exhaust turbine, but it costs more and can be
trickier to package and plumb. Bolting the
motor to the turbo adds inertia, but it’s possible
to run the motor as a generator when cruising
along at highway speeds, reducing the
alternator’s drag by a horsepower or two.

E-turbos designed for today’s 14-volt systems
briefly draw between one and two kilowatts of
electricity to add 10 kilowatts (13.4 horsepower)
of output to a 2.0-liter engine. Increasing output
or feeding a larger engine would require the
long-promised 42-volt architecture. If an after-
market e-turbo system is ever offered, it’ll have
to include electrical-system reinforcements.
We’ll probably see electric blowers in 2008.

By enabling ever larger turbos to be fitted
while preserving low-speed driveability, electric
turbocharging, VGC, and VNT—alone or 
perhaps in various combinations—promise
new horizons in specific output at bargain 
pricing relative to hybrid hardware. Such 
high-tech turbos can be used either to shrink
engines for improved fuel economy or to 
maintain displacement and gas mileage while
boosting performance. Can these new turbos
shrink engines enough to cut fuel consumption
by 40 percent? Probably not, but I’d love to
endurance-race a stock Prius against one fitted
with a tiny 110-horsepower e-VGC-VNT-turbo
to see which wins the index of thermal
efficiency—and which lasts the longest. ■

let’s get small

TODAY’S GAS/ELECTRIC hybrid
strikes me as a complicated way to save fuel. I
mean, must we lug around batteries, multiple
motors, and electrical controllers that need their
own cooling systems for a realistic fuel savings
of 30 to 40 percent? And what happens to a
Prius when it depreciates to the $3000 price of
its worn-out battery pack? Probably you scrap it
or pay a shade-tree mechanic to weld in a used
Corolla powertrain. What if you could shrink a
conventional engine down to a gas-sipper size
while preserving family-car performance? 

Turbochargers have long promised to make
this possible. Today’s turbos achieve roughly 
20-percent fuel savings at equivalent peak 
performance with a third less displacement
than a similar unpressurized engine. The down-
side is turbo lag—the delay between calling for

Why carry around more engine than you need?

■ illustration nathan jurevicius ■ photograph lionel deluy
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*MSRP for a 2006 R 350 includes transp. charge. Excludes all options, taxes, title, regis. and dealer prep. 2006 R 350 shown at $52,915 includes optional †Panoramic Roof Package and optional Trim Package. Options, model 

Look out the Panorama Roof
†

and see the world framed beautifully. Look in and

see luxury executed superbly. A sumptuous, versatile space that accommodates

six effortlessly or any number of uses easily. The R-Class is, quite simply, a very new, very

different kind of automobile. A very new, very different way to travel. R-Class. Unlike any other.

STARTING AT

$48,775*



For more information, call 1-800-FOR-MERCEDES, or visit MBUSA.com.

Every Once In A While,

A Vehicle

Comes Around That Changes

Everything. 

availability and actual dealer price may vary. See dealer for details. Please always wear your seat belt.

I n t r o d u c i n g  T h e  4 - W h e e l  D r i v e  R - C l a s s

G r a n d  S p o r t s  T o u r e r

©2005 Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC

http://MBUSA.com
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■ words matt stone ■ photographs wesley allison

BEASTIE 
BOY

YOU DON’T HAVE TO
FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHT TO PARTY 

IN THE NEW VIPER COUPE, JUST PUT
PEDAL TO THE METAL

AND GO...

http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM


This particular Viper coupe was slower
than we expected, as we’ve tested SRT10
roadsters under four seconds to 60 mph,
around 12 seconds in the quarter mile, and
with stopping distances from 60 at under
100 feet—numbers consistent with SRT’s
claims. Perhaps it was that this particular
car required a 1-2 shift to hit 60? The
Supervette looks faster at first blush, but
don’t make any bar bets until we have
production versions of both cars in the
same place at the same time, being
pedaled by the same test driver.

Coupifying the SRT10 was straight-
forward. The chassis, the bodywork 
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feared that a cozy, enclosed cabin would
mean any less ballsy a snake, forget it. Take
the word “testosterone” out of the dictionary,
replace it with “Viper SRT10,” and nobody
would know the difference.

As of this writing, neither Motor Trend—
nor anyone else—has track-tested an
SRT10 Coupe alongside a new-gen Z06.
But we have run them each on different
tracks, on different days, and with different
drivers. While these numbers (below)
aren’t conclusive, they do provide a look at
the highest-stakes domestic performance
matchup since the original Corvette/Cobra
wars of four decades ago.

THERE ARE two questions here:
What’s the much-anticipated new-gen
Viper coupe all about, and how does it
compare with the 505 horsepower,
aluminum-chassised Corvette Z06? We
have the lowdown on the former and
advance intel on the latter.

This hardtop, hatchback version of the
SRT10 roadster is about what you’d
expect: It’s architecturally and mechanically
the same as the open version, save for a
big new decklid, revised rear-end styling,
and myriad detail changes. The Viper’s
face still looks beastly in your rearview
mirror, its 8.3-liter V-10 still sounds like the
devil spitting gasoline out the sidepipes,
and it’ll turn a pair of expensive, foot-wide
rear tires into a smoldering pile of rubber
residue with no more effort than it takes to
fall out of a boat and hit water. In case you

(cover story) 2006 dodge viper srt10 coupe

0-60 MPH 0-100 MPH 1/4 MILE 60-0 MPH

SRT10 Coupe 4.2 sec 9.4 sec 12.2 sec / 118.0 mph  111 ft

Corvette Z06 3.5 sec 7.3 sec 11.5 sec / 127.1 mph 104 ft

HEAVIER METAL

1. Forged, polished five-spoke 19-inch wheel design is new. “H-spoke” wheel is standard.

2. “Double-Bubble” roofline pioneered decades ago by Italian design house Zagato. 

Looks good here, increases headroom.

3. Sideglass different from that of SRT10 roadster.

4. Overall weight up 50 to 60 pounds compared with open model.

5. Viper owners requested a “faster” rear windowline in early design clinics; 

base of rear window moved back about three inches over earlier design proposal.

6. SRT plans to offer more owner customization options; special interior stitching, 

exterior stripes, color combos, wheel options, and special models to follow.
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forward of the trailing edge of the doors,
the powertrain, and most of the interior are
unchanged. A double-bubble-shaped roof
panel flows into a rear hatch that opens
high and wide to reveal 6.2 cubic feet of
luggage space. That unique roofline
treatment (a popular element of the
original Viper GTS) not only looks cool but
increases headroom without making the
car look bubblish. The rear fenders and
fascia are new, and, in a worthy tribute to
the first-generation Viper coupe, use the
same taillight units.

Those semi-retro rear lights are deeply
shrouded by the rear fenders—“my
favorite part of the styling,” comments Dan
Knott, director and chief gearhead of
Chrysler’s Street and Racing Technology
performance group. “We’re the only outfit
that would have the guts to do that.” Knott

has use of designer Ralph Gilles (Chrysler
300, Dodge Magnum and Charger) for all
SRT styling projects. The rear deck ends in
an aggressive, functional spoiler, and
there’s a diffuser panel down below. The
CHMSL-in-a-Viper-logo also returns. Don’t
miss the way-cool, race-inspired aluminum
gas cap cover.

While no special efforts were made to
make the frame any stiffer, increased
platform rigidity was a happy byproduct of
the enclosed bodywork. Torsional rigidity
goes up about 30 percent, although
bending stiffness remains about the same.
There are also miniscule-but-measurable
aero benefits to the coupe’s new skin, the
Cd dropping from the roadster’s 0.40 to
0.39. The front end produces no meaningful
lift or downforce, but there’s about 100
pounds of downforce on the tail at 150 mph.

Two cement bags’ worth of downforce at
a buck fifty doesn’t sound like much, but I
was pleased to have it along as I braked
and downshifted at the end of Laguna Seca
Raceway’s not-so-long front straight.
There’s a blind, left kink just before the
braking zone, and at 135 to 140 mph, it
becomes a corner with an apex all its own
and acres of dirt in the runoff area just
waiting to be plowed if you screw it up in a
big fast car like this one.Yet, the Viper was
super stable here, not something that
could be said for the first-generation
RT/10s of the early 1990s.

New SAE standards for measuring
power output mean the Viper’s aluminum
OHV V-10 is now rated at 510 horsepower
and 535 pound-feet of torque, each
category up 10 over the 2005 roadster’s
numbers under the old system. There are
no mechanical changes; the new figures
are just a reflection on the new ratings
regimen.

Five-hundred-anything-horsepower is a
lot, so I ask Herb Helbig, vehicle synthesis
manager for SRT and a member of the
original Team Viper development group
since day one, if they’d ever thought of
adding traction control. “It comes with
two,” he says, pointing to my feet. “Learn to
use them.” Got it.

Some consider the Viper a meat cleaver

7. Shrouded rear taillights are aggressive design touch and 

pay tribute to original GTS coupe lights.

8. Deck spoiler and lower diffuser combine for about 100 pounds of 

downforce, but not until 150 mph. Rear wing much more modest than

original GTS-R concept proposed.

9. Chassis/body structure about 30 percent stiffer than SRT10 roadster’s.

10. Sailpanel creates minimal blind spot, but as Franco said in the movie

“Gumball Rally”: “What’s behind you is not important!”

1

2

3

4 6

7

8

9

10

5 
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among X-Acto knives, but, dude, does it
cleave, and with more precision than the
uninformed are aware of. The steering is
quick, and the body responds. The pedals
are close; you can hit any two at a time, but
heel-and-toe maneuvers are cake easy. On
fast 2-3 or 4-5 shifts, you just want to
“think” the shifter a little to the right to just
catch the next gate. Force it, and you’re
rewarded with a graunch or a way higher
gear than you wanted. The Brembo brakes

are always right there, requiring strong
input, but returning good feel and clear
modulation, if not the stopping distances
we expected.

Early Vipers had a reputation for high
grip levels until the limit was reached,
followed by abrupt, snap-oversteer.
Today’s models are more forgiving, but
haven’t been dumbed down, and will still
swap ends if provoked. The SRT gang
wants you to be able to corner tail-out if

you can handle it, but don’t expect a band
of electronanny stability systems to save
your butt if you can’t. That said, the grip
levels are impressive, if not record-setting,
as told by our 69.5-mph slalom time and
0.94 g (average) skidpad number.

There’s no secondary body motion upon
steering inputs and little roll. The stiffer
body/chassis combo makes itself known in
two ways. First is by delivering slightly
quicker chassis responses than the
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no longer boil the occupants or scald legs
to the previous extent.

Then there’s That Motor. A lot of lyrical,
over-the-top hyperbole has been written
about the Viper’s V-10, which gets bigger
and more powerful with each iteration.
And it’s all true. This 8.3-liter lump of
aluminum remains a car guy’s Viagra. It
vibrates the car, tingles your spine, boils
heat out of the hood vents, and gurgles its
own brand of gnarly noise out of its side-

roadster, and second by all the creaks and
rattles you don’t hear. This has always
been a problem with Vipers, and this is the
first one where it no longer is. Another
issue with the current roadster is excess
cabin heat, due to the complex exhaust
system that criss-crosses the car just
below the seats. The SRT team has been
addressing this, Knott noting that “we’re
about halfway to where we need to be.”
The rocker panels still get warm, too, but
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viper coupe  dna   

Connecting the dots to the
SRT10 coupe is easy

SHELBY DAYTONA COBRA

COUPE (1964)

Although the proportions are 

separated by four decades, the

FIA GT championship-winning

Cobra coupe remains the 

theoretical genesis for any Viper

coupe that followed.

GTS COUPE (1996)

An important part of the first-

generation car’s success: It paced

Indy in 1996, spawned the racer

that won the Daytona 24 in 2000,

and remained a strong seller

through 2002.

GTS-R CONCEPT (2000)

Although the roadster version

made it to production first, the

current-generation Viper’s 

architecture was initially shown in

this coupe concept. How about

the red/silver color combo?

COMPETITION COUPE

(2003)

While the flavor is similar, the 

execution between this and the

street SRT10 coupe are quite

different. No other company sells

a turnkey club racer like this.

Thanks, Dodge. 
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mounted drainpipes. It delivers 90 percent
of its torque curve as flat as a pool table
and deserves to be mentioned in the same
company as any Ferrari V-12, Porsche flat-
six, or Small-Block Chevy that ever was.

By the way, the ride borders on crappy if
the road surface is anything rougher than
the above-noted pool table. And some of
the plastic wouldn’t pass muster in a dune
buggy. But if you want cush on your tush
and walnut trim, rent a limo.

Bottom line: The new-generation Viper
SRT10 coupe is the best street-legal Viper
ever. It brandishes its bravado with pride,
makes no apologies for its rough edges, and
still turns heads on any street. As always, the
Viper knows what it’s about and doesn’t give
a manhole cover if you like it or not. It’s an

American icon for the driver who’s blood
pumps quickly in its presence—someone
who values performance and personality
above everything else.

How will it play against the mightier-than-
ever Z06? The SRT10 coupe will be the
rarer of the two, but it’s also more
expensive, by a not-insignificant $20 grand
or more. The likelihood is that brand
preference will drive the purchase
decision: Most Chevy guys could care less
about a 10-cylinder Dodge, and the Viper
faithful won’t be impressed by anything
wearing a bow-tie no matter how fast it is.
And that new bow-tie is fast.

The ultimate American performance
match up is staged, ready—and coming
soon. ■

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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2006 DODGE VIPER 
SRT10 COUPE

BASE  /  AS  TESTED PRICES  $86,995  /  $90,695

VEHICLE  LAYOUT Front  engine,  2-pass ,  2-door

hatchback

ENGINE 8. 3L/510-hp/535  lb-f t  

OHV 20-valve  V-10

TRANSMISSION 6-speed manual

CURB WEIGHT  (F/R  DIST) 3435  lb ,  (49  /  51 )  %

WHEELBASE 98.8 in

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 175 .6  x  75 . 2  x  48 .6 in

0-60 MPH 4 . 2  sec

QUARTER MILE 12 . 2  sec  @ 1 18 .0  mph

BRAKING,  60-0 MPH 1 1 1  f t

600-FOOT SLALOM 69.5  mph (avg)

LATERAL  ACCELERATION 0.94  g  (avg)

MT F IGURE  E IGHT 24 .6  sec  @ 0.79  g  (avg)

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON 12  /  20 mpg

(cover story) 2006 dodge viper srt10 coupe

Take the word

“testosterone”

out of the 

dictionary, 

replace it with

“Viper SRT10,” 

and nobody

would 

know the 

difference.
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Chip Foose, star
of TV’s Overhaulin’
Chip Foose, star
of TV’s Overhaulin’

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Enter at www.bfgoodrichtires.com/winmustang 8/20/05 through 12/31/05, or you may complete the entry form available at select BFGoodrich events and deposit in the entry box there. 
Limit one entry per person/per week for the entire Promotion Period. PRIZE: One (1) Grand Prize: custom 2005 Mustang automobile designed by Chip Foose. Approximate retail value: $75,000.00. Odds of 
winning depend on the total number of eligible entries received. Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and D.C., who are 18 years of age or older and who have a valid U.S. drivers license. 
Void where prohibited by law. Subject to Offi cial Rules available at www.bfgoodrichtires.com/winmustang. Sponsor: MNA, Inc., One Parkway South, Greenville, SC 29615. 

©2005 MNA, Inc. 

1BFGoodrich® g-Force T/A®KD tires have posted the best dry cornering mark (1.08g) that The Tire Rack has ever recorded as of 7/6/05.

Is it any surprise that the World’s Hottest 

Mustang rides on the World’s Hottest Street 

Tires™?  And you can enter to win this one-of-

a-kind, 462 HP Chip Foose-designed Mustang 

now at bfgoodrichtires.com/WinMustang.  

Number one in dry cornering1 

Sizzling tread patterns

▲
▲

Enter now at bfgoodrichtires.com/WinMustang Enter now at bfgoodrichtires.com/WinMustang 

WIN CHIP FOOSE’S 
“WORLD’S HOTTEST MUSTANG.”

WIN CHIP FOOSE’S 
“WORLD’S HOTTEST MUSTANG.”

g-Force T/A®KDW

 Show-car looks. Racetrack performance.

http://www.bfgoodrichtires.com/winmustang
http://www.bfgoodrichtires.com/winmustang
http://bfgoodrichtires.com/WinMustang
http://bfgoodrichtires.com/WinMustang
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■ words paul horrell ■ photographs mark bramley

(first drive) aston martin v8 vantage

OH, JAMES!
007: YOUR NEW NEMESIS IS 911
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The Aston is positioned as the car gasoline-fragranced 

lawyers trade up to after five 911s in a row 
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THREE NUMERALS place
the Aston Martin V8 Vantage in context. Not
horsepower, speed, or price. These three:
911. After all these years when a greedily
optioned Porsche 911 was the default car
for the wealthy sports-car driver in search
of sensation and sense, here’s an
alternative—“a 911 alternative” being one
of the tallest orders anywhere on planet
car. It means a sports car that’s light,
compact, focused. But, in almost direct
conflict, it also means a car that’s civilized
and practical—and reliable enough for a
day’s lapping of a track and a winter’s city
commuting without sight of a wrench. It
means iconic design and blue-blood
heritage. In sum, a near-faultless bundle of
proof-strength excellence, sauced with

inspiration. The Aston, costing little more
and making little more power than a
Carrera S, is positioned as the car
gasoline-fragranced lawyers trade up into
after five 911s in a row.

In the early morning light outside Aston
Martin’s marble-faced factory in
Warwickshire, central England, the V8
Vantage is a vision to savor. Its squat stance
comes from using the high-tech glued-
aluminum skeleton frame of the DB9,
Aston’s 2+2, but with a wheelbase
shortened to 102.4 inches, and reduced
overhangs. Unlike the DB9, it’s a hatchback.
The body is all-new, but if you see it alone
you could just about mistake it for a DB9.
The easiest recognition point is the sharp

crease that extends back from the front
fender vent. But see one alongside a DB9,
and it’s a whole lot broodier, more
purposeful, more muscular. Its shorter
engine allows a stubbier nose; its absence
of rear seats emphasizes the flare of the
rear fenders. Confusing it for a DB9 is a
mistake you’ll make only once.

Though much of the structure, chassis,
and dash is shared with the DB9, the
mechanical differences are telling. In place
of the DB9’s V-12 is a new V-8. At 4.3 liters,
it’s a compact engine, and so it’s been
mounted a long way back in the frame,
entirely behind the centerline of the front
wheels. It’s dry-sumped, too, so the crank
can be set close to the ground. That sort of
weight distribution is great news for

handling. To balance up the masses, the
six-speed manual transmission is set
ahead of the rear axle, joined to the engine
by a carbon-fiber propshaft. Suspension is
aluminum and all-wishbone; tires are
235/40 front and 275/35 rear on 19-inch
rims. That’s a whole lot of tire for a 3461-
pound two-seater. This is unambiguously a
sports car, not a GT.

Eyes full of its shape, mind full of its
specs, heart full of longing for it to live up to
it all, I open the upward-swinging door and
settle down. A turn of the key lights the
transparent instrument calibrations cold
blue like backlit ice. The starter button is
cool to the touch—it’s actual glass,
emblematic of the level of authenticity

throughout this cabin. Most surfaces are
swathed in genuine hand-stitched leather;
the pillars and headlining are suede (“like
being trapped inside a purse,” says my
wife), while everything that looks metallic
is. That includes the dial faces, which have
a sensational, jeweled appearance. And if
you’re wondering how easy it is to read
glass needles on metal, the answer is not
very. But so far I’m still in the mood to
forgive, to accept the give and take of a
relationship with a beauty. Hey, I’ll just train
my eyes.

Back to that starter. A deep growl at idle,
but a subdued one. At 380 horsepower
from 4.3 liters, we’re talking about a busy
but not frantic state of tune. The clutch is
medium to heavy, the shifter, too. Not

snicky like a Miata’s or oddly light like a
911’s, but neither primitive like a Viper’s—
just the feeling of moving important pieces
of metal around. The suspension thumps at
low speed—not harsh, but stiff, like it’s
waiting for some real work to do.

From your first mile down the road, you
feel the rigid nature of this structure, just
from the taut way the body dulls road
impacts. But there’s another aspect to its
structural integrity: that the steering
column, shifter, and seats are devoid of
flex or shimmy. That’s not a characteristic
that affects test-track numbers or cornering
prowess (which may be why some sports-
car engineers pay so little heed to the
fact), but it bolsters the sensation of

aston martin v8 vantage (first drive)
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commanding a well-engineered piece.
Excellent seats are deep-bolstered on

either side of your thighs and lower back
to clamp you in hard cornering, but also
sensitively padded and 10-way power
adjustable for long-haul comfort. The
steering wheel and pedals are well
placed, although a narrow footwell—a
consequence of the engine rammed so far
back toward you—limits room for heel-toe
gearshifts. And the center stack looks so
much better than it actually works.
Splendid, big alloy climate knobs are just
fine, but the phone/stereo system has too
many oversmall buttons, awkwardly
placed. What buffoonery led Aston to
conclude that grouping the phone dial
buttons in rows of two instead of the usual
three would make it easier in a moving
car? And the menu logic is just as
perverse. Never mind, we’re here to drive.

On the highway, the Vantage sends all
the right signals of urgency, even without
gunning the engine. That V-8 remains
docile but willing up to middle crank
speeds, serving no more torque than you’d
expect for its size, but a gratifying quick-
wittedness. But above 4000 rpm, Aston
turns to Astonishing. Something awakens
in the exhausts, and it’s a gorgeously
naughty something: a deep, bellowing,
hard-edged beat that signals the start of
the proper end of the performance
envelope. The rev needle travels counter-
clockwise, hitting vertical at 7000, and a
shift light pops on shortly after, at the 7300-
rpm power peak. So it’s no simple sport
getting the best from this engine—
gearchanges have to be timed to a
hairsbreadth.

In the center of the tachometer, a digital
speed repeater lessens the struggle of
reading the analog speedo. A struggle
made no easier by the upward blurring of
its needle and, by now, of the road ahead.
There are no unpredictable steps in that
performance envelope, by the way, for this
is a relatively simple engine, but it certainly
works as hard as it roars in the upper
regions. It puts me in mind of a 6.0-liter
LS2 Corvette, though obviously the torque
isn’t so brutal down low—but a better
shifter on the Aston encourages you to
compensate with the gearbox.

Hang on a minute. Compact, focused,
front V-8, rear drive, rear transmission, two-
seater? Yes, Vantage and Vette do tick a lot
of the same boxes. Exquisite body and
cabin aside, is there much a V8 Vantage
can do in raw down-the-road terms to
justify its terrifying price premium?

Now we’re really working the Vantage,
and, as its early stiffness suggests, the
suspension sure likes having to put its
shoulder to the wheel. The undulations
and nasty cambers of an English country
road are renowned for their ability to
expose unhappy damping and poor
suspension geometry, but the Aston uses
all its wishbone travel with aplomb, never
crashing onto the bumpstops, always
maintaining stability. There’s vertical
motion, but it’s controlled, and it doesn’t
affect the cornering because constantly
weighted tire/road contact was obviously
the priority. The result is gargantuan grip
and traction, not just on smooth dry
pavement but on the rough and the damp,
too. And, as you’d expect from that short
wheelbase and low polar moment, it turns

THERE ARE MILLIONS of gearheads world-

wide who’d be delighted to see Aston Martin crashing

Porsche’s party. In the territory of our imaginations,

Aston is a name that grossly overperforms. It isn’t hard to

see why: Le Mans wins in 1959 and a decent stab at it in

the late 1980s, associations with the likes of Zagato; the

name’s Bond, James Bond. Most of all, it’s about one

simple question: When did you ever see an Aston Martin

whose looks didn’t make your knees buckle? And the V8

Vantage won’t puncture that record. I’ve driven Astons

(step forward the 1990 Virage Volante in particular) that

were so clunky and incompetent I wanted to hurl the

keys down a street grating before someone got hurt. And

yet if I saw that same heap glide by right now, I’d be

unable to suppress an inner smile. Give a car the right

looks, and it can ambush your better judgment.

Judgment (along with luck) has been a quality sorely 

lacking among Aston Martin management over the

decades. The company has bungled from crisis to crisis,

struggling to bolt together just 20,000 cars in total. But,

100 percent owned by Ford these past 11 years, it plans

to build the next 20,000 within four years. This company’s

on the move, and the car that’s going to be responsible

for that acceleration in the owner body (numerically as

well as in velocity) is the new V8 Vantage. Okay, so it’s

not exactly a dime-store supercar, but Aston has never

before made something as relatively affordable as this.

Perversely, the cheaper a car is, the less margin for

error it’ll be given. Aston’s $255,000 Vanquish S is, on

the average, the fifth car in a household. It’ll be used as a 

special-occasion machine by an owner who’ll indulge it

the odd glitch. The V8 Vantage, stickering at half that,

will be used more often, and as such will need to nuzzle

closer to perfect behavior. 

2006 ASTON MARTIN
V8 VANTAGE

BASE  PRICE $1 10 ,000

VEHICLE  LAYOUT Front  engine,  RWD,  

2-pass ,  2-door  hatchback

ENGINE 4. 3L/380-hp/302  lb-f t ,  

DOHC 32-valve  V-8

TRANSMISSION 6-speed manual

CURB WEIGHT 3461  lb

WHEELBASE 102 .4  in

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 172 .5  x  73 .5  x  49 .4  in

0-60 MPH 4.8  sec  (mfr  est)

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON Not  yet  rated

ON SALE  IN  THE  U.S . February  2006

in sharply, resists understeer, and barely
hints at pitch or squat.

So. It’s fast, sounds magnificent, and has
a capable chassis and looks to die for. Am
I in love with it? Not quite. I drive further
than planned in search of that state of
grace, but it never quite clicks. The steering
fails to engage me, coming up short on
feel, failing to communicate all the action
going on down at tire level. Somehow the
Vantage feels like it was set up at a track (it
was—the Nürburgring) in pursuit of under-
steer-free fast lap times, by drivers whose
corner knowledge was already so
complete they didn’t need more from the
steering. Well, folks, on a real and unknown
road, in a car capable of these cornering
speeds, I want all the knowledge I can get.
Not just for the sake of much-needed
confidence, but for the sake of the sensory
pleasures central to a sports car. The sorts
of pleasures the Vantage’s other talents
supply in such abundance. ■

what it means for  aston martin   

(first drive) aston martin v8 vantage
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The Vantage sends all the right signals of urgency, 

even without gunning the engine
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(first drive) 2006 fisker tramonto
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Superstar auto stylist Henrik Fisker is betting that wealthy customers will buy his cars

like they buy Prada couture—and that they’ll pay up to $300,000 to dress up in one

■ words arthur st. antoine  ■ photographs brian vance

RUNWAY
MODEL
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“‘THE USUAL SUSPECTS’ is one of my favorite movies,” says Henrik Fisker as he pilots
his sleek Tramonto convertible prototype along the Southern California coast, the warm air tugging at the open 
collar of his chalk-striped shirt, the late-afternoon sun glinting off his designer sunglasses and Porsche Design watch.
“It’s not a movie that makes you go, ‘Wow! Look at that!’ It’s a slow burn. It takes its time but it really gets hold of you.
That’s how I want the designs of my cars to be. I want them to draw you in. I want people to enjoy my cars the more
they look at them.”

People are looking at Fisker’s cars all right—and many can’t pry their eyes away. BMW
Z8 roadster. Shelby GR1. A big stake in the Aston Martin DB9. Aston AM V8 Vantage (on
view just a few pages away). Many automotive designers would kill to have the recognition
generated by even one of those stylistic tours de force. And Fisker did them all. If this great
Dane’s hand were any hotter, you’d need tongs to shake it.

Now, Fisker is betting his future on the cachet of his designer label. Last January, he and
manufacturing guru Bernhard Koehler (who worked with Fisker at BMW and Ford), backed
by 12 investors from around the world, launched Fisker Coachbuild, LLC, in Newport
Beach, California. Their plan: Using sumptuous cabin materials, Fisker-designed
bodywork, and an innovative assembly process, transform existing premium-car platforms
into even more exclusive and luxurious limited-edition couture for the wealthy few (price:



enough, an SL65 AMG with a twin-turbo
V-12. To buy a Fisker, customers will simply
purchase their Benz from any dealer,
specifying whatever factory options they
wish. They’ll then notify Fisker through the
dealer or via the company’s Web site
(www.fiskercb.com). Fisker will make all
the arrangements to have the car
transported to Southern California for
conversion.You choose the color, and that’s
about it. The entire transformation process,
from pickup through delivery, will take
about two months. Cost: $128,000—plus
the price of your SL AMG.

You can see familiar SL proportions in the
Tramonto, but it’s a dramatically different-
looking animal (in fact, it’s distinctive
enough that during our afternoon cruise
several drivers chased us down for a closer
look and crowds gathered wherever we
stopped). Compared with the Benz, the
Tramonto’s tail is stubbier, the hood a tad
longer, the stance more muscular (the car
rides on custom 20-inch alloy wheels).
Fisker says the grille design was inspired
by the F/A-22 Raptor jet fighter. “This will
probably be our signature grille,” he says.

You also can’t help but notice some
Aston Martin cues in the design—the
grille’s contours, the sweep of the head-
lamps. Then again, you’d expect a car from
the DB9’s creator to share a similar style
and taste. “I’m basically a conservative
designer,” Fisker says. “I’d never show up
at a party with red shoes and a yellow tie. I
wouldn’t want to do a car with any freaky
lines, either.”

$200,000 to $300,000). No big-corporation
constraints, no focus groups, no production-
line compromises—Fisker insists his cars
will come straight from his gut. “In the auto
world today,” he says, “You have two types
of design. There’s concept design, where
automakers build cars to show the industry
and journalists how great they are. Then
there’s production design, where that cool
milled-aluminum center console from the
concept car becomes spray-painted
plastic. I wanted to build a car where some
of these concept things actually made it into
production. We don’t have marketing data
here. If we feel a car is right, we just do it.”

Just seven months after turning the lights
on, Fisker and Koehler (who, along with vice
president of marketing and communications
Cristina Cheever, are the company’s only
full-time employees at present) had
completed two fully driveable prototypes:
the two-seat Tramonto convertible (based
on the Mercedes-Benz SL platform) and

the Latigo CS sport coupe (underneath, a
BMW 6 Series). “We came up with some
new and revolutionary ways of designing
and engineering the cars,” Fisker says,
declining for now to elaborate on his
methods or to name all of his suppliers. “It
gives us a unique position where we can
go quickly from sketch to production and
make a profit selling just 100 to 150 units.
After a year of producing a particular
model, we’ll move on to a new design.”

Just before their precious prototypes
were due to be shipped off to Germany for
their world debut at the Frankfurt Motor
Show, Fisker and Koehler invited us to drive
the production-ready Tramonto and ride in
the still-unfinished Latigo (see sidebar),
even allowing the prototypes out into traffic
around tony Dana Point (no pressure, but if
you wreck the car you wreck the company).

As noted previously, at its core the
Tramonto is a Mercedes—either an SL55
AMG or, if a supercharged V-8 isn’t
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(first drive) 2006 fisker tramonto

TOP: Fisker behind the wheel of his Tramonto. ABOVE: Front-end styling
inspired by this view of an F/A-22 Raptor stealth fighter.
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The Tramonto is beautifully finished.
Panel gaps are tight, just 1.5 mm on non-
moving pieces. The trunk is fully lined in
Alcantara. And there isn’t a shred of
fiberglass anywhere. “The panels are
mostly aluminum or carbon fiber,” Fisker
says. “No, we don’t have any visible
bumpers, but people who buy these cars
aren’t going to bumper-park them in the
grocery lot.” Fisker adds that the light-
weight pieces help make the Tramonto
about 100 pounds lighter than an SL.

The cabin also benefits from a complete
upgrade. Fisker replaces the standard
leather with a higher-grade skin—or, if the
buyer is willing to take a risk, an optional
hide that’s awesomely soft but untreated (if
you spill your coffee, the resulting stain will
remind you of the moment from then on).
The milled-aluminum center console
Fisker dreamed of is there, complete with
hand-painted inserts. The door sills are
polished carbon fiber. Fisker also replaces
the steering-wheel shift buttons with
milled-aluminum paddles and swaps out
the instrument faces for designs of his own.
Like the rest of the car, the interior is
completely handcrafted, the slightly
wobbly leather stitching a reminder that
robots weren’t invited to the Tramonto’s
finishing school.

Opt for the SL55 AMG as your platform,
and you get a Tramonto boasting 493
horsepower (all the basic mechanicals—
including the folding hardtop—are
untouched). But Fisker is well aware that,
for buyers shopping in this rarefied price
class, “regular” is never enough. So the
company also offers a Performance-Plus
package by Danish Benz tuner Kleemann
(which Fisker Coachbuild has also
contracted to handle all development
testing on its products). For an additional
$43,000, the Kleemann package adds
huge Brembo discs all around, eight-
piston front calipers, four-piston rears, a
new exhaust system, and a host of
supercharged engine mods that boost out-
put to 610 horsepower and 650 pound-feet
of torque. (Add Performance-Plus to your
SL65, and you end up with a Tramonto
making 680 horses—63 more than an SLR
McLaren!)

We’ve barely left the parking lot at the
wheel of the Tramonto prototype (an SL55
AMG with the Performance-Plus
upgrades), when Fisker, riding shotgun,
breaks into an evil grin. “Go on, stand on
it!” he laughs. Instantly, the rear end feels
like it’s gliding on ice as the torque liquifies
the rubber and the exhaust note goes all
Jeff Gordon. “I wanted a bit of NASCAR

under full throttle,” Fisker yells as the tires
hook up and we catapult up a steep grade
as if we were falling down it. The company
claims a 0-to-60-mph time of 3.6 seconds
with the 610-horsepower engine. Top
speed: just over 200 mph.

But speed isn’t what the Fisker Tramonto
is all about. “The engine upgrades make
this car even more special,” Fisker says,
“but this isn’t a track car. Our buyers will
have other cars for that—a Ferrari, a Lotus
Elise. Our cars are really about personal
expression, exclusivity. In our world today
we have all these huge companies,
everything is so corporate. There’s almost
a backlash against all these shopping
malls, the same everything, everywhere
you go. People want more individuality—
they want that unique restaurant, they like
hand-tailoring.” Fisker runs his hand over

the leather dash of his new Tramonto.
“Above all, they want something where
they feel like somebody cared.” ■

2006 FISKER 
TRAMONTO

BASE  PRICE $253 ,775

VEHICLE  LAYOUT Front  engine,  RWD,  

2-pass ,  2-door  convert ib le

ENGINE 5.4L/610-hp/650 lb-ft, 

supercharged SOHC 24-valve V-8

TRANSMISSION 5-speed automat ic

CURB WEIGHT 4200 lb  (est)

WHEELBASE 100.8  in

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 178 .1  x  73 .6  x  52 .9  in

0-60 MPH 3 .6  sec  (mfr  est)

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON 12  /  18  mpg (est)

ON SALE  IN  THE  U.S . Apr i l  2006

“LATIGO” is a famous canyon

road in Malibu (“Tramonto” is another

Malibu byway and also means

“sunset” in Italian). The Southern

California names make a bold

declaration for Fisker Coachbuild:

Even in a landscape where S-Class

Benzes outnumber palm trees and

Porsche 911s are as common as

barbed-wire bicep tattoos, the

fledgling automaker intends to stand

out. The Latigo CS is car two in

Fisker Coachbuild’s lineup.

Underneath it’s a BMW 645Ci, the

32-valve, 4.8-liter V-8 making 350

horsepower. Or opt for the upcoming

2007 M6 as your base, and enjoy

500 V-10 horses and all that car’s

other performance goodies.

Like the Tramonto, the Latigo

boasts an entirely new exterior, this

time crafted of carbon fiber and

steel. The cabin is also sumptuously

upgraded. Base price, including the

cost of a 645Ci, will be $197,900.

Fisker also intends to offer a

Performance-Plus package, though

specifics (and pricing) haven’t yet

been determined.

“I wanted the Latigo to be

beautiful,” says Fisker of his swoopy

hardtop. “I blame the demise of the

coupe on the fact that automakers

stopping building beautiful ones—

mostly they were just two-door

sedans. The Latigo is a gentleman’s

coupe, sporty and aggressive but

also something you could drive to

the office without feeling like you

were overdressed.” Going topless

won’t be out of the question,

though: Fisker says his company’s

third car will likely be a soft-top

convertible version of the Latigo.

fisker:  acts ii & iii   
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■ words matt stone 

■ photographs barry hayden

(first drive) 2006 porsche cayman s

Et tu, Brute?
BEHOLD THE PORSCHE 911’S GREATEST THREAT: 

ITS OWN, BRAND–NEW BROTHER
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generational redesigns, ever-wider tires,
and the addition of electronic stability
systems have all but eradicated the 911’s
innate urge to swap ends. But the fact
remains: Porsche created its own problem
and has spent the last four decades fixing it.

The Cayman S shows up with no such
baggage. The powerplant is placed low
and just over the driver’s right shoulder for
the same amidships weight balance
enjoyed by the world’s most sophisticated
race cars. The engine-as-pendulum issue
never needs fixing—because it doesn’t
exist.

This is clear as we slice and dissect
several of Germany’s fast, hilly two-lanes,
just north of the Austrian border. The traffic
is light, and, even though the moisture level
is heavy, the Cayman S is on its game. It’s a
sports car you’ll come to grips with early
on, as it’s neutral, predictable, and quick.
Dial the Sports Chrono system to its most
aggressive setting, and you get sharper
throttle response, firmer damping, a
10mm-lower ride height, and a Porsche
Active Stability Management system that’s
more than happy to let you have some tail-
out fun before stepping in to save its own
tail—or yours. In spite of the wet weather,
we disabled the PASM a few times, knowing
the Cayman’s stable nature wouldn’t pitch
us to the wind unless we were stupid
enough to do it ourselves.

Architecturally, the Cayman S can be
thought of as a Boxster coupe with a
hardtop and a rear hatch. It comes off as
more than that, however, which is why it
deserves its own name. About 20 percent
of the overall component makeup is new;
nearly 40 percent of the interior is changed
in the coupification process. The engine,
for example, is part Boxster S, part base
Carrera. At 3.4 liters, it splits its
displacement between the two. At 295
horsepower, it falls between the Boxster S’s
280 and the Carrera’s 325. The Carrera
also donates its cylinder heads, which
gives the Cayman S Porsche’s VarioCam
Plus variable valve timing system. A six-
speed manual transaxle is standard, with a
five-speed Tiptronic automatic optional.
There’s no “base” Cayman offered at
launch, although we’re sure one will show
up in 12 to 18 months. Don’t expect any all-
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powerplant is parked mostly out back,
creating a famous—and infamous—
rearward weight bias. Early 911 drivers
combated the pendulum effect with a
much-revised driving style (“If she starts to
come around, don’t lift off the gas…”).
Ongoing suspension upgrades,

WITH THE birth of the 911,
Porsche crafted both icon and conundrum.

Although forces have tried to kill it
numerous times throughout its 40-plus-
year history, Stuttgart’s definitive sports
car thrives and prospers. Yet, all the while,
it’s been fighting physics. Its equally iconic

LEFT, CENTER ROW: As in the
Boxster, vital fluids are filled via 
a small access panel in the trunk.
Unlike in the Boxster, 9.1 cubic feet
of luggage fits in the rear trunk,
providing cargo isn’t too cubic—
some of the that space is down in a
well, the rest up above the engine
and visible through the hatch glass.

▼
▼

▼
▼

▼
▼

▼
▼
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wheel-drive versions; Porsche will reserve
that candy for the Carrera.

Coupes are always stiffer structurally
than open cars are, but the Cayman
demonstrates this to the extreme, being
250 percent stiffer torsionally than this
year’s updated Boxster and about twice as
strong in terms of bending. That’s a bunch,
and the Boxster is already excellent for a
roadster. Weight distribution is 55 percent
rear, 45 front, and that’ll vary a few percent
depending upon options.

About half the car wears carryover
sheetmetal, including the hood, door skins,
and front fenders. The rest is fresh tin. The
new lower front fascia incorporates built-in
driving lights, and the front spoilerettes will
be finished in silver, whatever the body
color. Standard 18-inch wheel designs are
unique to the Cayman, with 19s optional.
The Cayman’s center of gravity is about
15mm higher than the Boxster’s, but the
slipperier shape, and the Cayman’s more
effective rear wing, yield a Cd of 0.29,
putting it between the Boxster S’s 0.30 and
the 911’s 0.28. That twin-stanchion rear
wing raises 3.1 inches at speeds above 75
mph, and overall aerodynamic lift is
reduced front and rear.

While the I.P. and sport seats are gleaned
from the Boxster S, everything aft of those
seats is new. The large hatch opens high to
reveal a two-tiered luggage compartment;
add this 9.1 cubic feet to the 5.25 cubic feet
in the front trunk, and you’ve got a sports
car that’s good for more than just a
weekend’s worth, although soft luggage is
recommended to get the most into it.

The suspension architecture is the same
as the Boxster’s, but shock, spring, and anti-
roll bar rates are Cayman specific and
more aggressive overall. While there’s no
shortage of standard equipment given the
Cayman S’s sub-$60K base price (including
standard leather upholstery and six
airbags) a lot of the most popular goodies—
the ones that maximize its performance—
are optional. Add the 19-inch rolling stock,
bi-Xenon headlights, the Sports Chrono
package, nav, and PCCB ceramic brake
rotors, and the $70,000 mark will come and
go in a hurry.

Porsche claims the Cayman S will lap the
North circuit of the Nürburgring in eight
minutes, 20 seconds (running 19-inchers
and with Sports Chrono), just a few seconds
slower than the Carrera. We’ve heard, but
can’t substantiate, the opposite; that in fact
the Cayman is actually a few seconds
quicker than a base 911, although still not
the measure of the 355-horse Carrera S. A
bit of marketing/positioning, perhaps? 

Turn-in is quick, and the front end offers
solid bite. Same for the tail, which stays

well planted. In our recent slalom test of the
2005 Boxster S, it posted a speed through
the cones of 73.2 mph, identical to
Porsche’s own Carrera GT. We suspect the
Cayman S will eclipse these numbers—
keep in mind that anything over 70 mph is
impressive. The Cayman’s steering is

unchanged from the Boxster, yet the stiffer
chassis gives it improved reactions,
although we welcome a squeedge more
feel. As with most mid-engine cars, the
Cayman’s rotation point is toward the
center; it feels like it’s about where the
e-brake handle is.

▼
▼

▼
▼

▼
▼

▼
▼
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The Schwabian roads we traversed were
smooth, so no gripes about ride quality,
even when wearing 35-series rubber,
although this may not be the case if your
local surfaces are mottled or potholed.
The Cayman’s better aero and reduced lift
offer noticeable improvements in 
high-speed stability; it feels less likely to
bob and weave than the Boxster and the
Carrera. Overtax these Porsche
Carbon Ceramic Brakes?
Impossible, at least
on public roads in the
rain.

For a change, the
U.S. market version gets
a more aggressive
exhaust note than do
Euro-spec cars. This 
one sounds great,
combining the whirry
sweetness of the 2.5- and 2.7-
liter Boxster engines, with the
guttural burbles issued by the
Carrera S’s 3.6. Blend this exhaust
note with a reedy intake roar and the
engine’s mechanical noise, and the result
is a symphonic voice, especially when the
VarioCam switches to its more aggressive
mode just below 6000 rpm.

Our complaint list is way short. A bit of
heat soaks into the cabin if the car sits at idle
for long periods of time. It’s nothing 
objectionable, or that the A/C can’t handle,
but you may notice it when parked with 

the windows
up. If we 
have a design 
c o m p l a i n t
about this sexy
thang, it’s that

the roofline is a
bit bubblish. That

same curving
roofline also nixes the 
availability of a sunroof, a 

popular option in North America.
So if you want a tan, buy a Boxster.

In the Cayman S, Porsche has conceived
and delivered a superb driving instrument.
It combines precision, balance, gusto,
style, and what we’re sure will be
impressive test-track performance. It’s silly
fun to drive; a hot-looking partner you’ll
enjoy on your first date and never tire of.
That storied master, the 911, has a new
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PORSCHE IS ADAMANT that “a 911 guy is a 911 guy”

and that the Cayman S won’t steal even a single sale from

its star player. With respect to the Boxster, that was a

legitimate statement, but when applied to the Cayman,

we’re not so sure. Here’s how they compare:

HP WEIGHT/ BASE 
POWER RATIO* PRICE

Boxster S 280 10.9 $53,895

Cayman S 295 10.0 $59,695

Carrera coupe 325 9.5 $70,095

Carrera S coupe 355 8.8 $79,895

* Calculated using factory curb weights

As weight-to-power ratio improves, the price goes up.

The company’s product planners have carefully managed

the Cayman S’s power ratings and price points to ensure

it represents a step beyond the Boxster, but doesn’t tread

too heavily on the Carrera’s sacred ground. But a few 911

faithful have admitted that this car interests them, and

they would at least consider it, given the prospect of mid-

engine weight balance and a lower price. The Cayman

platform could handle another 100 horsepower, and even

more aggressive suspension tuning, without batting a

headlight. But don’t expect that to happen, as Porsche

will save Turbo, GT3, Targa, and other hot variations for

flagship, and higher priced, Carrera duty. If there’s any car

the Cayman S reminds us of, it’s the previous-generation

993-series Carrera, the last of the air-cooled 911s, sold

here from 1995 through 1998. The Cayman S is 3.3 inches

longer, about 2.5 inches wider, and stands about the same

height. The 993’s 3.6-liter flat-six puts out just five more

horsepower. Their friendly faces clearly come from the

same brood. Another is the early 1970s S models, often

considered the quintessential 911. Both are now Porsche

classics, which bodes well for the Cayman S.

baby brother that’s got moves. Fortunately,
the sports-car universe is big enough for
both of them. ■

cayman s or 911   

(first drive) 2006 porsche cayman s

2006 PORSCHE 
CAYMAN S

BASE  PRICE $59,695

VEHICLE  LAYOUT Mid-engine,  2-pass ,  2-door

hatchback

ENGINE 3 .4L/295-hp/250 lb-f t  DOHC

24-valve  F lat-6

TRANSMISSIONS 6-speed manual ;  

5-speed T iptronic  S

CURB WEIGHT 2950 lb  (mfr)

WHEELBASE 95.1 in

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 172 .1  x  70 .9  x  51 .4 in

0-60 MPH 5 .1  sec  (est)

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON 19  /  27  mpg (est)

ON SALE  IN  THE  U.S . January  2006

▼
▼

▼
▼

▼

▼▼▼▼▼▼
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(interview) malcolm bricklin

■ words todd lassa ■ photographs simon harsent

}} MALCOLM BRICKLIN is the stereotypical great American entrepreneur, an
impresario-huckster with more chutzpah than capital. He sits on a stylish black Le Corbusier chair in the

open-plan office of his latest venture, Visionary Vehicles. Bricklin doesn’t go for the functional factory-chic
traditionally favored by automakers: Visionary’s HQ is in the heart of hip TriBeCa, surrounded by some of

Manhattan’s trendiest restaurants. Relaxed yet energetic, Bricklin alternates between sips of morning
coffee and peach-colored juice, overrevving with enthusiasm for his latest venture as son Jonathan films

an ongoing documentary project that’ll surely rival a Ken Burns epic for length.
What if this China thing doesn’t work?

“I’ll have to commit suicide.”
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He’s been hyping the next big thing 
for almost 50 years. But is his plan to bring Chinese cars 

to America a deal too far? }}
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■ PININFARINA-DESIGNED

CONVERTIBLE/COUPE

WHAT IS IT: FWD compact

coupe/convertible, 200-horsepower

direct-injection DOHC turbo four,

Webasto vario roof.

PRICE: About $19,000.

TARGET: Mercedes SLK at 

Honda Civic price.

■ COUPE

WHAT IS IT: FWD four-seat coupe

with decent rear-seat space for

adults, 3.6-liter V-6. 

PRICE: About $25,000.

TARGET: Beat the Alfa Romeo

Brera to the U.S.

■ SEDAN

WHAT IS IT: FWD or AWD 

midsize sedan, 3.6-liter V-6.

PRICE: About $19,000.

TARGET: Audi A4 for the price of 

a Camry I-4.

■ CROSSOVER

WHAT IS IT: FWD or AWD

wagon/SUV/minivan crossover 

with very Asian styling, 3.6-liter V-6.

PRICE: About $19,000.

TARGET: Chrysler Pacifica 

style at Chevy Equinox price.

■ MINIVAN

WHAT IS IT: FWD minivan, 

3.6-liter V-6, seven-passenger 

with second row that rotates to

face the third row.

PRICE: About $19,000.

TARGET: Meet or beat the best 

minivans’ safety ratings.

VISIONARY VEHICLES, THE CARS
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(interview) malcolm bricklin

Bricklin delivers this line with the Cheshire-cat smirk of a man
who’s been to the brink and back more than once. A biography on
his P.R. company’s Web site glosses over the demise of his
Handyman hardware chain in the early 1960s and the 1989
bankruptcy of his Yugo import operation. The 1975 collapse of the
company manufacturing his eponymous gullwinged “safety” sports
car (which presaged John Z. DeLorean’s DMC12, though in plastic
rather than stainless steel) is blamed on “an idea before its time.”

The founder and CEO of Visionary Vehicles is convinced this is
“The Deal,” a joint venture with China’s Chery Automobile
Company that gets him in on the ground floor of what he believes
will be the next Lexus. Yes, Lexus. Ah, but
there’s A Catch (and veteran Bricklin
watchers will say there’s always A Catch
with Malcolm). He needs to raise $200
million before he can unlock the treasure
chest. That’s the price Chery president
Yin Tongyao has put on Bricklin’s buying
into the company’s manufacturing
operation in Wuhu, China.

“My first impulse was, ‘What, are you
outta your mind?’ Why would I want to
invest in a factory? The only thing I can tell
you about investing in a factory is that’s
where I lost most of my money in my life,” he says in an oblique
reference to his failed sports-car manufacturing venture in New
Brunswick, Canada, which collapsed in 1975 owing almost $35
million, a lot of which, it must be said, came from dealers and
Canadian taxpayers. “Building a car. I don’t think I want to repeat
that. I’m not a manufacturer. I’m an importer. I know how to sell
cars. I know how to sell dealers. I don’t know how to build cars. I

don’t want to know how to build cars. I’d be happy to bring in
people to help you build a car, but why would I do that?”

But, says Bricklin, Chery’s young president explained why,
claiming the investment would net him the company’s factories
(which Yin says can build a quarter million cars) as well as five
models to be built exclusively for the United States (worth $100
million per model for the design and engineering and tooling, says
Yin). “He said, ‘We’re going to give that to you for $200 million,’”
says Bricklin. “And I go, whoa, okay—I like that a lot.”

Skeptics might say it sounds too good to be true. Same with
Visionary Vehicles’ schedule to import 250,000 cars in the first year

to the U.S., beginning in 2007, with sales
doubling in the second year and
doubling again by the fourth year. Back
of the envelope math suggests that’s one
million Cherys a year by 2010. To put that
in perspective, Subaru, for which Bricklin
bought the U.S. import rights in 1968
(and sold back to Fuji Heavy Industries in
1971) last year sold just under 187,000
vehicles here. Breathtaking doesn’t even
begin to describe Visionary’s ambition.
And it’s the bait Bricklin’s holding out to
dealers who sign up to build one of

Visionary Vehicles’s elaborate $15 million “Auto Show”
showrooms. Some 250 of these Saturn-style, no-haggle sales
channels are planned.

“Of course, it’s going to take more than four years,” Bricklin says,
when asked the obvious. But he promises to meet each sales goal
at an annual rate—e.g., 250,000 per year on a monthly basis before
the end of the first year. Chery also plans a U.S. factory when it’s

} }

■ ■ ■

“ The only thing I can

tell you about investing

in a factory is that’s

where I lost most of 

my money in my life. ”
■ ■ ■
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out. If Bricklin is concerned U.S. buyers might end up doing Chery’s
R&D after they’ve bought the cars, he doesn’t show it.

“I brought the worst car in the world into this country, and I could
only get 50,000 a year, and I sold 163,000 in the first three years, and,
in some cases, dealers got $3000 over list,” he says, recalling his
early success with the Yugoslavian-built Yugo. “I know how to take
something that’s dramatically less than perfect, so coming in and
seeing something that’s perfect is easy to see. What I saw [in Wuhu]
with an untrained eye was a beautiful facility with all the right equip-
ment. What I saw,” he says with a staccato emphasis on each word,
“were happy people working on the line. What I saw were industri-
ous people. Intelligent people. Hard-working people.You add that to
low cost, you’ve got a combination. Low cost alone doesn’t do it.”

Bricklin says China wants more than trade dollars. It seeks the
prestige of selling respected, quality cars to the world’s premier
markets. And Chery probably could figure out how to do it without
Bricklin, but Bricklin’s input into the U.S. lineup is important.

Let Malcolm tell you a story. It takes place in Turin, Italy, where
Andrea Pininfarina and the mayor of Wuhu/Communist Party
honcho/Chery founder—for some reason referred to by Bricklin
simply as, The Founder—have a surprise to show. It’s a concept for
Chery’s Mercedes S/BMW 7/Audi A8 fighter (most fledgling
automakers would be happy to build a better Golf, but not the
hyper-ambitious Chery, it seems), a front-drive, V-8-powered
$35,000 sedan “in a horrible blue color.”

“We have dinner. I turn to The Founder and say, ‘Our job is to
make sure you never embarrass yourself. And that piece of shit is
going to make you embarrassed.’ I know that’s not the way to talk
to a head of the Communist Party. He asks, ‘What’s wrong?’ I say,
‘First of all, it looks like a Lincoln.You’ve got to let Pininfarina design
something you can be proud of. Number two, it’s a V-8, front drive.

It should be a V-8 rear drive, all-wheel
drive. But your interior is terrific.’”

Well, the interior looks a bit too shiny
from the photo Bricklin shows, but, hey,
he’s on a roll. “You remember any
[automakers] changing cupholders when
they’re told? This man just spent eight
months paying somebody to do
something that cost millions of dollars on
his say-so, and his new partner in the
United States is telling him it’s a piece of
shit. And he turns to Mr. Pininfarina and
says, ‘Do what you wanted to do,’ and, ‘the
reason we made that mistake is that we’re
not qualified to make that decision.’ My

comment to him is, ‘You just became the most powerful people in
the car business. If you rectify a wrong decision before it becomes
a wrong decision, you cannot fail, and my people will follow you to
the ends of the earth.’”

Malcolm’s people will follow him to the ends of the earth. That’s
what makes him an ingenious entrepreneur to some, a shameless
snake-oil huckster to others. He’s on the precipice between
suffering another Yugonian failure and becoming one of the most
powerful people in the car business himself.

“Building a car is a heady thing. The most fun I had in my life was
building the Bricklin. The most money I ever lost in my life was
building the Bricklin.” He had to put all his money on one model.
Chery will build him several models. “Now I don’t know how that
lucked into my life, but I can’t imagine anything more exciting than
finding a way to build four or five cars.” Other than selling the 
idea, perhaps. ■

(interview) malcolm bricklin

}
ready to sell two million cars here,
equaling Toyota. What happens to the
labor cost advantage? “I have no idea.
How does Hyundai keep a cost advantage
by building a factory here? My goal is to
sell a million cars from China. Let the
other generation figure out how to make
money on the other million.”

More obstacles delay the launch.
General Motors has threatened legal
action because, it says “Chery” is too
much like “Chevy.” Visionary is still
kicking around names for the brand and
for the individual models. They won’t be
badged “Bricklins,” although hybrid models further off in the future
may become “The Bricklin Collection.”

The bigger obstacle, however, is that the cars still require work.
“My first problem was that I hired Dennis Gore, who took a look
and said, ‘Okay, here they’ve got a 3.0-liter V-6 that’s not big
enough, I need a 3.6. And that V-8, that’s okay, but I don’t need a
4.0-liter, I need a 4.8. And that four-speed transmission, I need a
six-speed.’ That blew six or seven months right off the bat.”

Constant readers will note this stuff doesn’t take six or seven
months—it takes several years. Visionary Vehicles chief engineer
and president of R&D Gore sits in on our talk, unmoved, even though
he’s familiar with such schedules having worked on U.S. -
manufacturing for Honda, Nissan, and Mitsubishi in the 1980s and
1990s. But things happen quickly in China. In this decade, it’s
transformed itself from a nation of bicycle riders to the third largest
auto market in the world. It’ll be number two before the decade is

■ ■ ■

“ My goal is to sell a

million cars from 

China. Let the other 

generation figure out

how to make money

on the other million. ”
■ ■ ■
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words motor trend editors

2006/2007
SUV & TRUCK

BUYER’S

GUIDE
RIGHT TOOL RIGHT JOB
★ RUSTY HAMMER

★★ HANDY SCREWDRIVER 

★★★ ADJUSTABLE WRENCH 

★★★★ SWISS ARMY KNIFE

★★★★★ DELUXE LEATHERMAN

IT’S ALL ABOUT STUFF. Hauling stuff, carrying stuff, getting away from stuff. That’s why
we buy trucks, vans, and sport/utilities. These are more than just transport; these are tools for a modern
lifestyle. And we want each to have the versatility of a toolkit. So starting with our first drive of the new
Jeep Commander on the next page, here’s the lowdown on 122 new pickups, vans, and sport/utes, with
star ratings to help you pick the right tool for the right job. ■ angus mackenzie
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■ words g.r. whale and mark williams ■ photographs john kiewicz

2006 jeep commander (first drive)

that when you arrive late to the party, you’d
better bring something impressive.

Hence, the 2006 Commander, a bit of
heritage-flavored bodywork cloaking the
current Grand Cherokee skeleton, an SUV

that Jeff Bell, vice president of Jeep, claims,
“signals our commitment to remain the
leader in the sport/utility market, a market
Jeep invented 65 years ago.”

Although it’s longer and higher in the
roof, the Commander is all Grand
Cherokee underneath, using the same
engines, transmissions, drive systems, and
brakes. The two-wheel-drive Commander
corners flatter and is more poised than its
four-wheel-drive counterpart, which has a
more ponderous feel. Maybe this is 
understandable given that a 4x4 V-8 weighs
over 5000 pounds. Still, the ride and 
handling compromises are predictable for
something this size and weight with a live
rear-axle rear suspension.

The Commander’s standard 210-horse
V-6 is satisfactory with 2WD and 3.55:1
gears (and just plain anemic with the
standard 3.07:1 gears) to overcome the
modest 235 pound-feet of torque, but get
the smoother V-8 (either one) for a four-
wheel-drive model. All engines (3.7-liter
V-6, 4.7-liter V-8, and 5.7-liter V-8) are
offered in two- and four-wheel-drive
models, the latter with three drive systems:
one all-wheel-drive-only model (Quadra-
Trac I), one two-speed transfer case unit
with brake traction control (Quadra-Trac
II), and one two-speed transfer case with
electronic limited-slips in each axle and in
the center differential (Quadra-Drive II).
Since brake traction control takes away
power, often when it’s most needed, pop
for the Quadra-Drive II for 4WD 4.7s (it’s
included with 5.7s).

Every seat row rides higher than the one
ahead, good for viewing but less so for
lanky people in the middle row or average
bodies in the kid’s third row. However, that
back row has plenty of venting, cupholders,
and controls to calm the fidgety. Seat
folding is simple and access good for kids,
and the middle row reclines but only on the
outer seats of the 40/20/40 seats—the
center location has neither headrest nor
child-seat anchor. With second and third
rows folded, the floor is full-length flat; with
seats up, there’s a flip-over cover/bin along
the back and grocery-bag hooks, and,
unless your subwoofer is exactly 7.5 cubic
feet, not much else will fit.

The squared outlines allow decent
headroom, further expanded by a sunroof
that comes with rear roof glass panels for
lighting rear passengers. Careful tuning of
the windshield/pillar area and laminated
side glass control wind noise, and you sit
well back from anything—including 
assist handles.

room with
a view

Stadium seating goes to Camp Jeep

QUESTION: What do Acura,
Buick, Honda, and Lincoln have in
common? Answer: They all had a four-
wheel-drive three-row SUV on the market
long before Jeep. Fortunately, Jeep knows

http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM


Inside, Jeep gave the Commander familiar,
functional inputs for climate, electronics,
and instrumentation. Logic appears
factored from the start, although the bumps
on the shifter that look like buttons but
aren’t and the toylike parking brake are
puzzling. The driver seat is powered on
every model, all offer good support and
comfort that lasts longer than a tank of gas,
and the topline leather is quite nice.

Jeep split the Commander in two lines:
Starting near $30,000, more choices get
redundant, and a loaded Commander will
cost more than the priciest Grand
Cherokee. The base Commander is the
smarter, more elegant and stylish, with
fewer trim adornments, less chrome, and
five-spoke wheels. The Limited adds various
treatments, including roof rails that
transform into handles at the rear of the
SUV, though we suspect more base models
will actually carry stuff on the roof. The
hatch glass can be opened separately to
allow for any pass-through items or gear.

The Commander was characterized as
the “most capable off-road three-row SUV”
available, though we’d caveat at the price.
A Lexus GX 470 or Land Rover LR3 would
have no trouble keeping up, especially if
tires or departure angles were an issue:
The Commander’s rear overhang gives 20

degrees, respectively 10 and eight
degrees less than an LR3 or Grand
Cherokee. Of course, neither the GX 470
nor LR3 is priced near a Commander.

Jeep considers the Explorer, Envoy,
Pathfinder, and Pilot its main competition—
but none has the V-8 power the Hemi offers;
of course, each of these vehicles has better
EPA numbers. Yes, the Commander is
better off-road than an Explorer, and its
steering and independent rear suspension
make it a worthy adversary on the road.
The Envoy XL also is street-oriented and
filled with upscale content, but a TrailBlazer
EXT probably makes a more cost-effective
Commander fighter. Despite a change to
IRS, the body-on-frame Pathfinder’s
compact overhangs and aggressive tires
make it a good four-wheeler, and the
powerful powertrain adds to driving fun.
The Pilot has more seats and feels bigger
than a Commander, and it offers a flexible
full-time all-wheel-drive system and
decent real-world fuel economy.

At the track, the Commander remains
controlled and energetic, with a 7.9-second
0-to-60. On the 600-foot slalom course, the
Commander is composed, but that’s mostly
because the stability controls kick in to
apply brakes and cut power.

As its first foray into the seven-seat

market, Jeep is keeping mum on
production; and as gas prices rise—it was
introduced when gas cost $2.55 a gallon—
fuel-economy importance will rise. With
plant capacity near 100,000 units per year,
the Commander will draw new buyers to
Jeep and some others from their existing
Jeeps.

It remains to be seen if the marketplace
will support another SUV or if the
Commander will be primarily conquest
sales from other Jeep owners as they grow.
Only one other brand with a similar history—
Land Rover—has been doing the seven-
seat thing with any success (Disco, then LR
and it’s been working for them for more
than 10 years. ■
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2006 JEEP COMMANDER

BASE  PRICE $38,900

PRICE  AS  TESTED $42 ,000

VEHICLE  LAYOUT Front  engine,  4WD,  

7-pass ,  4-door  SUV

ENGINES 5 .7L/330-hp/375  lb-f t  

OHV 16-va lve  V-8

TRANSMISSIONS 5-speed automat ic

CURB WEIGHT  (F/R  DIST) 5265  lb  (51/49%)

WHEELBASE 109 .5  in

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 188 .5  x  74 .8  x  7 1 .9  in

0-60 MPH 7.9  sec

QUARTER MILE 15 .8  sec  @ 86.8  mph

BRAKING,  60-0 MPH 140  f t

600-FOOT SLALOM 55 .7  mpg*  avg

LATERAL  ACCELERATION 0.70  g  avg

MT F IGURE  8 29.5  sec  @ 0.54  g  avg

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON 14 / 19 mpg

ON SALE  IN  U.S . Current ly

*  e lect ronica l ly  l imited

(first drive) 2006 jeep commander
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■ words and photographs

brian vance

(first drive) 2006 ford explorer

FORD’S EXPLORER is
feeling the strain. Not too long ago, it sat
comfortably on its throne as the best-
selling SUV in America. But rising gas
prices and a rising tide of new-wave,
carlike crossovers offering the versatility
demanded by active families, with fewer of
the on-road compromises demanded by
traditional SUVs, have left the crown up for
grabs. Time, then, for a midlife makeover.

The 2006 Explorer gets a fresh new face
featuring a wide-open mouth that, at first
glance, makes it look like Ford stole another
designer from VW/Audi. Just so you don’t
get confused, though, the Blue Oval on the
grille is now seven inches wide. Out back,
a new liftgate and modified taillights finish
off the cosmetic tweaks, and urban
fashionistas can now order optional 18-inch
chrome wheels.

Inside is an all-new, more upscale interior
with available DVD navigation and Ford’s

first installment of Sirius Satellite Radio. The
DVD nav features useful programming
that’ll audibly call out upcoming street
names, but doesn’t work as well as units
from Honda or Toyota. A new chrome-
topped shifter, borrowed from the F-150, is
now mounted in a more ideal location in
the center console. A power-folding third
row is available, and, once down, the floor
is truly flat.

Underneath the sheetmetal lies new and
significantly updated hardware. An all-new,
stiffer frame borrows the tube-through-
tube technology first seen in the 2004
F-150. This clever welding trick puts the
crossmembers through the frame rails,
creating what Ford claims is an inherently
stronger joint. To take advantage of the
more rigid frame, Ford redesigned the
front suspension by reducing the weight of
the upper and lower control arms and
switching the shocks from a twin-tube to

The battle 

for the SUV crown 

ain’t over yet

mono-tube design to enhance ride comfort
and maximize road holding.

During our preview drive, Ford was
eager to impress on us the fact that the new
Explorer offers numerous first-in-class
safety innovations—no doubt to banish any
lingering memories of the Firestone fiasco.
With Roll Stability Control (introduced on
2005 models), canopy airbags, and
adaptive safety devices that sense
occupant size and impact severity to tailor
the management of crash forces, this
Explorer is likely to score best-in-class
ratings on the IIHS and NHTSA crash tests.
Plus, all these safety additions now allow
the Explorer to meet all federal crash
requirements through 2010.

Under the hood is a three-valve V-8
borrowed from the Mustang GT, which
produces 292 horsepower (an increase of
53). It’s cleaner than the two-valver it
replaces, and it should get about 
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10-percent-better fuel economy. The
increased grunt results in improved towing
capacity, which means the Explorer can
now haul 7300 pounds off the rear hitch,

160 more than the outgoing model. The
standard V-6 still produces 210 
horsepower, but its tailpipe emissions have
been lowered to ULEV II status.

The V-6 is paired with the five-speed
transmission carried over from last year’s
trucks, but if you opt for the V-8, you’ll get a
luxury car-like six-speed automatic that
does a respectable job of keeping the revs
in the power range and squeezing as much
fuel economy as possible out of the engine.

First thing you’ll notice when firing up the
new V-8 is a quieter interior, and, once up
to speed, you’ll also notice less road noise
in the cabin. In fact, Ford claims the interior

noise levels are lower than those of the
4Runner, Grand Cherokee, and TrailBlazer.
The old V-8’s throttle response was never a
high point; the new three-valver feels much
more lively, enhanced even more by the
six-speed.

Out on the highway, the Explorer’s ride is
more composed and confident, and the
vehicle doesn’t bark back as much when
pushed briskly through a tight turn. New
shocks help absorb washboard bumps
common to dirt roads, and the odd steering-
column vibration in previous-generation
Explorers has been remedied. A new
speed-sensitive steering pump reduces
effort at parking lot speeds and decreases
power assistance at freeway speed.

Ford anticipates sales of Eddie Bauer
models are likely to double because of the
unique packaging options being offered
for the first time, such as a chrome grille,
17-inch wheels, leather seats and wood trim,
plus the availability of a luxury package for
Eddie Bauer that adds heated, two tone
seats, and a six-disc in-dash stereo.

An overall sense of refinement is
immediately apparent when you hop out of
a 2005 Explorer and into a 2006: The
changes are significant enough to justify a
trade in for current model owners. But the
bigger question is whether this midlife
makeover will keep the Explorer King of
the SUV Hill. ■

2006 FORD EXPLORER

BASE  PRICE $27,175-$36,585

VEHICLE  LAYOUT Front  engine,  FWD or  4WD,  

4-pass ,  4-door  SUV

ENGINES 4 .0L/210-hp/254 lb-f t  SOHC 

12-va lve  V-6;  4 .6L/292-hp/

300 lb-f t  SOHC 24-valve  V-8

TRANSMISSIONS 5-  or  6-speed automat ic  

CURB WEIGHT 4450-4800 lb  (mfr)

WHEELBASE 1 13 .7  in

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 193 .4  x  73 .7  x  72 .8  in

0-60 MPH 7.9-8 .7  sec  (MT  est)

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON 14-18  /  20-24  mpg

ON SALE  IN  U.S . Current ly

(first drive) 2006 ford explorer
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WHY  COAST  THROUGH  L I FE  WHEN  
YOU  CAN  CORNER  I T.

Introducing the al l-new 2006 Lincoln Zephyr.

It  handles .  It  hugs.  It  per forms.  Lincoln Zephyr.  With a spor t-tuned suspension

and class-exclusive six-speed automatic transmission.*

Seize your oppor tunity.

Star t ing at  $29,660.**

*Based on medium premium car class. 2005–2006 class competitors.

**As shown: 2006 Lincoln Zephyr with optional 17-inch chromed-aluminum wheels. MSRP $30,555.

Prices exclude tax, title and license fees. See your dealer for details.

l i n c o l n . c o m

R e a c h H i g h e r

http://lincoln.com


*All advantage claims are supported by AIC Autosource manufacturer data reported as of June 2005.  Based on Import
Midsize Pickup Truck category as defined by Jato Dynamics sold in the U.S.  Retailer terms and availability may vary.  

Not all features standard on every Raider model.  See retailer or visit www.mitsubishicars.com for details.

http://www.mitsubishicars.com


mitsubishicars.com

It will never ever play nice with the other trucks.

Raider. The only mid-size import with an available V8, 290 lb.-ft. of torque, and up to 6,500 pounds 

of class-leading towing capacity.* Upgrades include optional 508-watt high-output 6-CD AlpineTM 

audio system, leather trimmed bucket seats, SIRIUS® Satellite Radio and Bluetooth hands-free 

phone interface. Please, try not to kick dirt in the other trucks’ faces.

Introducing the new Raider.

http://mitsubishicars.com


■ words todd lassa

“SPORTY TRUCK,” an
oxymoron in the old days that later meant
“too harsh and not useful,” has now
matured into this: a sport/utility that’s fun to
drive, comfortable as a daily driver, and
still able to tow and haul stuff.

Performance guru John Heinricy and
platform maven Tom Wallace have done a
lot with the GMT-360, though its five-year-
old body-on-frame platform limits its
potential refinement. Front and rear shocks
and springs are beefed up with SS-specific
valving for the Bilsteins. The front stabilizer

bar is 2 mm thicker, to 36, and the 24mm
rear bar remains the same. Tires are beefy
Goodyear Eagle RS-A P255/50R20s on
handsome six-spoke polished flangeless
wheels.

Heinricy and Wallace mentioned in our
July cover story that the most powerful new
Chevy Super Sport would be well
balanced—and it is. On bumpy roads, the
TrailBlazer SS is firm, but not jarring, with
the type of suspension tuning associated
with BMW. Heinricy developed the SS
around the Nürburgring’s Nordschleife.

Shocker! 

The TrailBlazer SS

makes good 

on a promise

While GM seems to have fallen in love with
the place (decades after the engineers at
BMW did) to the point where it’s in danger
of appearing as a marketing gimmick, it
works.

Around the challenging road course at
GM’s Milford Proving Ground (nicknamed
the Lutzring, after you-know-who), the
TrailBlazer SS AWD rotates predictably
with its stability control shut off. There’s
compliance, but not enough to make you
worry about where to place your left knee
in a right-hand turn. The rear-drive model
is better at the track, with more potential for
throttle-steer. The AWD overcooks its tires,
but its 0.83g skidpad number is good for a
car, let alone for a truck. A one-inch ride
height reduction (versus the standard
TrailBlazer’s) helps.

The heart of this sport/utility is the LS2
6.0-liter small-block V-8, replacing the
standard TrailBlazer V-8’s 300-horse,
5.3-liter. In the TrailBlazer SS, the LS2
makes 395 horsepower (up from numbers

✜
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2006 trailblazer ss (first test) 

generated for our July cover story) and 400
pound-feet of torque. Our rear-drive test
truck’s 5.6-second 0-to-60-mph time is 1.9
seconds quicker than GM’s own time for
the 5.3-liter TrailBlazer and beats the 7.7
seconds we recorded for the inline-six
TrailBlazer in late 2001. In the quarter, our
14.2 seconds at 98 mph beat the 5.3’s
15.9-second time, but was 0.3 second
slower than GM’s own prediction for the
TrailBlazer SS.

The Corvette/SSR/Pontiac GTO LS2 is
rated at five horses more because it uses
an electric cooling fan, while the TrailBlazer
SS has a belt-driven fan for better towing
capability. The AWD version, with its Torsen
center differential, has a 6600-pound tow
rating and the rear-drive version ups that to
6800 pounds—as good as it gets for a
truck that knows its way around a bend.
Nominal torque-split for the AWD is 33/67
percent front/rear, with the front varying
from 27 percent to 44.

Brakes are impressive (60-to-0 mph in

115 feet), thanks to improved cooling and
Corvette Z51 pads up front and better
temperature capacity for the rears.
Steering uses a 16.0:1 low-friction rack,
replacing the standard truck’s 20.4:1 ratio.
The steering is quick and precise, though a
bit vague on-center. The only transmission
choice is the beefed-up 4L70E four-speed
automatic. Again, this is Heinricy and
Wallace working with what they’ve got. The
four-speed automatic won’t hamper
performance in this truck, but it’ll subject you
to transmission lash, especially in the one-
two upshift. The 4L70E is one more reason
not to buy an automatic C6, GTO, or SSR.

The SS package retails for $5195 on
anything from base cloth-seat TrailBlazers
to fully loaded ones, so you decide
equipment level and whether to go with
two-wheel or all-wheel drive. The latter
adds about 150 pounds, and Chevy claims
the performance difference is negligible.
Our test numbers are for the rear drive,
which, on road and track, feels significantly

stand&deliver
quicker. Take the rear drive unless you live
in a northern state, in which case you’ll be
perfectly happy driving a four-season SUV
with all the utilitarian benefits of a truck and
much of the fun of a sport sedan. ■
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2006 CHEVROLET 
TRAILBLAZER SS

BASE  PRICE $32 ,605

VEHICLE  LAYOUT Front  engine,  AWD,  

5-pass ,  4-door  SUV

ENGINE 6.0L/395-hp*/400 lb-f t*  

OHV 16-va lve  V-8

TRANSMISSION 4-speed automat ic  

CURB WEIGHT 4648 lb  (53  /  47%)

WHEELBASE 1 13 .0  in

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 191 .8  x  74 .6  x  67.8  in

0-60 MPH 5 .6  sec

QUARTER MILE 14 . 2  sec  @ 98 .0  mph

BRAKING,  60-0 MPH 1 15  f t

LATERAL  ACCELERATION 0.83  g  avg

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON Not  yet  rated

*SAE Cert i f ied
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2006 SUZUKI
GRAND VITARA

BASE  PRICE $25 , 294

PRICE  AS  TESTED $25 , 294

VEHICLE  LAYOUT Front  engine,  4WD,  5-pass ,  

4-door  SUV

ENGINE 2 .7L  /  185-hp /  184  lb-f t  

24-va lve  DOHC V-6

TRANSMISSION 5-speed man;  5-speed auto

CURB WEIGHT  (F/R  DIST) 3709 lb  (51  /  49%)

WHEELBASE 103 .9 in

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 176 .0  x  7 1 . 3  x  66 .7 in

0-60 MPH 9.5  sec

QUARTER MILE 17.0  sec  @ 80.1  mph

BRAKING,  60-0 MPH 122  f t

600-FOOT SLALOM 59.9  mph (avg)

LATERAL  ACCELERATION 0.69  g  (avg)

MT F IGURE  E IGHT 30. 3  sec  @ 0.51  g  (avg)

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON 18-19/23-24  mpg

■ words todd lassa

(first drive) 2006 suzuki grand vitara

EXPANDING from motorcycles
to automobiles worked for Honda, so why
not Suzuki? The maker of the magnificent
Hayabusa bike only sells 80,000 cars and
trucks a year, mostly on the strength of its
Hyundai/Kia-matching 10-year/100,000-
mile warranty. The Grand Vitara remains its
icon four-wheeler. And, for 2006, it’s much
better than the one it replaces. But Suzuki
has a long way to go to catch Honda, or
Hyundai and Kia, for that matter—at least in

terms of sales. The Grand Vitara has new,
nicely creased sheetmetal on an integrated
unibody frame chassis, and it wears the
most handsome styling in its class. It has a
wide track and a long wheelbase with
short overhangs for stability and a 3000-
pound towing capacity. Suspension is inde-
pendent all around, MacPherson struts in
front and multilink in back. But its engine is
an anemic carryover 2.7-liter version of the
old Grand Vitara’s 2.5-liter V-6 making 185
horsepower at 6000 rpm and 184 pound-
feet at 4500 rpm, up 20 horsepower and 22
pound-feet. It powers the rear wheels or all
four through a new five-speed automatic.

Suzuki offers two all-wheel-drive
systems. All models get electronic stability
control, and base and Premium-package
Grand Vitaras offer full-time four-wheel
drive for $1200. Serious off-roaders will
want full-time four-mode four-wheel drive
with a limited-slip differential, locking
center diff, and low-range, available for
$1400 on XSport and Luxury versions. You
can go far off-road with it, well beyond the
small-SUV competition. A five-speed
manual is available only with rear drive or
the base full-time 4WD system in the two
lower trim levels.

Despite excellent off-roadability, the
changes with the new model give it much
more show than go. A handsome interior
complements exterior styling, but suffers
from hard plastics and unconvincing wood-
grains. The slalom-style shiftgate
discourages manual rowing of gears. And

grand
illusion

Suzuki still makes

pretty cool 

motorcycles, though

while wind noise is low, the SUV lets in
noise from the road and its loud, thrashy,
slow engine. On-road handling is fair, the
steering somewhat vague. The automatic
sometimes chooses unusual places to
upshift or downshift on steep hills.

The Grand Vitara would place high in the
poorly represented compact sport/utility
segment, which is full of aging Escapes
and CR-Vs, if not for competition like the
new Hyundai Tucson and Kia Sportage,
and the upcoming V-6 Toyota RAV4. The
Grand Vitara enters the market short of
what it needs to be a contender. ■
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Starting at $14,850* ➤ Newly restyled for 2006 ➤ Available 230-hp High Output turbocharged engine ➤ To take a virtual tour, visit       

THE CHRYSLER PT CRUISER

Can inspiration replace the typical small car with something that lives a

Can it transform the epitome of coolness?
$14,850,without sacrificing anounce



       CHRYSLER.COM/PTCRUISER, or for more information, call 1.800.CHRYSLER ➤

little larger? Something that appeals to people regardless of budget? Yes.

Most definitely. Can it do all this starting at

of style or functionality? Absolutely.
*Price of GT model as shown, $24,085. MSRPs exclude tax. For more information about Chrysler Financial, ask your local dealer.

http://CHRYSLER.COM/ptcruiser


2006 DODGE RAM 
MEGA CAB 

BASE  PRICE $32 ,000-$52 ,000

VEHICLE  LAYOUT Front  engine,  RWD or  4WD,

6-pass ,  4-door  p ickup

ENGINES 5 .7L/345-hp/235  lb-f t  OHV 

16-va lve  V-8 ;  5 .9L/325-hp/610

lb-f t  t ’d iese l  OHV 24-valve  I -6

TRANSMISSIONS 6-speed manual ;  

4-  or  5-speed auto

CURB WEIGHT 6100-7650 lb  (mfr)

WHEELBASE 160 . 3-160.5  in

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 247.7  x  79 .5  x  74 .5-78 .5  in

0-60 MPH 8.5-1 1 .0  sec  (MT  est)

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON 13/ 17  (V-8) ;  15/ 19  ( I -6)  mpg

ON SALE  IN  U.S . Current ly

■ words mark williams

(first drive) 2006 dodge ram mega cab

IF DODGE’S aim was to rattle
cages in the full-size truck market, it’s
succeeded. Long criticized for its smallish
Quad Cab doors and rear seats, Dodge has
answered with a new Mega Cab model,
which adds 20 inches to the current four-
door and makes the Dodge cab length 12
inches longer than a Ford F-350 Crew Cab.

Built off a standard, 160.5-inch-wheel-
base Ram Quad Cab Heavy Duty platform,
the Mega Cab substitutes a short bed for a
long bed, putting all the remaining space
into the interior—specifically, the rear
seating area. Cargo capacity behind the
front seats is a stunning 72 cubic feet—
more than many larger SUVs—due in large
part to the two-position folding rear seats
designed by the same engineering team
that did the Stow ’n Go seats in the popular
Dodge and Chrysler minivans.

These rear seats don’t disappear, but
they do have plenty of room to flop to the
floor. Likewise, the 60/40 split rear seats

recline up to 37 degrees and provide
enough flat bed space to spread out a
sleeping bag and mattress. This could be a
boon for bachelors with noisy room-
mates—or married men not skilled in the
fine art of spousal argumentation. In
addition, behind the configurable rear
seats are two storage compartments
designed to hide tools, towing gear, or
even stuff you carried with you on your way
out of your apartment.

Dodge offers the Mega Cab in 1500,
2500, and 3500 configurations, allowing for
a variety of payloads, towing capacities,
and ride quality—although no Mega Cabs
are based off the lighter-duty 1500 Dodge
Ram (new for 2006). Actual payloads,
towing capacities, and ride dynamics are
similar to standard half- and one-ton Rams,
and all Mega Cab models ride on single
rear wheels in 4x2 and 4x4 configurations.
For now, only smaller short beds are
available, but if the Mega Cabs get
popular, expect other, longer-wheelbase
models (maybe even a mammoth dualie)
to arrive soon.

Ram Mega Cab 1500s (with a slightly
softer ride than in 2500 and 3500 trucks)
will be offered with the 5.7-liter Hemi V-8
(non-multidisplacement version) and a
five-speed automatic transmission, while
2500 and 3500 models will offer the Hemi

Introducing more

legroom than 

in a Maybach

as well as the 5.9-liter Cummins turbo-
diesel—the latter with a heavy-duty six-
speed manual or four-speed automatic.

Other changes to Mega Cab models
include the recent update to the center
console and instrument panel, plus a more
aggressive redesign of the front grille and
headlight bezel. Look for a 1500 Hemi to
start under $33,000, but a loaded 3500
Cummins model, with leather, DVD,
Bluetooth, Sirius Radio, and 384-watt
Infinity sound system should land near
$50,000. Now that’s Mega. ■
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When it’s time to change you car’s coolant, remember that not all cooling systems are the same.

That’s  why  we  created  Havo l ine® Ex tended  Life  Ant i-Freeze /Coo lant,  the  f irst  GM-approved

DEX-COOL® coo lan t .  In  fac t ,  we  make  coo lan ts  for  a lmos t  ever y  veh ic le  on  t he  road .

Choose Havoline Custom-Made for newer Fords and Chryslers. All coolants are not the same,

so  don’t  think of Texaco/Havoline  coolants as  three of a kind,  think of them as  a royal flush.

© 2005 Chevron Products Company. San Ramon, CA. All rights reserved.
All other trade names, trademarks and service marks used herein are the rightful property of their respective owners.

ADD MORE LIFE TO YOUR CAR
®
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2006 MITSUBISHI RAIDER

BASE  PRICE $20,000-$30,000

VEHICLE  LAYOUT Front  engine,  RWD or  4WD,  

5-pass ,  4-door  p ickup

ENGINES 3 .7L/210-hp/235  lb-f t  SOHC 

12-va lve  V-6;  4 .7L/230-hp/290

lb-f t  SOHC 16-va lve  V-8

TRANSMISSIONS 6-speed manual ;  

4-speed auto;  5-speed auto

CURB WEIGHT 4300-4950 lb  (mfr)

WHEELBASE 13 1 . 3  in

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 219 .9  x  7 1 .9  x  68 .6  in

0-60 MPH 8.9-10 . 3  sec  (MT  est)

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON 14-16/19-22  mpg

ON SALE  IN  U.S . Current ly

■ words mark williams

(first drive) 2006 mitsubishi raider

HERE ARE the facts: The new
Mitsubishi Raider is a structural twin of the
Dodge Dakota—chassis, powertrain,
suspension; it’s one of the better rebadging
jobs we’ve seen in a while. Mitsu and
Dodge have worked on several other
“pairings” in the past with mixed success,
but since its release from DCX control,
Mitsubishi and its designers are injecting
more personality into their vehicles than
ever before—and the Raider is proof.

Mitsubishi designers made a hard break
from the Dakota’s blocky, creased,
squared-off exterior looks. Raider hood
and fender lines are softened, smoothed,
and sculptured. The curved surfaces are
meant to invoke a more toned, muscular
physique, brushing up against a more
dynamic or urban feel. At least, that’s what
chief designer David O’Connell told us as
he waxed eloquent on his favorite Raider

lines and angles. Likewise, the interior has
less mass and distraction than its cousin;
O’Connell’s team shaved lots plastic out of
the Dakota dash and simplified the air-
conditioning controls and vents. The result
is a unique-looking midsize pickup that’s
easy to identify as a Mitsubishi. In fact,
when seen next to the Outlander and
Endeavor SUVs, the family resemblance is
pronounced.

Unfortunately, the base engine is the
bland DCX 3.7-liter V-6 that puts out 210
horsepower at 5200 rpm and 235 pound-
feet of torque at 3600 rpm. The larger V-8
option displaces 4.7 liters and puts out 230
horsepower at 4600 rpm and 290 pound-
feet at 3600 rpm. Raiders powered by the
V-6 come with a choice of six-speed
manual or four-speed auto transmissions,
whereas the V-8 has the versatile five-
speed auto (which uses two different
second gears, depending on up- or down-
shift needs). In addition, the Raider comes
in two cab configurations (Extended and
Double), offers two 4x4 systems (part- and
full-time), and three axle ratios (3.21:1,
3.55:1, 3.92:1). Of all the option combos, be
careful about the V-6 manual. Gearing
between first and second and from second
to third is far too wide and forces the driv-
er to rev the crud out of the engine just to

all in the
family

Meet the Dakota’s

sexy cousin

keep it from falling on its face. The V-8 and
five-speed are a much better match for
both cabs, especially for those carrying a
few people inside or rock in the bed. The
DuroCross option package (available in
V-6 or V-8, Extended or Double Cab) has
bigger and better tires, the better 4x4
system, and fender-flare accents.

The differences between the Raider and
Dakota aren’t that huge, but they’re enough
for the Mitsu guy who wants to have the
only midsize import truck on the block 
with a V-8. ■
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2006 ISUZU i-350

BASE  PRICE $28,018

PRICE  AS  TESTED $30,022

VEHICLE  LAYOUT Front  engine,  4WD,  

5-pass ,  4-door  p ickup

ENGINE 3 .5L/220-hp/225  lb-f t  DOHC 

20-valve  I -5

TRANSMISSION 4-speed automat ic

CURB WEIGHT 4155  lb  (57  /  43%)

WHEELBASE 126 .0  in

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 207.1  x  68 .6  x  67.9  in

0-60 MPH 10 .1  sec

BRAKING,  60-0 MPH 152  f t

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON 17  /  22  mpg

ON SALE  IN  U.S . Current ly

■ words allyson harwood

■ photographs brian vance

(first drive) 2006 isuzu i-350

DESPITE THE two-year gap
between the launch of the Colorado/
Canyon and the i-Series, the near-identical
exteriors, and similar equipment, Isuzu
swears the i-280 and i-350 are not products
of badge engineering. The platform,
shared with the Colorado, Canyon, and i,
was initially developed by both companies.

Now the Isuzu version is here, with two
model choices: The extended-cab, rear-
drive i-280 is available only with a 2.8-liter
four, manual or automatic transmission, and
a choice of three trim levels, while the more
luxurious i-350 comes in one form: 4WD
crew cab. Its 220-horse, 3.5-liter I-5 is
backed by a four-speed automatic. Want an
extended-cab inline-five or a four-cylinder
truck with four-wheel drive? Turn to
Chevrolet or GMC.

Our i-350 tester came with power
windows, doors, and mirrors, cruise
control, optional power leather seats,
AM/FM/CD, and more and was pure GM

through and through, down to the gauges,
dash-mounted shift-on-the-fly 4WD system
buttons, and steering wheel. On the road,
the i-350 feels exactly like a Colorado or
Canyon; acceleration is just as slow, but,
once up to speed, the ride is solid and
cabin noise minimal, and, on steep inclines,
the automatic transmission likes to down-
shift one gear too many. At the track, there
were differences in performance times
between the i and a similarly equipped
Colorado, likely due to the additional
weight of an off-road package on the i-350.
The Colorado reached 60 about a half-
second faster and completed the quarter
mile 1.5 mph quicker (at 10.1 and 17.2
seconds respectively). Braking, slalom, and
figure eight were almost exactly the same.

Where the Isuzus differ is in packaging.
The i-280 offers bargain-hunters the
opportunity to buy a less-expensive truck.
There’s a bare-bones S trim, complete with
vinyl floor and seats. Isuzu claims the
i-280’s $17,649 MSRP is about $1000 less
than a comparably equipped Colorado.
Options and trim levels above the S also
make it easy to find the right truck at the
right price. The i-350, however, isn’t a
bargain; it’s approximately the same
money as a topline Colorado or Canyon. It
may be almost exactly the same as the
Chevy/GMC, but the i-Series comes with a
seven-year, 75,000-mile warranty, more
than twice as long as GM’s, giving it extra
value that may make you want to take a
closer look. ■

claim
jumper

It’s an Isuzu. Honest!
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Acura MDX
The MDX was Acura’s response to the Lexus RX 300—and it’s a
good answer.Like the RX, the MDX is based off a car platform, in
this case, the previous-generation Odyssey minivan (which itself
was a taffy-pulled Accord).So it drives like a car, albeit a stiffly
sprung one, and off-roading in this SUV should be limited to the
occasional muddy or snowy road.For 2006, the MDX (nearing
the end of its life cycle) soldiers on with relatively mild changes.
Vehicles with the Touring Package now come with ebony-
colored zebra-patterned wood trim and satin chrome instead of
shiny stuff.There’s also a new color: Amazon Green Metallic.
■ SLIPPING QUIETLY INTO MIDDLE AGE ★★★

Audi Q7
Audi’s neither/nor allroad leaves American shores this year,
replaced by the new Q7. It’s a genuine SUV, sharing its platform
with the VW Touareg, but with a wheelbase long enough for
three rows of seats, although the third is a kids’ only ride and
chews into luggage space.The Q7 lacks the heavy-duty dual-
range transfer case, but instead has Audi’s still-sturdy quattro
all-wheel drive—hence the “Q.”The “7” represents the SUV’s
place in Audi’s lineup: It slots between the A6 and A8. Audi’s
3.2-liter V-6 and direct gas-injection 4.2-liter V-8 are engine
choices, with V-10 diesel and gas in the offing.
■ BECAUSE YOU DIDN’T WANT THE ALLROAD (NOT RATED)

BMW X5
BMW’s bigger SAV provides all-road, all-weather capability
from outback to racetrack.The base 3.0i has a classic BMW
inline-six, but opt for the 4.4i, and a 315-horsepower V-8 is
under the hood.The killer ap of the X5 line is the 4.8is.With
355 horsepower, it can reel off a 5.9-second 0-to-60-mph
sprint, though rock-hard ride is the downside of the sporty
handling. Every X5 comes with BMW’s xDrive all-wheel-drive
system and seven inches of ground clearance, but it drives like
a real Bimmer, ensuring that the owner of a BMW automobile
can feel right at home in an X5.
■ PUTS THE “SPORT” IN SPORT/UTE ★★★

BASE PRICE RANGE $37,500-$42,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/253-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 4500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17/23 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE $30,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.2L/260-hp DOHC I-4 (est)

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING N/A

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA MPG CITY/HWY N/A

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY N/A
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Acura RDX
This vehicle is aimed squarely at the BMW X3 and other small
luxury SUVs in the pipeline. Available in 2006 as a 2007 model,
the production version of the RDX concept will be built off the
same platform as the sensible-shoes Honda CR-V, but with
racier, almost carlike styling to match the high-performance
260-horse I-4 engine.The drivetrain will feature the same
Super Handling All-Wheel-Drive system as on the new RL.
Exactly which of the concept’s features make it into the
production version are unknown, but we’re betting the
navigation system has a better shot than the rosewood floor.
■ ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE ACURA (NOT RATED)

BMW X3
Now in its third year, BMW’s smaller sport/activity vehicle
(SUV, by any other name) is refined for 2006 by dropping the
smaller-engined 2.5i, leaving only the 3.0i, powered by a 
3.0-liter inline-six with either a six-speed manual or no-cost
option five-speed automatic.The Sport Package will again be
offered on the 3.0i. Almost as large outside as bigger sib X5,
the X3 actually has more cargo volume and is 600 pounds
lighter.The AWD four-door X3 is built for the driver who
wants the look and feel and all-weather versatility of the X5
in a more pocket-size package.
■ PRICEY 3 SERIES WAGON ALTERNATIVE ★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $55,000-$89,000

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.2L/240-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 4.2L/350-hp DOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 7700 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-15/18-19 mpg (est)

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $42,500-$71,500 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.0L/225-hp DOHC I-6

OPT ENGINES 4.4L/315-hp DOHC V-8; 

4.8L/355-hp DOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 6000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15-16/21-22 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE $37,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.0L/225-hp DOHC I-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 16-17/23-25 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S
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Cadillac Escalade EXT 
Before the EXT came to market, no one would’ve even
dreamed of a Cadillac pickup. But someone thought the
combination would work, and since its launch, it’s been a hit.
The four-door, five-passenger crew cab offers generous room
inside, and thanks to the unique Midgate behind the rear
seats, the truck bed can stretch to eight feet if you need to
carry lumber instead of people.The EXT includes full-time
AWD, along with StabiliTrak. An optional sliding tonneau cover
and sliding load floor are the only changes for 2006, prior to
the release of an all-new 2007 in the middle of next year.
■ IT’S A CADDY. AND A TRUCK. IT WORKS ★★★★

BASE PRICE RANGE $28,530-$34,615

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/201-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.9L/240-hp OHV V-6

MAX SEATING 7 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-18/23-25 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE $54,210

BODY TYPE 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 6.0L/345-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 7300 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1154 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13/17 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: O; Trac: S

Buick Rainier
If you desire a near-luxury, smoother-riding, truck-based SUV,
Buick’s version of the TrailBlazer/Envoy will likely fulfill your
particular dreams.The Buick Rainier is offered in one trim level
with the choice of a six-cylinder with rear drive or a V-8
engine with rear- or full-time all-wheel drive. GM’s StabiliTrak
electronic stability-control system with integrated traction
control is now standard.The front grille has been redesigned,
and the exterior chrome package is standard, as befits a Buick,
while head curtain side airbags with a rollover-protection
system are optional.
■ THE ANSWER TO A QUESTION NO ONE ASKED ★★

Buick Rendezvous
A mildly redesigned grille and an increase in power for 2006
makes this car-based SUV more appealing. Sort of. Base CX, CX
Plus, and CXL come standard with a 201-horsepower V-6,
while the 3.6-liter V-6 with variable valve timing is standard
on the topline CXL Plus and optional on the CXL. OnStar and
electronic rear park assist are standard on all models, while all-
wheel drive and front side airbags are optional. QuietTuning
reduces unwanted noise and harshness. A third row of
seats—standard on the CXL, optional on the CX—provides
seating for seven.
■ THE AZTEK MADE NORMAL—SORT OF ★★

Buick Terraza
The blunt-nose minivan continues virtually unchanged in its
second year on the market.The front- or all-wheel-drive
vehicle is available in CX or CXL trim levels and includes a
stability-control system.The engine is rated with five less
horsepower when mated to the optional AWD system. An
optional 235-horsepower, 3.9-liter V-6 will be available later in
the model year. Numerous entertainment options include a
PhatNoise mobile digital media system with a removable
40GB hard drive to store music, videos, photos, and games,
daringly 21st century for a Buick.
■ DOES A GRILLE REALLY FOOL ANYONE? ★★

Cadillac Escalade/ESV
An all-new 2007 Escalade, available in early 2006, will
maintain the same style and panache as the current model. In
the meantime, the vehicle that helped Cadillac’s renaissance
more than anything remains unchanged for 2006. It features a
single choice of engine with rear drive or the option of 
all-wheel drive.The long-wheelbase ESV is offered only with
AWD. All Escalades come with plenty of luxury features; a
handful of options includes a DVD entertainment system.The
ESV Platinum Edition offers an upgraded interior and lowered
suspension.
■ ONCE THE KING OF ZING. NEW ONE COMING ★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $33,785-$35,785

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 4.2L/291-hp DOHC I-6

OPT ENGINE 5.3L/300-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 5600-6700 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low/medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-16/18-21 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $27,305-$30,495

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/201-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.6L/242-hp DOHC V-6

MAX TOWING 2000-3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-19/24-27 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: O

BASE PRICE RANGE $54,725-$71,050

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 6.0L/345-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 7200-8100 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13/17 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: S
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BASE PRICE RANGE $39,995-$47,995

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.6L/260-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 4.6L/320-hp DOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 2000-4250 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15-16/20-23 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $34,885-$39,295

BODY TYPE 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 5.3L/295-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINE 8.1L/325-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 8200-12,000 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1349-2072 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14/18-19 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: N
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Cadillac SRX
Compared with its bigger SUV brethren, the SRX is subtle, yet
has the distinctive chiseled Caddy look. Based on the CTS
platform, the SRX comes with the choice of a V-6 or V-8
engine, both with variable valve timing and coupled to a 
five-speed automatic transmission. Rear drive is standard with
a StabiliTrak stability-control system and all-wheel drive is
optional. Available with third row seating, but it’s a tight fit.
Minor changes for 2006 include a standard power liftgate, new
wheels, reduced step-over for easier vehicle exit/entrance, and
an enhanced optional wood trim package.
■ MORE A CAD STATION WAGON THAN SUV ★★★

Chevrolet Avalanche 
Take the ever-popular Suburban and turn the back into a
pickup bed, and you’ve got an Avalanche.With a front bench, it
can seat six. Lower the Midgate, remove the window, and fold
down the rear seats, and you can haul 4x8 sheets of lumber or
drywall.The 1500 is powered by a 5.3-liter V-8 with rear- or
four-wheel drive, while the 2500 is 4WD only, with an 8.1-liter
V-8 that’s powerful enough to tow 12,000 pounds.There are
virtually no changes to the 2006 model, other than fitment of
a tire-pressure-monitoring system, as a new 2007 will appear
by midyear.
■ THE WORKING MAN’S ESCALADE EXT ★★★★

Chevrolet Colorado
There are plenty of choices in this midsize pickup-truck lineup.
From a basic two-seat regular cab, powered by a 2.8-liter four-
cylinder engine with manual transmission, to the loaded 4WD
Z71 crew cab powered by a 3.5-liter five-cylinder engine with
seating for six, automatic transmission, raised off-road
suspension, and even side-curtain airbags. Regular- and
extended-cab models have a six-foot bed, while the crew cab
has a five-footer.There are four trim levels: base, LS, LT, and the
Extreme (2WD only), which offers sporty trim and lowered
suspension.
■ LOOKS TOUGH, BUT SO’S THE COMPETITION ★★★

Chevrolet Equinox
A long wheelbase and standard V-6 engine help make this
midsize car-based SUV one of the more interesting vehicles in
its segment. It can only seat five, though, as there is no third-
row seat option.The 60/40-split rear seat slides fore and aft up
to eight inches, while the front passenger seat folds flat for
versatile cargo-carrying capabilities. It’s offered in two trim
levels, LS and LT, with front drive or AWD. ABS is now standard
on all models, while head curtain side airbags remain
optional. A handful of minor trim changes mark the model’s
second year on the market.
■ GREAT IDEA, AVERAGE EXECUTION ★★

Chevrolet Silverado
1500/HD/Hybrid/SS
Although an all-new line of 2007-model Silverado trucks will be
available by mid-2006, there are still several changes to the
short-lived 2006 models, including a redesigned nose with a
power dome hood.Additionally, the SS model is now available,
with rear drive as well as AWD.The lineup remains as extensive
as ever with six engine options, three cab sizes, and two bed
lengths.They provide seating for anywhere from two to six people,
along with payload capacities from a low of 1350 pounds to a
high of 3129, and towing capacities from 7800 pounds.
■ LAST HURRAH FOR AN OLD FAVORITE ★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $15,990-$25,580

BODY TYPES 2-door std cab, 2+2-door ext cab, 

or 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 2.8L/175-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE 3.5L/220-hp DOHC I-5

MAX TOWING 1500-4000 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1489-1733 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-21/23-27 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: O

BASE PRICE RANGE $19,065-$39,940

BODY TYPES Std cab, 2+2-door ext cab, crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.3L/195-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINES 4.8L/285-hp OHV V-8; 5.3L/295-hp

OHV V-8 (plus 19-hp elec); 5.3L/310-hp OHV V-8;

6.0L/300-hp OHV V-8; 6.0L/345-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 7800-10,300 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1350-3129 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-18/16-22 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: O

BASE PRICE RANGE $22,345-$25,265

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.4L/185-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-19/23-24 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: S
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Chevrolet
TrailBlazer/EXT/SS 
The big news for 2006 is the addition of an SS version that’ll
pin your ears back in a straight line and won’t scare you in the
turns. It is powered by the LS2 6.0-liter V-8 that’ll propel this
midsize SUV to 60 mph in 5.6 seconds.The SS has lowered
suspension and 20-inch wheels and is available with rear- or
all-wheel drive.The rest of the lineup gets some minor
changes, including increased horsepower for the six-cylinder
engine.Two trim levels continue for the five-seat TrailBlazer
and the seven-seat extended-wheelbase EXT model.
■ UH, WE’LL JUST TAKE THE SS, THANKS ★★★★

BASE PRICE RANGE $39,640-$47,820

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 5.3L/295-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINES 6.0L/335-hp OHV V-8; 

8.1L/325-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 8100-12,000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13-14/17-18 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $27,410-$38,675

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.2L/291-hp DOHC I-6

OPT ENGINES 5.3L/300-hp OHV V-8; 

6.0L/395-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 5800-7000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low/medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-16/16-21 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: O

Chevrolet Silverado HD
2500/3500
With high fuel prices a fact of life, an increasing number of
diesel enthusiasts will drool over the new optional 360-
horsepower Duramax turbodiesel engine that produces a
phenomenal 660 pound-feet of torque.As well as being quieter,
it also leads to increased towing capacity for 4WD 2500 models.
Performance of the diesels as well as the 8.1-liter Vortec V-8 is
also enhanced by adoption of a new optional six-speed Allison
automatic transmission.Like their light-duty brethren, the
Heavy Duty Silverados are offered with a vast array of options.
■ CHEVYS DON’T COME MUCH TOUGHER ★★★★

Chevrolet SSR
There’s yet more horsepower on tap for this retro-looking two-
seat roadster that masquerades as a pickup, albeit without
much storage capacity. Opting for the six-speed manual
transmission allows the 6.0-liter V-8 to deliver 400
horsepower.The base model comes with a four-speed
automatic with traction control, but the rated power drops to
395 horsepower. New colors and an optional chrome package,
as well as new dealer-installed accessories such as soft-saddle
storage bags and upgraded towing package, make the SSR
more customizable.
■ THINK OF IT AS A POST-MODERN PROWLER ★★★

Chevrolet Suburban
1500/2500
Although an all-new 2007 model will replace the Suburban by
mid-2006, Chevrolet has still made some improvements to the
current model line. Most significant is the addition of a more
stylish LTZ model with a Vortec 6000 V-8 engine, AWD, 20-inch
wheels, Z55 variable damping suspension, revised grille
appearance, monochromatic bumpers, chrome assist steps,
leather seating surfaces, and more.The rest of the lineup
continues in LS or LT trim levels with a choice of three engines
and rear drive or 4WD.
■ THE ORIGINAL AND STILL THE BEST ★★★★

Chevrolet Tahoe
Like all the other Chevy models based on the full-size truck
platform, the Tahoe also will be replaced early in 2006 by a
new 2007 model with fresh sheetmetal and what GM promises
will be a vastly upgraded interior. Consequently, there are only
a few minor changes to the 2006 models, including fitment of
a tire-pressure-monitoring system.The LS and LT trim levels
continue with the option of two engines and rear drive or
4WD. StabiliTrak is standard on Tahoes with the 5.3-liter
engine. Side impact airbags are optional for the front outboard
passenger and driver. All Tahoes come with OnStar.
■ HAS AGED WELL, BUT IT’S TIME FOR A CHANGE ★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $26,200-$41,795

BODY TYPES 2-door std cab, 2+2-door ext cab, 

or 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 6.0L/300-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINES 8.1L/242-330-hp OHV V-8; 

6.6L/300-360-hp turbodiesel OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 12,000 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 3163-5511 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY N/A

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE $39,990

BODY TYPE 2-door std cab

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, RWD

BASE ENGINE 6.0L/395-400-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 2500 lb

MAX PAYLOAD None

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13-15/19-20 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $36,790-$44,210

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.8L/285-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINE 5.3L/295-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 7700-7800 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13-14/17-18 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: O
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BASE PRICE RANGE $24,575-$34,535

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/201-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.9L/240-hp OHV V-6 

MAX SEATING 7 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-18/23-25 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: O

BASE PRICE RANGE $25,895-$37,415

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.8L/210-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.5L/250-hp SOHC V-6

MAX SEATING 5-6 persons

POWER DOORS None

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-18/22-25 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 3; Stab: N; Trac: O
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Chevrolet Uplander
GM calls this a crossover sport van. But underneath that bullish
nose, there’s an awfully familiar minivan shared across several
GM divisions, with fold-down seating for seven. It’s offered
with front drive or AWD for slippery highways, rather than off-
road conditions. An optional 3.9-liter V-6 engine with 20
percent more power is new for 2006. Also welcome is the
availability of side impact airbags for first- and second-row
outboard seating positions. GM’s StabiliTrak stability control
also is optional. A long list of comfort options includes a DVD
entertainment system to keep the kids quiet.
■ A BIT PLAYER IN A CROWDED SEGMENT ★★

Chrysler Pacifica
After a slow start, Chrysler’s sport tourer crossover keeps
gaining momentum, and for 2006 is offered in three versions:
base two-row five-passenger, plus Touring and Limited, which
offer third row seating and more creature comforts.The base
model is available in front- or all-wheel drive, the latter no
longer available in Chrysler minivans.Touring features the
2+2+2 layout pioneered by Pacifica, while the Limited is the
style leader, with leather seating—heated in rows one and
two—plus wood trim and standard all-wheel drive and full-
length side head curtain airbags.
■ A STYLISH MINIVAN ALTERNATIVE ★★★

Chrysler Town & Country
In the second year of the latest generation, the Chrysler Town
& Country is the gold standard of minivans, the best version of
the best-selling minivan line.The base Town & Country has a
short wheelbase and conventional roll-out rear seats. Move to
the LX for a longer wheelbase and the innovative and flexible
Stow ’n Go seating is standard.The upscale Touring and even
more upmarket Limited trim levels add features, up to and
including three-zone heating and cooling and full-length side
curtain airbags. In the one-upmanship game of minivan
marketing, the Town & Country one-ups everyone else again.
■ THE GOLD STANDARD OF MINIVANS ★★★★

Dodge Caravan/
Grand Caravan
Dodge minivans continue to provide maximum utility for the
money.The standard-wheelbase Caravan SE, with its four-
cylinder engine, is the lowest-priced minivan on the market.
The Caravan SXT adds features like second-row bucket seats
and a standard V-6 engine.The Grand Caravan SE makes the
innovative hideaway Stow ’n Go second-row seats an option,
while the Grand Caravan SXT is the content leader. As founders
and leaders of the minivan pack for 21 years, Dodge knows
this market segment backward and forward.
■ A BENCHMARK FOR THE MAINSTREAM ★★★★

Dodge Dakota
All-new last year, the Dakota is still the biggest truck in the
midsize-pickup field and comes with an optional V-8. Both
extended- and crew-cab versions are available in rear- and
four-wheel drive, and trim levels include the workman’s ST, the
midrange SLT, and the posh Laramie. Four new models for
specialized tastes are offered for 2006, including the TRX,TRX4
Off-Road, performance-oriented R/T, and the limited-edition
black-trimmed Night Runner. A six-speed manual transmission
is standard, with a four-speed automatic offered with the V-6
and five-speed with the V-8. It’s one tough midsize.
■ WANT A MIDSIZE WITH A V-8? IT’S HERE ★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $21,735-$36,465

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, FWD

BASE ENGINE 3.3L/180-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.8L/207-hp OHV V-6

MAX SEATING 7 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-19/25-26

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 3; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $20,010-$30,155

BODY TYPES 2+2-door ext cab, 

4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.7L/210-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINES 4.7L/230-hp SOHC V-8; 

4.7L/260-hp SOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 7150 lb (ext cab)

MAX PAYLOAD 1750 lb (ext cab)

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-17/18-22 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $19,095-$27,830

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan 

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, FWD

BASE ENGINE 2.4L/150-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINES 3.3L/180-hp OHV V-6; 

3.8L/207-hp OHV V-6

MAX SEATING 7 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-20/25-26 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 3; Stab: N; Trac: O
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Dodge Ram SRT10
Okay, it makes about as much sense as leather swim trunks,
but Dodge’s entry into the baddest-pickup-truck war sports
the Viper’s 500-horsepower, 525 pound-foot V-10 engine, a
heavy-duty six-speed manual transmission, and the widest
tires since the invention of the earthmover, mounted on
19-inch wheels. Available in regular- or crew-cab layout, the
Dodge SRT10 has specially designed running gear, suspension,
and brakes.You’ll see the Ram SRT10 only in Black, Inferno
Red, or Mineral Gray Metallic, and of course in “Guinness” as
the world’s fastest production pickup truck.
■ LUNATIC! THAT’S WHY WE LOVE IT ★★★★★

BASE PRICE RANGE $21,700-$36,870

BODY TYPES 2-door std cab, 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.7L/215-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINES 4.7L/235-hp SOHC V-8;

5.7L/345-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 2900-9100 lb 

MAX PAYLOAD 1800 lb 

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13-16/17-21 

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $46,725-$51,810

BODY TYPES 2-door std cab, 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, RWD

BASE ENGINE 8.3L/500-hp OHV V-10

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 8150 lb (crew cab only)

MAX PAYLOAD 900 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 9/12-15 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

Dodge Durango
The Dodge Durango is either the largest midsize SUV or the
smallest big SUV. Either way it wins, with seating for eight
adults, an available 5.7-liter Hemi V-8—with fuel-efficient
cylinder shutdown—yet a size more manageable than its
outsized competition.Trim levels include SXT, SLT, and Limited,
plus an outdoors-oriented Adventurer. New for 2006 are
optional rollover-sensing side curtain airbags and a power
liftgate. Safety is enhanced by a standard stability program
that works in conjunction with ABS to maintain control in
slippery conditions.
■ SEGMENT-BUSTER WITH QUIRKY STYLE ★★★

Dodge Nitro
No one at Dodge is saying the Nitro concept vehicle shown at
the 2005 Chicago auto show will make production, but no one
is denying it, either. Built on the Jeep Liberty chassis with four
inches added to the wheelbase, the chunky SUV is a much-
needed compact companion for the Durango and is likely to
be more refined and capable. Under the hood, expect the same
engines as in the Jeep—the 2.8-liter, 160-horse turbodiesel
and the 3.7-liter, 210-horsepower V-6. Professional
prognosticators see a 2006 intro as a 2007 model for the 
debut of Durango’s brawny baby brother.
■ COOL LOOKS FOR URBAN ADVENTURERS (NOT RATED)

Dodge Ram 1500
The new-from-the-frame-up 2006 Dodge Ram 1500 is sleeker
outside, tougher down under, and has a fuel-efficient MDS 
5.7-liter Hemi V-8 under the hood, minus the attitude, but
with a lot more muscle. Under light throttle, the engine drops
from eight working cylinders to four for improved fuel
economy, but jumps back up to eight when there’s work to be
done.The Ram 1500 is the first pickup so equipped. Changes in
the automatic transmission reduce fuel consumption, as does
a tailgate spoiler and front-axle disconnect on four-wheel-
drive models.
■ A FULL-SIZE PICKUP FOR $3-A-GALLON GAS ★★★★

Dodge Ram 2500/3500,
Power Wagon
The Ram 2500 and Ram 3500, along with the 2500-based
Power Wagon, compose the Dodge heavy-duty truck lineup.
From there, choices include ST, SLT, and Laramie trim levels,
regular and quad cabs, rear- and four-wheel drive, short and
long box, single and dual rear wheels, and gas and diesel
engines.The Power Wagon has special ultra-heavy-duty four-
wheel drive, the 5.7-liter Hemi engine, and more for extreme
off-roading. New for 2006 is the Dodge Ram Mega Cab, a Ram
1500/2500/3500 with limousine-like legroom in the back.
■ LOOKS TOUGH. IS TOUGH ★★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $28,845-$37,855

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.7L/210-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINES 4.7L/230-hp SOHC V-8; 

5.7L/335-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 3700-8950 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13-16/18-21 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $21,500-$25,500 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.7L/210-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 2.8L/160-hp turbodiesel DOHC I-4

MAX TOWING 2000-5000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low/medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-21/22-27 mpg (est)

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N (est)

BASE PRICE RANGE $26,085-$38,635

BODY TYPES 2-door std cab, 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 5.7L/345-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINE 5.9L/325-hp turbodiesel OHV I-6

MAX TOWING 7200-16,250 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 5110 lb (reg cab)

EPA ECON CITY/HWY N/A

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N
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BASE PRICE RANGE $19,995-$29,140

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.3L/153-hp DOHC I-4 

OPT ENGINES 3.0L/193-hp DOHC V-6; 

2.3-liter DOHC I-4

plus 94-hp electric motor

MAX TOWING 1000-3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-36/22-31 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $33,480-$46,060 

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 5.4L/300-hp SOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 5000-8900 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low/medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14/18-19 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: N
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Ford Escape
The 2006 models are unchanged, save for a couple of new
colors and wider availability of the base Duratec four-cylinder
engine.This small SUV was the first to offer the combination of
a hybrid powertrain, all-wheel drive, and a towing capacity up
to 1000 pounds when specially equipped. Four trim packages
and a dozen common equipment configurations offer a wide
range of customer choice. Since it made its debut in 2001, the
Escape has been a great sales story for Ford, and its economical
powerplants and relative spaciousness should keep it at the
top of the charts.
■ ECO-FRIENDLY SUV. SORT OF, ON BOTH COUNTS ★★

Ford Expedition
Aside from two new colors and minor adjustments to the
options lists, Ford’s big-daddy SUV soldiers on unchanged.This
won’t bother anyone who appreciates lots of space and the
power to pull a cabin full of passengers and a trailer over a
mountain pass, thanks to the big V-8 that was first available in
the 2004 F-150.There are six trim packages available. Special
attention has been directed at the safety systems. In addition
to high crash-test ratings for the standard Expedition, Roll
Stability Control and side curtain airbags for first- and second-
row occupants can be ordered.
■ LOOKS LIKE SUPERSIZED EXPLORER. ISN’T ★★

Ford Explorer Sport Trac
The Lightning is on hiatus and the Explorer Sport Trac isn’t
around for 2006, but Ford will produce a model that may
please fans of both.The 2007 Sport Trac Adrenalin is powered
by a supercharged, 390-horsepower V-8, backed by an SVT-
designed six-speed automatic transmission, and comes with
AdvanceTrac all-wheel drive. It’s based on the new-for-2006
Explorer platform, which means independent rear suspension
and a cabin quiet enough to hear every whirr of the super-
charger. Although it will have 110 horses less than an SRT10
Ram, it’ll weigh less, so weight-to-power ratios will be close.
■ SUT MEETS SVT,BUT SRT IS KING—FOR NOW (NOT RATED)

Ford F-150
The wide range of pricing reflects a robust, adaptable platform
that supports three cab choices (each one with four doors),
three box lengths, two box styles, and five model series, with
rear- or four-wheel drive.With so many possible configurations,
it’s little wonder the F-Series has been the best-selling full-size
truck for 28 years.The newest new Harley-Davidson Package is
all black, of course, with 22-inch forged wheels, and can be
ordered with all-wheel drive for the first time.The F-150 also
is the only pickup in its class to earn a top safety rating in
frontal crash tests.
■ THE BENCHMARK FULL-SIZE PICKUP ★★★★★

Ford F-250/350 
Super Duty
After a major revamp in 2005, the Super Duty continues—
mostly unchanged, but offers a series of new packages to push
option choices into the thousands. If you need to haul 5800
pounds of gear or tow a 17,000-pound trailer, the Super Duty
is a great choice, and if you need a high tongue-weight rating,
then the F-350 is available with dual rear wheels. New visual
packages include Chrome and an Amarillo package that sports
dozens of visual touches, including Blazing Yellow paint,
18-inch polished forged wheels, and black leather upholstery.
■ THE TRUCK GUY’S PICKUP TRUCK ★★★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE $34,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 4.6L/390-hp S/C V-8

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 6000 lb (est)

MAX PAYLOAD N/A

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15-20 mpg (est)

BASIC WARRANTY 3 years/36,000 miles (est)

SAFETY N/A

BASE PRICE RANGE $23,295-$47,350 

BODY TYPES 2+2-door std cab, 2+2-door ext cab, 

4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 5.4L/300-hp SOHC V-8

OPT ENGINES 6.8L/362-hp SOHC V-10; 

6.0L/325-hp turbodiesel OHV V-8 

MAX TOWING 5000-17,000 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 2900-5800 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY N/A 

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $18,545-$40,465 

BODY TYPES 2+2-door std cab, 2+2-door ext cab,

4-door crew cab 

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.2L/202-hp OHV V-6 

OPT ENGINES 4.6L/231-hp SOHC V-8; 

5.4L/300-hp SOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 2200-9900 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 3020 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-18/18-20 mpg 

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: O
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GMC Envoy/XL/Denali
Five brands—Buick, Chevrolet, GMC, Isuzu, and Saab—share
this midsize SUV.The Envoy offers as wide a selection as any
with two different lengths for seating five or seven
passengers, two different engines, and rear drive or 4WD.
Topline Denali models have more chrome and a different
look. GM’s StabiliTrak electronic stability/traction control
system is now standard; otherwise, the only change for 2006
is a mildly refreshed exterior appearance.The 5.3-liter V-8
now includes Displacement on Demand technology for
improved economy.
■ ANOTHER “SUVS-R-US” PRODUCT FROM GM ★★

BASE PRICE RANGE $15,085-$27,305 

BODY TYPES 2-door std cab, 2-door ext cab, 

2+2-door ext cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 2.3L/143-hp DOHC I-4 

OPT ENGINES 3.0L/148-hp OHV V-6; 

4.0L/207-hp SOHC V-6 

MAX TOWING 1580-6000 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1260 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-24/19-29 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $29,300-$40,825

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.2L/291-hp DOHC I-6

OPT ENGINE 5.3L/300-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 4000-6600 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low/medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-16/18-21 mpg 

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S

Ford Freestar
A simplified lineup of three models, different choices of trim
and exterior color, and revised equipment lists are the sole
changes to this minivan that can haul seven passengers or,
with the third row folded flat into the floor, five passengers
and lots of luggage. Among new standard features are speed
control, a CD player, roof rails, and a tire-pressure-monitoring
system.Traction control, panic brake assist, and Ford’s Safety
Canopy side-curtain airbags are available to augment the
vehicle’s five-star frontal crash rating. It’s probably Ford’s best
minivan yet, but it still lags behind the pack.
■ MOVE OVER, HERE COMES FAIRLANE ★★

Ford Freestyle
Ford would prefer to call this vehicle a crossover, neither SUV
nor wagon, and it does indeed combine elements of a passenger
sedan with the utility of a large wagon. Built on a platform
shared with Volvo, the Freestyle has earned accolades for its
family friendliness, innovative interior packaging, and efficient
powertrain that includes an all-new continuously variable
transmission.There isn’t much new for the Freestyle’s
sophomore year, save for a new navigation system option and
silver exterior color. All-wheel drive and a segment-exclusive
side curtain airbag system also can be added.
■ FORGET THE HYPE. IT’S A FORD 500 WAGON ★★

Ford Ranger
If this truck seems like it’s been around a while, it has. For 18
years, the Ranger has been the best-selling compact pickup
truck in America, and there are lots of changes for 2006 to
help keep it that way. A bold new look, expanded choice of
packages and powertrains within six trim levels, body
configurations of regular cab or extended cab with two or
four doors, six- or seven-foot cargo boxes, three engine
choices and two transmissions, and available four-wheel drive
means you and all your friends could buy Rangers and no two
would be alike.
■ FACELIFTED MORE TIMES THAN PHYLLIS DILLER ★★

GMC Canyon
GMC may promote the Professional Grade tagline for its
trucks, but that doesn’t stop it from introducing a pickup
that’s aimed at having fun. New for 2006 is the ZQ8 sport
suspension package that lowers the midsize truck by two
inches and firms up the handling.The only other changes for
2006 involve tweaking trim packages. Numerous choices
include three cabs with seating for two to six, two bed sizes, a
choice of two engines, rear drive or 4WD, three suspension
packages, and a five-speed manual or four-speed automatic
transmission.
■ CALL IT SEMI-PROFESSIONAL GRADE ★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $24,385-$30,305 

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, FWD

BASE ENGINE 3.9L/193-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINE 4.2L/201-hp OHV V-6 

MAX SEATING 7 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-18/23 mpg 

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: O

BASE PRICE RANGE $25,805-$31,280 

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.0L/203-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None 

MAX TOWING 1000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 20/27 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: O

BASE PRICE RANGE $15,990-$24,955

BODY TYPES 2-door std cab, 2+2-door ext cab, 

or 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 2.8L/175-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE 3.5L/220-hp DOHC I-5

MAX TOWING 1600-4000 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1323-1539 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-21/23-27 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: O
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BASE PRICE RANGE $19,065-$42,610

BODY TYPES Std cab, 2+2-door ext cab, crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.3L/195-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINES 4.8L/285-hp OHV V-8; 5.3L/295-hp 

OHV V-8 (plus 19-hp elec, Hybrid); 5.3L/310-hp OHV

V-8; 6.0L/300-hp OHV V-8; 6.0L/345-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 7800-10,400 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1350-3129 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 12-18/16-23 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $24,430-$42,155

BODY TYPES 2-door std cab, 2+2-door ext cab, 

or 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 6.0L/300-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINES 8.1L/242-330-hp OHV V-8; 6.6L/310-hp 

t’diesel OHV V-8; 6.6L/300-330-hp t’diesel OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 12,000 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 3317-5511 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY N/A

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: S
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GMC Sierra
1500/HD/Denali/Hybrid
Despite the fact that there’ll be all-new 2007 Sierra trucks by
mid-2006, GMC has still added new models and refined the
current extensive line of full-size light-duty trucks.You can
choose from three cabs (with seating from two to six people),
three bed sizes, seven engine configurations, five transmis-
sions, and rear drive or 4WD. A new Performance Edition on
the 2WD extended cab includes the VortecMAX high-output
345-horsepower V-8 and 20-inch wheels.Those more con-
cerned with economy can opt for the Hybrid.
■ WHEN A SILVERADO AIN’T TOUGH ENOUGH ★★★

GMC Sierra HD
2500/3500
As with the regular Sierra, 2006 is an interim model year before
an all-new model is introduced.The big news for the Heavy
Duty Sierra line is an all-new version of the Duramax 6600
turbodiesel engine. Not only is it quieter and more powerful,
but it also produces less emissions.When coupled to the new
six-speed Allison 1000 automatic transmission, it delivers a
phenomenal 650 pound-feet of torque. Other changes to the
broad lineup of trucks include chrome-clad steel wheels for the
3500 Crew Cab longbox with single rear wheels.
■ THE CHEVY FOR REAL TRUCK GUYS ★★★★

GMC Yukon/Denali/XL 
As with its Chevy and Caddy cousins, there are only a few
minor changes and some refinements to the 2006 Yukon in
anticipation of GMC’s all-new 2007 models due midyear.Yukon
and Yukon XL are regarded as upmarket versions of the sibling
Chevy Tahoe/Suburban.The Denali is more luxurious yet, but
less brash than the Escalade.There’s a choice of rear- or four-
wheel drive and four different engines. StabiliTrak is standard
on the half-ton Yukon models as well as on the all-wheel-drive
Yukon Denali. Side airbags are optional on the Yukon, standard
on the Denali.
■ AN UPSCALE SUBURBAN WITHOUT THE PIZZAZZ ★★★

Honda CR-V
Based on the Civic platform, the CR-V rides nicely, has more
than enough power and torque from its 2.4-liter four cylinder
to peel the skin off pudding, and can seat five comfortably.The
looks of the CR-V are greatly improved with the Special Edition
model, which gets body-color bumpers instead of the
industrial gray of the LX and EX models. For 2006, changes are
limited to two new colors: Royal Blue Pearl and Alabaster
Silver Metalic. It doesn’t get much more carryover than that,
and with Toyota preparing a powerful new RAV4, and the
Koreans making huge gains, the CR-V could get squeezed.
■ INOFFENSIVE. AND INVISIBLE ★★★

Honda Element
The Element was supposed to appeal to young, surfer,
snowboard, mountain-biker types who needed a trucklet they
could hose out.That it was their parents who bought and drive
it doesn’t seem to matter to Honda. For 2006, Honda
introduces a new trim level to the Element.The EX-P gets
body-color side panels and door handles, eliminating the gray
plastic on the nose and fenders, the Element’s major aesthetic
drawback. In addition, LX models now have anti-lock brakes,
and EX models get audio controls mounted on the steering
wheel.There are also a couple of new colors.
■ GEN-X COOL FOR AGING BOOMERS ★★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $37,280-$52,810

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.8L/285-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINES 5.3L/295-hp OHV V-8; 

6.0L/335-hp OHV V-8; 

8.1L/325-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 7700-12,000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13-16/17-20 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $17,500-$21,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.4L/156-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING None

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 21-22/24-26 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $20,195-$25,250 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.4L/156-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 1500

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 21-23/26-29 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: N
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Nicely equipped, under $20,000*     The all-new 2006 Sonata

Electronic Stability Control will not compensate for careless driving techniques and is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Safety belts should always be worn. *LX model shown, $23,495. **Hyundai Advantage.™ See dealer for 
LIMITED WARRANTY details. MSRP excl. taxes, title, license, and options. Dealer price may vary. Hyundai and Hyundai model names are registered trademarks of Hyundai Motor America. All rights reserved. ©2005 Hyundai Motor America.

A soul-stirring, 235-horsepower V6.
A Hyundai like you’ve never seen before.

3.3-liter 235-horsepower V6    Electronic Stability Control, standard     

Anti-lock brakes, standard     Double-wishbone front suspension, standard

America’s Best Warranty ™**

10-Year/100,000 -M i le Powertrain Protect ion

5-Year/60,000-Mile Bumper-to-Bumper Coverage

5-Year/Unlimited Miles 24-hr. Roadside Assistance

HyundaiUSA.com

http://HyundaiUSA.com


BASE PRICE RANGE $25,345-$28,395

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, FWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/244-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.5L/244-hp SOHC V-6,

with cylinder shutoff

MAX SEATING 7 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 19-20/25-28 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $27,550-$30,150 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/244-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.5L/244-hp SOHC V-6,

with cylinder shutoff

MAX TOWING 4500 LB

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-18/22-25 mpg (est)

BASIC WARRANTY, YRS/MILES 3/36,000

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: O; Trac: O
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Honda Odyssey
The Odyssey is one of our favorite minivans. It’s roomy and
comfortable, has loads of features, comes in at a good price,
and actually has some decent driving dynamics if you opt for
the Touring edition. All-new last year, the Odyssey moves into
2006 with a host of minor changes. XM Satellite Radio is
standard on Touring models, and the DVD entertainment
system can now be optioned separately from the navigation
system. In addition, EX-L models get leather-trim on the
steering wheel and shift lever. A few new colors round out the
changes.
■ MINIVANS DON’T COME MORE REFINED ★★★★★

Honda Pilot
The biggest change for the Pilot is the addition of a two-
wheel-drive version equipped with Honda’s Variable Cylinder
Management system.This shuts down cylinders at light cruise
speeds to improve highway mileage, and with gas at $3 a
gallon, that’s a feature worth having.The Pilot also receives
fresh styling in the front and rear, with standard foglights on
EX models and new wheel designs on LX and EX.There’s also a
new backup camera integrated into vehicles equipped with
navigation systems.The interior receives a host of refinements
as well.
■ ROOMY, WELL BUILT, BUT LACKS CHARACTER ★★★

Honda Ridgeline
Introduced in mid-2005 as a 2006 model, the Ridgeline is
Honda’s first pickup. And as you’d expect from Honda, it’s not
your usual truck. Looking something like a Japanese version of
the Chevy Avalanche, it features a unit body crossed with a
fully boxed frame, making it exceedingly stiff, but comfortable
for daily driving.The soon-to-be-imitated In-Bed Trunk allows
drivers to store a large amount of stuff in the bed, locked and
out of sight.The cabin is F-150-size roomy up front, and the
rear seat flips and folds to allow bulky items to slide in behind
the front passengers. Best of all, it drives like a car, not a truck.
■ THE PICKUP TRUCK REINVENTED ★★★★★

Hummer H1 Alpha
It’s been 14 years since the H1 first appeared as a civilian
vehicle. Now for the first time, it gets an upgrade. And what an
upgrade—the H1 Alpha moves into supercar pricing territory,
if not on-road performance.The 300-horsepower Duramax
turbodiesel delivers 46 percent more power than the previous
H1.What’s more, torque is now a massive 520 pound-feet at
1500 rpm—enough to make sure the monster can crawl and
climb even better than before. Coupled to a five-speed Allison
1000 automatic transmission, it is available as a wagon or
open top.
■ NOW LESS OF A MOBILE ROADBLOCK. SLIGHTLY ★★

Hummer H2 
According to Hummer, the H2 is capable of traveling through
streams 20 inches deep, climbing 16-inch steps or rocks, and
paddling through deep sand. Not surprising, as the H2 is
designed first and foremost, like its big brother, as an off-road
vehicle. Highway refinement is secondary. Nonetheless,
leather seating is standard and many other luxury
accoutrements are included or available as options. A 
special-edition H2 is added for 2006 that includes carbon-
fiber trim, a rear-vision camera, and a rear-seat DVD
entertainment system.
■ BEST ALL-ROUNDER OF THE HUMMERS ★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $28,215-$32,005

BODY TYPE 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/255-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 5000

MAX PAYLOAD 1554

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 16/21 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE $53,855

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 6.0L/325-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 7000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY High

EPA ECON CITY/HWY N/A

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $126,185-$138,383

BODY TYPES 4-door SUV or 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 6.6L/300-hp diesel OHV V-8

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 7000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY High

EPA ECON CITY/HWY N/A

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: N; Stab: N; Trac: S
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BASE PRICE $53,910

BODY TYPE 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 6.0L/325-hp OHV V-8

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 7000 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 2200 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY N/A

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: S

BASE PRICE $29,500

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/220-hp DOHC I-5

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 4500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY High

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 16/19-20 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: S
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Hummer H2 SUT
Chop the rear bodywork off a Hummer H2, and you’ve got a
pickup truck that’s as rugged as any available, anywhere.That’s
the only essential difference between this and a regular H2.
Inside there’s still room for five people. For added versatility,
the SUT gets GM’s Midgate system that opens up the
passenger compartment for carrying longer loads than will fit
in the regular three-foot-long bed.The SUT also includes a
standard sunroof—if it’s opened up along with the Midgate,
it’s almost like driving a convertible. A very big convertible that
will go almost anywhere.
■ BIG PICKUP, SMALL BED. HUH? ★★★

Hummer H3
The H3 is a baby Hummer that doesn’t compromise Hummer’s
looks or reputation for off-road prowess.The midsize SUV is
based off the Chevrolet Colorado truck, with a ladder-type
frame. It’s offered with just one engine, coupled to a five-
speed manual or four-speed automatic transmission.Traction
control and OnStar are standard; side curtain airbags and
StabiliTrak are optional. A luxury package provides leather
seating and an upgraded sound system.There’s even a
meatier off-road suspension package to beef up the stock
suspension.
■ A REAL HUMMER: SLOW, THIRSTY, SQUARE... ★★

Hyundai Santa Fe
For 2006, Hyundai has replaced the Santa Fe LX with a Limited
model. It gets a 3.5-liter V-6 engine coupled to a five-speed
automatic transmission with Shiftronic manual shifting. It
includes leather seats, power driver’s seat, automatic climate
control, and an in-dash six-disc CD changer.The base GLS
continues unchanged with a 2.7-liter V-6 engine coupled to a
four-speed automatic trans.The AWD option with the 2.7-liter
engine has a 60/40 front/rear torque split, while the system
with the 3.5-liter engine has a variable torque split. All models
include many safety features.
■ NEW U.S.-BUILT MODEL COMING ★★★

Hyundai Tucson
Hyundai continues to gain traction with models like the
Tucson, a vehicle that offers plenty of features as standard
with a long warranty. For example, it was the first under-
$20,000 SUV with stability control and six airbags. Apart from
these safety items, the comfort features in all models include
air-conditioning, power windows, doors, and mirrors, plus a
remote keyless entry.Three trim levels—GL, GLS, and
Limited—are offered with two engines, manual or automatic
transmissions, and front drive or AWD with variable front/rear
torque split.
■ ONE OF THE BEST CUTE ’UTES. TRULY ★★★★★

Infiniti FX35/45
This midsize crossover SUV goes head to head with vehicles
like the BMW X5, Mercedes-Benz ML350, and Volvo XC90.
Available with a six-cylinder (FX35) or V-8 (FX45), the FX’s car-
based platform’s ride and handling are improved for 2006 with
revised suspension tuning and new shock absorbers. For 2006,
the exterior receives a new nose and wheels and a host of
feature upgrades.The features previously available on the
Premium Package for the FX45 are now standard (sunroof,
automatic headlights, and a few other doodads), and several
options that were FX45-only are now available for the FX35.
■ THE POOR MAN’S PORSCHE CAYENNE ★★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $22,295-$26,495

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.7L/170-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.5L/200-hp DOHC V-6

MAX TOWING 1700-3300 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-20/23-27 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: N; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE 37373$37,000-$47,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/280-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 4.5L/315-hp DOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15-17/19-23 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/60,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $18,600-$24,600 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.0L/140-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE 2.7L/173-hp DOHC V-6

MAX TOWING 1500-2000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 19-22/24-27 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S
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BASE PRICE RANGE $49,000-$52,000

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 5.6L/315-hp DOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13/18-19 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/60,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $26,644-$38,593

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.2L/291-hp DOHC I-6

OPT ENGINE 5.3L/300-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 5000-6400 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low/medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-16/19-21 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S
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Infiniti QX56
The QX56 is Infiniti’s big bruiser SUV, intended to compete with
the likes of Escalades, Lexus LX 470s, Range Rovers, and other
megasize off-road brutes. It has the size part down; based off
the Nissan Armada full-size platform, it has no trouble passing
the “gotta have bulk” test, even if to some it has a face only a
mother could love. Inside, its luxury appointments don’t
disappoint, with dual-zone climate controls, genuine wood
and aluminum trim, and an available navigation system.
Changes for 2006 are minor: standard power-folding,
adjustable, heated outside mirrors with integrated turn signals.
■ JUST LIKE A JAPANESE SUBURBAN ★★★

Isuzu Ascender 
Isuzu’s version of GM’s midsize truck-based SUV can be had in
short-wheelbase five-passenger and long-wheelbase 
seven-passenger configurations. Both are offered as rear- or
four-wheel drive and come standard with GM’s useful
StabiliTrak stability control system.The optional Displacement
on Demand V-8 offers more power and generous towing
capacity with similar fuel consumption as that delivered by
the six-cylinder model.There are four option packages:
Preferred Equipment, LS, Leather and Luxury (five-passenger),
or Limited (seven-passenger).
■ ISUZU? ARE YOU STILL HERE? ★★

Jeep Grand
Cherokee/SRT8
If ever there’s a need for an SUV that turns 0-to-60 mph in less
than five seconds, Jeep has it in the new 2006 Grand Cherokee
SRT8.Equipped with a 6.1-liter Hemi V-8, it’s faster than even a
Porsche Cayenne Turbo.Ultimate SUV though it may be, it’s only
part of the Grand Cherokee lineup, which also includes a V-6 and
two other V-8s in the base Laredo, the Limited, and a new über-
luxury Overland trim level.Four-wheel drive is standard on all
Grand Cherokees, which also now have ABS and stability control
standard, whether or not they’re the world’s quickest SUV.
■ A PORSCHE-BEATING JEEP? YES, PLEASE  ★★★★★

Jeep Liberty
In four short years, the Liberty has gone from rookie to varsity
on Team Jeep, playing the compact SUV position.The Liberty
brings a lot to the game, having true off-road capability with-
out losing on-road civility. Also, in addition to a 3.7-liter V-6,
the Liberty has an optional 2.8-liter common-rail turbodiesel
that achieves an SUV-thrifty 21 city/27 highway mpg with
four-wheel drive and a five-speed automatic transmission.The
Liberty is sold in base Sport trim, luxury-biased Limited, and
off-road trimmed Renegade. Instead of a car-based SUV that
drops the ball off-road, the Liberty acts like...a Jeep.
■ C’MON CHEROKEE FANS: FORGIVE AND FORGET ★★★

Jeep Wrangler
The Golden Eagle returns to the Jeep lineup after a 20-year
hiatus.The eagle-decaled Wrangler has a heavy-duty Dana
rear axle and other amenities.The much more recent Rubicon
continues its extreme off-road capabilities in both short-
wheelbase and 15-inch-longer Wrangler Unlimited.The short-
wheelbase Wrangler X and Sport come standard with a
4.0-liter inline-six, while the price-leader SE has a 2.4-liter four
as standard equipment. For a chrome grille and more, there’s
the Unlimited Premium model. A four-door version, dubbed
the Rescue, is likely on tap for 2007.
■ ONCE ALL SUVS WERE LIKE THIS ★★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $27,860-$44,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.7L/210-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINES 4.7L/235-hp SOHC V-8; 

5.7L/330-hp OHV V-8; 

6.1L/420-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 5000-7200 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low/high

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13-17/19-21 mpg (est)

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $18,730-$29,125

BODY TYPE 2-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 2.4L/147-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE 4.0L/190-hp OHV I-6

MAX TOWING 1000-2000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY High

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 16-18/18-21 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 3; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $21,630-$28,150

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.7L/210-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 2.8L/160-hp DOHC turbodiesel I-4 

MAX TOWING 2000-5000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-21/22-27 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N
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BASE PRICE RANGE $22,000-$25,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, FWD

BASE ENGINE 3.8L/244-hp DOHC V-6 (est)

OPT ENGINE None

MAX SEATING 7 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17/24 mpg (est)

BASIC WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: O; Trac: O (est)

BASE PRICE RANGE $19,700-$26,700 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/192-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15-16/20-22 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 4; Stab: N; Trac: N
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Kia Sedona
The all-new 2006 Sedona won’t appear until the end of 2005.
It’ll be much bigger than the previous model, comparable in
size with the largest minivan on the market, yet it’ll be lighter
in weight than the current Sedona. Powered by an all-new
3.8-liter V-6 engine coupled to a five-speed Shiftronic auto
transmission, it should be much sportier. It’ll be loaded with
safety features, including side curtain airbags for all three
rows of seats. Power sliding doors will be offered, and the rear
seats will fold down into the floor like those of its
competitors.
■ MEMO GM: THIS WILL BE A REAL THREAT (NOT RATED)

Kia Sorento
There are no changes to this midsize SUV. It continues to be
offered with just one engine with rear- or four-wheel drive,
with a low-range transfer case for use in tougher off-road
conditions. EX and LX are the two trim levels. A five-speed
manual transmission is standard on the LX, while a four-
speed auto is standard on the EX, optional on the LX. A lux
package on the EX adds leather seating, automatic climate
control, and an optional variable-torque 4WD system. A long
list of options includes an automatic load-leveling system on
the EX.
■ A BREAKTHROUGH KIA ★★★

Kia Sportage
Like its sibling, the Hyundai Tucson, the compact Sportage
comes standard with sophisticated electronic stability/traction
control as well as six airbags.The base LX SUV has front drive
and a manual five-speed transmission. Power windows and
door locks are standard, but the base model is without A/C. An
automatic trans, 2.7-liter V-6, and all-wheel drive are available
on the LX.The EX comes stock with these features and is
available with a luxury package that includes leather seating
and an upgraded sound system. Like the Tucson, the Sportage
is surprisingly refined to drive and well built.
■ A REAL RIVAL FOR JAPANESE CUTE ’UTES ★★★★★

Land Rover Freelander
Codenamed L359, the second-generation Land Rover
Freelander is scheduled to arrive in spring 2006 as an 2007
model.The new Freelander is being built on Ford’s C1 platform
that also underpins the Ford Focus and Volvo S40. Despite its
passenger-car DNA, the Land Rover badge demands better off-
road ability than other small SUVs, so expect an AWD-only
drivetrain and Hill Descent Control, plus more rugged
construction than most.The new Freelander will grow in size
over the current model and get a Land Rover-tuned version of
Ford’s 2.5-liter V-6.
■ A SMALL SUV WITH SERIOUS CREDENTIALS (NOT RATED)

Land Rover LR3
Several enhancements have been made to the LR3 for its
second year on the market.These include a new entry-level
model with a 216-horse V-6 engine. Nonetheless, it still
includes a six-speed automatic transmission, permanent
4WD system with low gearing, electronic air suspension, and
a Terrain Response system, which automatically matches
various vehicle dynamics to suit the terrain.The SE model
comes with a V-8 engine as does the HSE model which now
includes a third row of seating with its own airbags, making
for eight airbags in all.
■ STILL THE SEVEN-SEAT SUV BENCHMARK ★★★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $16,490-$22,590

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.0L/140-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE 2.7L/173-hp DOHC V-6

MAX TOWING 1500-2000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 19-22/23-27 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $38,950-$53,450

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.0L/216-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 4.4L/300-hp DOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 7700 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY High

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14/18-19

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $28,000-$30,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.5L/180-hp DOHC V-6 

OPT ENGINE None 

MAX TOWING 2500 lb (est)

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low/medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY N/A

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles (est)

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S (est)
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BASE PRICE RANGE $74,950-$89,950

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.4L/305-hp DOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE 4.2L/400-hp V-8 DOHC supercharged

MAX TOWING 7700 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY High

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14/18-13/18

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 8; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE $56,750- $69,750

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.4L/300-hp DOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE 4.2L/390-hp V-8 DOHC supercharged

MAX TOWING 7700 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY High

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14/19 - 13/18 

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S
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Land Rover Range Rover
Not content to rest on its laurels, Land Rover has upped the
ante with several refinements to the 2006 Range Rover
including two new engines, one supercharged, which deliver
more power, better fuel economy, and are quieter. Exterior
changes include tweaking to the design of the front bumper,
headlamps, and grille. Both models, HSE and Supercharged, are
loaded with luxury features, including a navigation system and
a rear backup camera. A new DVD rear-entertainment system,
adaptive front lighting, and heated front and rear seats are
optional.
■ MORE ZOOM FOR HOLLYWOOD PLAYERS ★★★★★

Land Rover 
Range Rover Sport
Another sporty SUV? That’s what Land Rover is promising with
the Range Rover Sport. Outside it looks like a smaller Range
Rover, inside like an LR3. In fact, it’s based off the LR3 but is
actually smaller than either; it has the same choice of engines
as the regular Range Rover along with a new six-speed
transmission.The Dynamic Response suspension system, with
height-adjustable air suspension, is geared for better handling
on the highway. Despite this, it still has all the latest off-road
tricks such as Terrain Response and Hill Descent Control.
■ TAKE IT ANYWHERE. GET THERE FAST ★★★★

Lexus GX 470
The stylish yet rugged GX 470 adds new exterior colors and
makes Digital Lexus Link optional in what’s otherwise a
carryover season. A torquey 263-horsepower V-8, five-speed
automatic transmission, full-time 4WD with low-range,
electronically adjustable suspension, stability control, and 
hill-start/descent assist help it go just about anywhere.While
third-row seating is tight in this midsize SUV, the rest of its
wood and leather-trimmed cabin is awash in premium
comfort touches. Prime options include a navigation/Mark
Levinson audio package and Kinetic Dynamic Suspension.
■ TOUGH, PLUSH, CAPABLE ★★★★

Lexus LX 470
King of the Lexus-SUV hill gets a big underhood boost, adding
VVT-i variable valve timing that bumps output of its 4.7-liter
V-8 from 235 to 275 horsepower and torque from 320 to 332
pound-feet.That tech tweak also helps make this eight-place
all-roader ULEV clean and raises towing capacity from 5000 to
6500 pounds. Other changes of note include new 18-inch alloy
wheels, restyled taillamps, a new direct-type tire-pressure
monitor, and revised exterior colors. Inside, the premium Mark
Levinson sound system moves from option to standard and
Digital Lexus Link joins the extras list.
■ LOOKS LIKE A TOYOTA. BECAUSE IT IS ★★★★

Lexus RX 330/RX 400h
Lexus’s perennial bestseller adds a hybrid RX 400h variant for
2006.Where the original offers front or AWD, a conventional
223-horse, 3.3-liter DOHC V-6, and a five-speed automatic
transmission, the AWD-only RX 400h adds two electric motors
(for a combined peak output of 268 hp) and a continuously
variable tranny.The electrics are warranted for eight
years/80,000 miles.The quicker yet more fuel-efficient RX
400h has aluminum-color interior trim in place of the RX 330’s
wood and features a standard nav system. Both offer leather
upholstery and a big list of comfort and convenience touches.
■ HYBRID=PERFORMANCE+ECONOMY ★★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE $47,185

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.7L/263-hp DOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 6500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium/high

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15/19 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $37,020-$49,060

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.3L/223-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.3L/208-hp DOHC V-6 

plus 167-hp front/

68-hp rear electric motors

MAX TOWING 2000-3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-31/24-27 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 7; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE $67,945

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.7L/275-hp DOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 6500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY High

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13/17 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S
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BASE PRICE RANGE $39,995-$43,495 

BODY TYPE 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 5.4L/300-hp SOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE None 

MAX TOWING 8600-8900 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1620 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14/18 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $50,145-$56,105

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 5.4L/300-hp SOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE None 

MAX TOWING 8300-8600 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13/18 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: S
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Lincoln Mark LT
Turning a Ford F-150 into a Lincoln might remind some of the
ill-fated Blackwood, but, this time around, the mix of full-size
truck functionality and passenger-car luxury could strike a
chord in today’s crossover-happy market. It’s the only vehicle in
its class that offers four-wheel drive, and it also can be out-
fitted as a muscular tow vehicle, but the major draw is Lincoln
luxury at an attractive price. Its styling ties in with that of its
Lincoln stablemates, but it’s distinctive for its confident use of
chrome. An ideal vehicle if you need to haul a load of special
hay across west Texas for a prize thoroughbred.
■ IT’S JUST AN F-150 IN A TUX. HONEST ★★★

Lincoln Navigator
Big, heavy, fuel-thirsty luxury SUVs are no longer the hot ticket,
but they offer a unique combination of strength and ultra-
comfortable passenger compartments available nowhere else.
The one that started the full-size luxury SUV craze was totally
freshened for 2005, so there isn’t much to report, except for a
few new exterior color choices and revised options packages.
The Navigator comes in Luxury and Ultimate trim levels and
with either rear- or all-wheel-drive powertrains, but pampering
is what Lincoln luxury is all about. Check out those cool power
runningboards and power-folding third-row seat.
■ REMEMBER WHEN RED SUSPENDERS WERE COOL? ★★★

Mazda B Series
There’s not much to shout about from the truck section of the
Mazda showroom. Slightly redrawn packages and options lists
are all that’s new with this aging compact truck, which is
available with three engines, two transmissions, rear- or four-
wheel drive, and two cab configurations.The most interesting
model is the Dual Sport, a two-wheel-drive truck with the ride
height and look of a desert race prerunner, without the cost
and complexity of a four-wheel-drive system.Truck shoppers
can find better vehicles in this competitive class, but a good
warranty and friendly prices still make it a draw.
■ IF YOU REALLY WANT A MAZDA TRUCK, THIS IS IT ★★

Mazda MPV
After a full redesign in 2004, which helped make the MPV look
less like a minivan than most other of the species, the only
news for 2006 is new exterior colors. Mazda is preparing a new
MPV for 2007 to replace the current minivan, which is the
oldest vehicle in the fleet, but, despite its age, the MPV offers a
sporty personality and nicely trimmed interior, including a
third-row seat that folds flat to the floor for extra luggage
space.The MPV has fallen a bit behind the minivan curve, but
it may be a bargain buy as its replacement appears on the
horizon later this model year.
■ MAZDA’S NAME GUY MUST’VE HAD A DAY OFF ★★

Mazda Tribute
This sporty compact SUV was updated in 2005, and its two-
model lineup continues largely unchanged. Full-time all-wheel
drive is available with the base four-cylinder and the V-6 s
model.Transmission choices with the 2.3 are a four-speed
automatic or five-speed manual, while the 3.0 gets the four-
speed. Developed in conjunction with the Ford Escape, the
Tribute is more fun to drive than most of its competitors,
especially with the responsive V-6. In terms of size, the Tribute
sits at about the middle of its class, but it’s near the top in
driving pleasure.
■ THE THINKING MAN’S ESCAPE? HMMM… ★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $15,950-$26,800 (est)

BODY TYPES 2-door std cab, 2+2-door ext cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 2.3L/143-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINES 3.0L/148-hp OHV V-6; 

4.0L/207-hp SOHC V-6

MAX PAYLOAD 1260-1660 lb

MAX TOWING 1600-5580 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 16-24/19-29 

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $20,705-$25,290 

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.3L/153-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE 3.0L/200-hp DOHC V-6

MAX TOWING 1500-3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-24/22-29 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $22,675-$29,075 

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, FWD

BASE ENGINE 3.0L/200-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX SEATING 7 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18/25 mpg 

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: 0
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Photograph courtesy of Garcia Family.

When you’re plummeting 400 feet down a mountain,

it’s nice to know you’re not alone.
Joe Sullivan and his family were driving home through the San Juan 
Mountains when they hit a patch of black ice and plunged over a 
400-foot cliff. Dressed in gym clothes and unable to climb back up, 
they risked hypothermia. Thankfully, the Garcia family was driving 
behind them in their OnStar-equipped Chevrolet when they saw 
the Sullivan vehicle disappear from sight. Unable to get a signal 
with their handheld cell phone, the Garcias pressed their OnStar 
button. An OnStar Advisor was able to pinpoint the exact location 
and summon a Mountain Rescue team, who delivered them to 
safety. It took only one experience for these families to realize the 
value of OnStar, but we offer nine Safe & Sound* services to help 
protect you and your family. To learn about them and the 50 GM 
vehicles available with OnStar, visit onstar.com. If you already have 
an OnStar-equipped vehicle, press your blue button to renew your service.

*Capabilities vary by model. OnStar services require vehicle electrical system (including battery), wireless service, and GPS satellite signals to be available and operating for features to 
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BASE PRICE RANGE $79,700-$102,200 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 5.0L/292-hp SOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE 5.5L/469-hp supercharged SOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 7000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY High

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 12-13/14 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE $55,000-$75,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 5.0L/302-hp (est) SOHC V-8 

OPT ENGINE 6.2L/503-hp (est) DOHC V-8 

MAX TOWING 5000 lb (est)

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium/high

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13/18 (est)

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles (est)

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S 
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Mercedes-Benz G-Class
Think of the venerable Mercedes-Benz G-Class as a German
Hummer H1, an adaptation of a military vehicle to civilian use,
only older, dating back to a time when the U.S. Army still used
Jeeps.The slab-sided SUV has remarkable off-road
characteristics, even if a bit of a hair shirt on the highway. For
the American market, the G500 is fitted with Mercedes’s 5.0-
liter V-8, though for some on-road overkill, the G55 AMG tests
the limits of how fast a barn door can be pushed through the
air.While 469 horsepower from a 5.5-liter supercharged V-8
sounds great, top speed is limited to 130 mph.
■ OLD SOLDIER FADES AWAY ★★★★

Mercedes-Benz G-Class
For 2007, the GL500 and GL63 AMG replace the G500 and G55.
The new truck has a much rounder, cleaner exterior as well as a
new interior design.Built in Alabama, it’s slated to share
platforms with the R and ML and will be the most rugged and
off-road capable of the three.Unlike the M-Class, the new G has
three-row seating and should come standard with three locking
differentials, just as the old G did.Power will likely come from a
choice of V-8s, namely Mercedes’s 302-horse, 5.0-liter and the
recently announced AMG-built and designed 503-horsepower,
6.2-liter, both backed by a seven-speed automatic transmission.
■ A MORE CIVILIZED G-CLASS (NOT RATED)

Mercedes-Benz M-Class
Mercedes-Benz replaced almost everything but the ground
below the new-generation M-Class for 2006.The Mercedes
luxury SUV rests on a new platform shared with the R-Class.
The ML350 is powered by the new 3.5-liter V-6, and the
ML500 uses a 5.0-liter V-8.The M-Class has the only seven-
speed automatic in an SUV today and saves weight and fuel,
but does so by excluding the seldom-used dual-range transfer
case. However, an optional air-suspension package will raise
the ride height by more than three inches, enough to get you
most anywhere you’d dare drive a $40,000 Mercedes.
■ A BIG IMPROVEMENT. IT NEEDED TO BE ★★★★★

Mercedes-Benz 
MLK-Class 
According to reports, Mercedes-Benz plans to remedy its lack
of a competitor to BMW’s X3 in 2007 with a 2008 model year
smaller-than-M-Class SUV. Built on the upcoming C-Class
platform, the new SUV, possibly called the MLK-Class, would
probably use Mercedes’s new 3.0- and 3.5-liter V-6 engines.
Like the M-Class, the MLK would be equipped with all-wheel
drive. If Mercedes stays true to form, an MLK55 is in the future,
though the current three-valve V-8 should be retired by then.
The name, too, may not be MLK.Time will tell.
■ BENZ TAKES AIM AT BMW X3 (NOT RATED)

Mercedes-Benz R-Class
In 2006, Mercedes-Benz enters the impending sport-tourer
fray with the R-Class, a sort of Chrysler Pacifica for Newport
Beach and the Hamptons. It looks like a van, a station wagon,
and an SUV, but isn’t any of them. Upscale transport for six in a
2+2+2 configuration, the R-Class comes as the R350 and
R500, with a 3.5-liter V-6 and 5.0-liter V-8, respectively. All-
wheel drive is standard.While it rides higher than a sedan for
better visibility, the R-Class has the ride of a sedan and
approaches its handing, but can fold down its seats for vanlike
cargo capacity.
■ HOW TO MAKE A MINIVAN CHIC ★★★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $40,525-$49,275

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/268-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINES 5.0L/302-hp SOHC V-8;

6.3L/503-hp V-8 (spring 2006)

MAX TOWING 5000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-16/19-20 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $48,775-$56,275 

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan 

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/268-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 5.0L/302-hp SOHC V-8

MAX SEATING 6 persons

POWER DOORS None

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-16/19-20 mpg (est)

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $35,000-$39,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.0L/228-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.5L/268-hp DOHC V-6

MAX TOWING 3500 lb (est)

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15-19/20-24 mpg (est)

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S
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BASE PRICE RANGE $21,995-$29,840

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.3L/153-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINES 3.0L/200-hp DOHC V-6; 

2.3L DOHC I-4 plus 

94-hp electric motor

MAX TOWING 1000-3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-33/23-29 mpg (est) 

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE $29,325 

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, FWD

BASE ENGINE 4.2L/201-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX SEATING 7 persons 

POWER DOORS Standard

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17/23 mpg 

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: O
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Mercury Mariner/Hybrid
Mercury’s entry-level sport/ute and divisional take on the Ford
Escape was introduced last year, so the only changes for the
gas-powered model are to options packages and the addition
of exterior colors. New for 2006, though, is the hybrid version
of the Mariner, which shares its gas/electric powertrain with
the Escape. Designed to meet the growing demands for small,
fuel-efficient SUVs, the Mariner is flashier and boasts more
standard equipment than its Ford sibling.Three trim lines
allow a wide range of personalization, and an optional
Intelligent AWD system increases its foul-weather capabilities.
■ WOULD YOU BELIEVE AN UPSCALE ESCAPE? ★★

Mercury Monterey
A new, one-model strategy carries this long-wheelbase luxury
minivan into 2006 with few changes save for a new steering-
wheel design, optional 17-inch wheels, and additional exterior
hues. Extremely well equipped, its available features include
front and rear parking assist, DVD and premium audio systems,
tri-zone temperature control, and power-adjustable pedals
with memory.The third row not only folds flat into the floor for
additional hauling space, it folds outward as well for tailgate
parties or picnics. A comfortable cruiser, the Monterey also can
drag along a good-sized trailer, thanks to its torque-rich V-6.
■ LIKE THE WINDSTAR—ONLY MORE OBSCURE ★★

Mercury Mountaineer
Mercury’s biggest SUV is improved for 2006 in almost every
way and should improve the brand’s image in the marketplace.
A new, more powerful V-8 drives a class-leading six-speed
automatic transmission, while a stronger, stiffer frame improves
handling, steering, and braking. Safety was a priority in
designing the Mountaineer, and it offers as standard four
airbags, traction control, and roll stability control, which uses a
unique gyroscope technology to help prevent rollovers. Exterior
lines and interior layout were completely redone as well, lending
the Mountaineer a more convincing upmarket personality.
■ AN EXPLORER FOR INDIVIDUALISTS ★★★

Mitsubishi Endeavor
Numerous cosmetic and functional upgrades arrive for this
Galant-based SUV. Both LS and Limited (the XLS is gone for
2006) have new front and rear fascia treatments plus interior
enhancements that include new MP3/CD playback capability
on all models. ABS with traction control also becomes standard
across the line. All Endeavors have a 225-horsepower, 3.8-liter
V-6 and four-speed automatic transmission, with AWD models
adding a dual-range transfer case. Leather moves from
standard to optional on the Limited and a new LS Road Trip
Package brings premium audio and a DVD system.
■ CHUNKY STYLING GIVES CHARACTER ★★★

Mitsubishi Montero
Entering its final season unchanged, the seven-passenger
Montero is offered in one comprehensively equipped variant:
the AWD Limited. Leather upholstery, a plethora of power
assists, Infinity stereo with six-disc CD changer, a moonroof,
front/rear air-conditioning and front/front-side airbags are all
included, although side-curtain bags still aren’t available.The
Montero’s 215-horsepower, 3.8-liter V-6 is paired with a five-
speed automatic transmission backed by Active Trac full-time
4WD with a dual-range transfer case. Also on board are
traction/stability controls plus enhanced ABS.
■ WELL EQUIPPED, BUT GETTING OLD ★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $29,795-$36,145 

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 4.0L/210-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 4.6L/292-hp SOHC V-8 

MAX TOWING 5100-7240 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low/medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-18/20-24 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE $36,500 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.8L/215-hp SOHC V-6 

OPT ENGINE None

TOW CAPACITY 5000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium/high

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15/19 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles 

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $26,300-$34,100 (est) 

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.8L/225-hp SOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None

TOW CAPACITY 2000-3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17/22-23 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: O; Trac: S
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BASE PRICE RANGE $19,094-$26,544

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.4L/160-hp SOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE None

TOW CAPACITY 1500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 21-22/25-28 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 4; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $35,000-$42,600 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 5.6L/305-hp DOHC V-8

OPT ENGINES None 

MAX TOWING 9000-9100 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13/18-19 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: S
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Mitsubishi Outlander
The biggest news for Mitsu’s Lancer-based compact SUV is the
arrival of a new high-value Special Edition that replaces the
XLS and slips between the LS and Limited.While ABS and
front-side airbags expand from the Limited to all Outlander
models, the new SE also boasts bespoke exterior/interior trim
and unique 17-inch alloy wheels. Both the SE and Limited
have an upgraded 210-watt Mitsubishi/Infinity audio package,
with the topline Outlander also adding new automatic
climate-control.Whether FWD or AWD, all models have a
160-horsepower, 2.4-liter four underhood.
■ ANONYMOUS AND UNDERRATED ★★★

Nissan Armada
This big brute of an SUV has muscled its way into the ranks of
the Chevy Tahoe, Ford Expedition, and Dodge Durango with a
big, powerful V-8, tough-guy looks, and a spacious interior that
swallows cargo and people with ease. It also has the highest
tow rating in its class (9100 pounds), available four-wheel
drive, and roomy second and third rows that fold flat into the
floor.This year, the Armada gets heated outside mirrors with
auto-dim, integrated turn signals, power adjustment and
power folding features, a stereo that plays MP3s, available
factory-installed satellite radio, and dual-zone climate control.
■ LOOKS BETTER THAN ITS INFINITI COUSIN ★★★★

Nissan Frontier
The old Frontier was a rickety little truck based off the 1980s-
vintage Hardbody.The new Frontier, introduced last year, is
based off the full-size, fully boxed-frame Titan. It looks like a
7/8th-scale Titan, too, which is no bad thing for a midsize
pickup.You can’t get the Titan’s V-8, unfortunately, but the
265-horse V-6 is plenty hairy-chested, and the four-cylinder
has enough punch that budget shoppers won’t feel short-
changed. It’s available in Crew Cab (four-door) or King Cab
(2+2-door with a rear seat) versions and has a pleasantly
rugged interior.
■ TOUGH, VALUE-MINDED MIDSIZE TRUCK ★★★★

Nissan Murano
The Murano was one of the first vehicles to boast Nissan’s
current bold look. It also was instrumental in filling out the
automaker’s truck and SUV lines, as this is a car-based
crossover, rather than a truck-based SUV. For 2006, this
crossover sport/utility gets a revised grille, front and rear
bumpers, foglights, and taillights as well as new wheels.
Inside, a seven-inch color LCD is standard on all models, the
instrumentation is redesigned for better daytime and night-
time visibility, and the audio system is now able to play MP3
CDs. Despite the looks it’s less sporty than the Infiniti FXs.
■ THE FIRST OF THE NON-BORING NISSANS ★★★

Nissan Pathfinder
The Pathfinder was thoroughly redesigned for the 2005 model
year, so much of what we see for calendar-year 2006 is the
same.That’s fine with us, though, because we like what we see.
The truck boasts a powerful V-6 engine and is based off the
same rugged platform as the full-size Armada, to which it bears
a strong resemblance. Rare in this segment, the Pathfinder has
independent front and rear suspensions, giving it a comfortable
on-road ride,with minimal compromise to its off-road capabilities.
Enhancements include leather seating available in more
models, the addition of satellite radio, and a new exterior color.
■ TOUGH, PROPER OFF-ROADER  ★★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $16,200-$27,500 (est)

BODY TYPES 2+2-door ext cab, 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 2.5L/154-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE 4.0L/265-hp DOHC V-6 

MAX TOWING 3500-6500 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1001-1583 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15-22/20-25 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $25,500-$35,600 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.0L/270-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None 

MAX TOWING 6000

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium/high

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15-16/21-23 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $27,800-$31,800 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/245-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None 

MAX TOWING 3500

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 20/24-25 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: O; Trac: O
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BASE PRICE RANGE $24,930-$34,830

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, FWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/240-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None 

MAX SEATING 7 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-19/25-26 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: O; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $23,920-$36,420

BODY TYPES 2+2-door ext cab, 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 5.6L/305-hp DOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE None 

MAX TOWING 9400-9500 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1453-1640 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14/18-19 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: O
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Nissan Quest
Nissan wants the Quest to be the sports car of minivans.To that
end, it has a unique look inside and out and better handling
than you’d expect from a family hauler. But it’s still a van and, if
you can get past the styling (not everyone can), a good one. For
2006, Nissan has introduced a Special Edition package, which
includes a power right-hand door, power liftgate and third-row
vent windows, an in-dash six-disc CD changer, a rear-parking-
assist system, illuminated audio switches, and a few other
goodies. Other Quest upgrades include available heated leather
seats, satellite radio, and available Michelin PAX run-flat tires.
■ PROOF MINIVAN BUYERS PREFER BLAND ★★★

Nissan Titan
The Titan is a serious competitor in the domestic-dominated
full-size-truck arena.With lots of towing power, tons of cargo
capacity, rugged in-your-face styling, and a brawny V-8, there’s
nothing about the Titan that’s less than, uh, titanic. For 2006,
there are only a few minor changes.The Tow Package is now
available on the less-expensive XE model, and the midgrade
audio package now can play MP3-encoded CDs. A sunroof is
available on Crew Cab SE models, and dual-zone climate
control is standard on LE models. LEs also get the same fancy
outside mirrors as the Armada.
■ FORGET THE BADGE; IT’S ALL-AMERICAN ★★★★

Nissan Xterra
Nissan markets the Xterra as the only solution for people who
enjoy mountain biking, jumping off bridges, snowboarding, or
the like. It even has an integrated first-aid kit for nursing
extreme sports injuries. But take away the “do-the-Dew” hype,
and the newest Xterra (introduced last year) is an exceptionally
competent off-road vehicle with much improved on-road
behavior over its predecessor. New this year is an entry-level X
trim (there’s that generational marketing again), a standard
power package on S models, and a nicer, locking glovebox. All
the outdoors-ruggedness features are continued as before.
■ TOUGH, UNSTOPPABLE, GREAT VALUE ★★★★★

Pontiac Montana SV6
Remember the old sleek Pontiac Trans Sport? It’s grown into a
more muscular-looking crossover sport van. Underneath, it’s
still the same practical minivan with dual sliding doors and
flexible removable seating for seven. New options include a
3.9-liter V-6 engine, second-row side impact airbags, and
Security and Sport packages. Entertainment choices include
the PhatNoise digital media system, which has a portable
40GB hard drive for storing music, games, and videos.
Numerous options include leather seats, power doors, and a
115-volt power outlet.
■ THE EXCITEMENT DIVISION? NOT WITH THIS ★★

Pontiac Torrent
Pontiac’s first SUV is car-based and from the outside, awkward
twin nostril nose-job apart, is all but identical to the Chevrolet
Equinox. Its long wheelbase allows increased flexibility, as does
the reclining 60/40 split rear seat that can slide back and forth
eight inches, providing more cargo or passenger space as
needed. A sport suspension, ABS, and traction control are
standard on the FWD model, while an on-demand automatic
all-wheel-drive system is available. Options include leather
seating, side curtain airbags, upgraded stereo, and 17-inch
wheels. But not, unfortunately, excitement.
■ HOW MUCH DO YOU WANT A PONTIAC BADGE? ★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $21,500-$28,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.0L/265-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None 

MAX TOWING 5000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium/high

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 16-17/21-22 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: O

BASE PRICE RANGE $22,990-$24,890

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.4L/185-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-19/23-24 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $25,580-$28,760

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/201-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.9L/240-hp OHV V-6

MAX SEATING 7 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-18/23-25 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: O
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BASE PRICE RANGE $43,015-$91,015

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.2L/247-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINES 4.5L/340-hp DOHC V-8;

4.5L/450-hp twin-turbo DOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 7716 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium/high

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13-15/18-20 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $39,000-$41,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 4.2L/291-hp DOHC I-6

OPT ENGINE 5.3L/300-hp OHV V-8

MAX TOWING 5500-6500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15/19-21 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: S
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Porsche Cayenne/
S/Turbo
Once inconceivable, Porsche makes an SUV—but it’s the
Porsche of SUVs.The Cayenne boasts a dual-range four-wheel-
drive system and is powered by a V-6 in base models, a V-8 in
the Cayenne S, and a twin-turbocharged V-8 in the Cayenne
Turbo, good for 0-to-60-mph sprints in 5.6 seconds. A six-speed
manual transmission is standard on the base Cayenne; the V-8s
only come with the six-speed Tiptronic automatic. Porsche’s all-
wheel drive has a normal rear bias for good road feel, but can
transfer up to 100 percent to either end as needed.
■ THE PORSCHE OF SUVS.‘NUFF SAID ★★★★★

Saab 9-7X
Instead of developing a Swedish SUV, GM took the Chevy
TrailBlazer and massaged it into a Saab. It gets a unique
interior, lowered suspension, a Saab grille, no body cladding,
and permanent all-wheel drive with electronic stability
control.There’s a choice of a 290-horsepower inline-six or
300-horsepower V-8 Displacement on Demand engine, both
coupled to a four-speed automatic transmission. Safety items
include a rollover-sensing system, head curtain side airbags,
and front seatbelt pretensioners. Options include OnStar and a
DVD nav system.
■ TRAILBLAZER WITH A SWEDISH ACCENT ★★★

Saturn Outlook
The Outlook gives Saturn a larger, more sophisticated SUV to
slide into its model range above the Vue next year. Details are
sketchy, but we know the Outlook will be based on GM’s new
Lambda platform that will be shared with Buick and GMC. It’s a
unibody design, with independent suspension all-round, and
transverse-mounted engines under the hood. Styling will be
more elegant that the Vue, in line with the European design
themes that will feature on all the next-generation Saturn
cars. Powertrain details are sketchy, but expect GM’s 250-horse,
3.5-liter SOHC V-6 as the entry level engine.
■ BIGGER, ROOMIER, MORE STYLISH (NOT RATED)

Saturn Relay
Saturn is one of four GM divisions that gets a minivan
masquerading as an SUV, or as GM likes to call it, a “crossover
sport van.”Actually, what you get is the same minivan as the
other divisions, but wearing different makeup and carrying a
few different toys. It’s available in two trim levels: Relay 2 and
Relay 3. Buyers of Relay 3 get the option of two engines with
front- or all-wheel drive (3.5-liter V-6 only). Added safety
features such as side-impact airbags and stability/traction
control are standard on the Relay 3. Craving the latest enter-
tainment idea? Opt for the PhatNoise digital media system.
■ HAVEN’T WE SEEN YOU SOMEWHERE? ★★

Saturn Vue/Red Line
Although the Vue is based on the same car platform as the
Chevrolet Equinox and Pontiac Torrent, it’s quite different, as it
comes only as a short-wheelbase model and has Saturn’s
plastic body panels. In base form, it’s powered by a four-
cylinder engine, driving the front wheels. Equipped with a V-6,
it’s much sportier, especially the Red Line model with its
lowered suspension.The front nose, headlights, and interior
have been significantly upgraded for 2006, making the vehicle
more appealing. Numerous options include a DVD
entertainment system.
■ RED LINE IS THE PICK OF THE GM CUTE ‘UTES ★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $25,000-$35,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV 

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/250-hp SOHC V-6 (est)

OPT ENGINE N/A

MAX TOWING N/A

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY N/A

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: S (est)

BASE PRICE RANGE $17,990-$26,145

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.2L/143-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE 3.5L/250-hp SOHC V-6

MAX TOWING 1500-3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 19-23/25-28 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: O; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $23,590-$30,495

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.5L/201-hp OHV V-6

OPT ENGINE 3.9L/240-hp OHV V-6

MAX SEATING 7 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-18/23-25 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: O
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Formula BMW USA

Exhilarating car.

Winning teams.

Exciting races. 

World-class junior racing.

Formula BMW USA gives the most promising young North American drivers the chance to compete on the world’s stage. 

Over 80 of the best drivers from Formula BMW USA, the UK, Asia and Germany are invited to compete in the 

2005 Formula BMW World Final at the Bahrain International Circuit. The winner will have the opportunity to test the 

BMW WilliamsF1 Team Car. Formula BMW USA – your best chance to show the world you’re the best.

Catch the action live at the following races:

Laguna Seca Raceway (Grand Am) Apr. 29 – May 1       Barber Motorsports Park (Grand Am) Jul. 29 – 31 

Mid-Ohio Sports Car (ALMS) May 20 – 22             Streets of Denver (Champ Car) Aug. 12 – 14

Canadian Grand Prix  (F1) Jun. 10 – 12            Road Atlanta – Petit LeMans (ALMS)   Sep. 28 – Oct. 1

U.S. Grand Prix  (F1) Jun. 17 – 19 

For race information, results and photos log on to formulabmwusa.com BMW recommends

http://formulabmwusa.com
http://formulabmwusa.com


BASE PRICE RANGE $31,320-$34,520

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.0L/250-hp DOHC F-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 2000-3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18/23 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $23,120-$26,220

BODY TYPE 4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD 

BASE ENGINE 2.5L/165-hp SOHC F-4

OPT ENGINE 2.5L/210-hp turbocharged DOHC F-4

MAX TOWING 2400 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 800 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 23-28/18-23 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N
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Subaru B9 Tribeca 
With seating for five or seven, a unique look, and refined
crossover character, Subaru’s new B9 Tribeca rolls onto the
scene for 2006, hoping to make a splash in the burgeoning
soft-roader realm. Derived from a stretched Legacy/Outback
platform, it’s available in base and Limited trims, motivated by
a 250-horsepower DOHC flat-six, and fitted with Subaru’s
symmetrical all-wheel-drive system, plus stability/traction
control.This feisty newcomer has a stylish, spacious cabin, loads
of comfort and convenience touches, and offers primo options
like a navigation system and rear-seat DVD entertainment.
■ IT’S GOT A GREAT, UHHH…PERSONALITY ★★★

Subaru Baja 
Likely entering its final season, Subaru’s slow-selling Baja
carries over unchanged. Spun from the previous-generation
Legacy Outback platform, this four-door, four-passenger AWD
trucklet enhances the utility of its abbreviated bed with
Subaru’s Switchback system: a fold-down rear seat and a small
rear-bulkhead passthrough opening.The Baja Sport has a
165-horsepower naturally aspirated flat-four; the Turbo gets a
210-horsepower turbocharged alternative.The punchy Turbo
model offers a premium Leather Package Upgrade that
includes a rigid bed cover.
■ IT SEEMED A GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME ★★

Subaru Forester 
Visually highlighted by the new family face, restyled rear
lamps, and minor trim tweaks, the realigned 2006 Forester
line includes the 2.5 X and L.L. Bean Edition powered by a
naturally aspirated flat-four—uprated to 173 horsepower—
and the turbocharged 2.5 XT Limited that steps up from 210
to 230 ponies. All Foresters get retuned suspension, additional
ground clearance, new dual-stage advanced front airbags, a
multifunction center console, and a more supportive rear seat.
The automatic transmission also features improved adaptive-
control logic.
■ TURBO IS LIKE A SENSIBLE WRX. SORT OF ★★★★

Suzuki XL-7
The “7” in the XL-7 means this is one of the most affordable
seven-passenger SUVs on the market. It’s also one of the
smallest, but you can’t have everything.The biggest Suzuki is a
body-on-frame SUV with rear drive or an optional DriveSelect
push-button 4WD system with dual-range transfer case. It
comes with a V-6 engine and a five-speed automatic
transmission.The base model only seats five, while the topline
model with Premium Package carries seven in leather seats
with rear-seat air-conditioning, six-disc in-dash audio system,
sunroof, and runningboards, among other items.
■ FOR BIG FAMILIES ON A TIGHT BUDGET ★★★

Toyota 4Runner 
A major exterior refresh—including new fascias, lamps,
grilles, and cladding elements—helps sharpen the visual
character of Toyota’s truck-based midsize SUV.The SR5, Sport
Edition, and Limited all get minor interior trim tweaks, with 
V-8 versions of the SR5 and SE also adding standard power
front seats and those on the Limited gaining a memory
function. Mechanically, the 4Runner carries over, with a choice
of V-6 and V-8 power and rear- or four-wheel drive.The
topline Limited will now come standard with 18-inch alloy
wheels, and a third-row seat is optional in all.
■ IT’S A TOYOTA. SO IT WORKS ★★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $22,420-$28,520

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.5L/173-hp SOHC F-4

OPT ENGINE 2.5L/230-hp turbocharged DOHC F-4

MAX TOWING 2400 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA MPG, CITY/HWY 19-23/25-29 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: N; Trac: N

BASE PRICE RANGE $28,200-$38,950 

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.0L/236-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 4.7L/260-hp DOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 5000-7300 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium/high

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15-18/19-21 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles 

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $22,594-$27,294

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 2.7L/185-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 3000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-18/22 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: N; Trac: N
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BASE PRICE RANGE $20,000-$25,000 (est)

BODY TYPE 2+2-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.0L/236-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX TOWING 5000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium/high

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 17-18/21 mpg (est)

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $25,095-$39,855

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.4L/155-hp DOHC I-4 

OPT ENGINES 3.3L/215-hp DOHC V-6; 

3.3L/208-hp DOHC V-6 plus 

167-hp front/68-hp rear electric motors

MAX TOWING 3000-3500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-33/24-28 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles 

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S
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Toyota FJ Cruiser
A contemporary take on the original rough-and-ready FJ40
Land Cruiser, the 2007 FJ Cruiser blends retro styling and
modern technology with an affordable price tag. Built on a
modified version of the 4Runner platform, the new FJ packs a
236-horsepower V-6 under hood, offers a choice of five-speed
automatic or six-speed manual (4WD only) transmissions, and
can tow up to 5000 pounds. All versions have stability and
traction control plus ABS, and 2WD models add a limited-slip
differential. Inside, there’s room for five, a fold-flat rear seat,
and standards like air-conditioning and AM/FM/CD audio.
■ YOU’RE LOOKING AT 2006’S COOLEST SUV (NOT RATED)

Toyota Highlander/
Hybrid
Car-based but capable of light-duty off-roading, the midsize
Highlander carries over unchanged for 2006, save for the
addition of the new Hybrid variant that went on sale in the
summer.The Highlander offers the choice of a 155-horsepower
I-4 or 215-horse V-6, while its more tech-intensive sibling uses
Toyota’s Hybrid Synergy Drive gasoline/electric combo that
makes 268 peak horsepower. All versions are available in front-
or all-wheel drive, have stability and traction control,
enhanced ABS, and loads of comfort and convenience features.
■ WATCH THE LINE FORM FOR THE HYBRID ★★★★

Toyota Land Cruiser
Toyota’s flagship SUV gets a plethora of impressive upgrades
for 2006. Most visible are the new front and rear fascias that
bring bolder lamp treatments fore and aft, plus a revamped
instrument cluster.The most meaningful upgrade is under-
hood, where the 4.7-liter DOHC V-8 adds the firm’s VVT-i
system, which pumps output to 275 horsepower and 332
pound-feet of torque.This luxuriously appointed seven-
passenger AWD sport/ute also gains a direct tire-pressure-
monitoring system and adds Toyota’s electronically modulated
suspension and active height control systems as options.
■ TOYOTA’S OFF-ROAD ICON ★★★★

Toyota RAV4
Bigger, bolder, and even more refined, the all-new RAV4 comes
in base, Sport, and Limited trims and FWD/AWD
configurations. A 166-horsepower, 2.4-liter four paired with a
four-speed automatic is standard, but the optional 268-
horsepower, 3.5-liter V-6 backed by a five-speed autoshifter
raises RAV4 performance to an entirely new level. Still
technically a compact, the Gen III RAV4 boasts nearly as much
cargo space as a midsize SUV and offers a first-in-class third-
row seating option. ABS and stability and traction control are
standard, and side curtain airbags are available.
■ V-6 WILL BE A ROCKETSHIP. HOLD ON (NOT RATED)

Toyota Sequoia
Tundra based and made in America, the full-size, seven-
passenger Sequoia rolls into 2006 with few changes.Two new
colors join the exterior palette and the SR5 Sport Package
swaps its second-row bench seat for twin buckets and a rear
console. Available in rear- or part-time four-wheel drive, the
SR5 and Limited share a 273-horsepower, 4.7-liter DOHC V-8,
five-speed automatic transmission, and numerous luxury,
convenience, and safety features, including stability and traction
controls.The Limited adds leather upholstery, keyless remote
entry, a power moonroof, and premium JBL sound system.
■ IF A LAND CRUISER AIN’T BIG ENOUGH ★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE $56,380

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.7L/275-hp DOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE None 

MAX TOWING 6500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY High

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 13/17 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles 

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $33,385-$45,875

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 4.7L/273-hp DOHC V-8

OPT ENGINE None 

MAX TOWING 6200-6500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 15/18 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles 

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $20,000-$24,500

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.4L/166-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE 3.5L/268-hp DOHC V-6

MAX TOWING 1500 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 21-25/18-24

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 4; Stab: S; Trac: S
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BASE PRICE RANGE $24,190-$38,645 

BODY TYPE 4-door minivan 

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 3.3L/230-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE None

MAX SEATING 7-8 persons

POWER DOORS Optional

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 18-19/24-27 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles 

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: O; Trac: O

BASE PRICE RANGE $14,335-$26,270 

BODY TYPES 2-door std cab, 2+2-door ext cab, 

4-door crew cab

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 2.7L/159-hp DOHC I-4

OPT ENGINE 4.0L/236-hp DOHC V-6

MAX TOWING 3500-6500 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1350-1685 lb

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 16-21/21-27 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: O
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Toyota Sienna 
All Siennas receive freshened front and rear styling and new
colors, while the XLE Limited also gains power-folding outside
mirrors with puddle lamps and turn indicators.With room,
comfort, and flexible seating for up to eight, each model in the
four-tier (CE, LE, XLE, and XLE Limited) Sienna lineup is motivated
by a 3.3-liter, 230-horsepower V-6 paired with a five-speed
automatic transmission. All-wheel drive is available in all but
the CE, as are numerous upgrade packages that include items
like leather upholstery, premium audio and rear-seat DVD
systems, side/side-curtain airbags, and stability control.
■ SENSIBLE. A LITTLE TOO SENSIBLE ★★★★

Toyota Tacoma 
Our 2005 Truck of the Year winner, the Tacoma adds a tire-
pressure monitor across the line and a “smart”airbag on models
with a bench seat. Available in regular cab, Access Cab, or
Double Cab, it offers two bed lengths, a choice of a 159-horse-
power I-4 or a 236-horsepower V-6 engine, 2WD or 4WD, and
standard ABS plus optional stability and traction controls.The
2WD PreRunners have the look and raised stance of a Tacoma
4WD.The V-6-powered X-Runner Access Cab gets down with a
lowered sport suspension, 18-inch alloys, 255/45 tires, six-
speed manual transmission, and ground-effects bodywork.
■ STILL THE HEAD OF THE CLASS ★★★★★

Toyota Tundra 
With a larger, new generation due for 2007,Toyota’s almost-
full-size pickup rolls into 2006 unchanged. Regular, Access Cab,
and Crew Cabs each offer the choice of a 236-horsepower V-6
or 271-horsepower V-8 and RWD or 4WD.The Crew Cab comes
closest to matching the dimensions of its domestic foes, but all
boast outstanding build quality. Access and Crew Cab options
include TRD Off-Road and Sport packages, leather trim, and a
navigation system, while the latter also has an available rear-
seat DVD entertainment system. All Tundras have standard
ABS and offer an optional anti-skid system.
■ WAIT FOR THE NEW ONE ★★★

Volkswagen Touareg
The Volkswagen Touareg has capabilities few owners will ever
suspect, much less use.With variable-height suspension and
dual-range four-wheel drive, the Touareg is more than just a
luxury SUV. A new V-6 engine has direct injection, the 3.6-liter
six making 36 more horsepower than last year’s.The V-10
diesel was canceled due to unexpected EPA testing
requirements. Other changes feature a rearview camera
included with the navigation system, and a 115-volt outlet in
the cargo area. Few owners will risk their Touareg in the rough,
but it’s as capable as any road-legal SUV around.
■ PROOF YOU CAN SELL AN EXPENSIVE VW ★★★★

Volvo XC90
The largest Volvo SUV is now available in two model ranges,
the XC90 T6 having been taken off the books for 2006.The
base 2.5T now gets an all-wheel-drive option, new optional
alloys, and exterior colors, while the recently introduced XC90
V-8 offers the same alloys and new body hues, but is other-
wise virtually unchanged. 2.5T models can be fitted with the
forward-facing rear seat that comes standard on the XC90,
increasing passenger seating to seven, each occupant
surrounded by Volvo’s vaunted safety network. Distinctively
styled, with more than adequate power and useable interior.
■ THE ULTIMATE VOLVO WAGON ★★★★

(buyer’s guide)

BASE PRICE RANGE $16,720-$34,140 

BODY TYPES 2-door std cab, 2+2-door ext cab, 

4-door crew cab 

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, RWD/4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.3L/236-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 4.7L/271-hp DOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 4800-7100 lb

MAX PAYLOAD 1210-2025 lb 

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-18/17-22 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles 

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 2; Stab: O; Trac: O

BASE PRICE RANGE $36,335-$46,535 

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAINS Front engine, FWD/AWD

BASE ENGINE 2.5L/208-hp turbocharged DOHC I-5 

OPT ENGINE 4.4L/311-hp DOHC V-8 

MAX TOWING 5000 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Low

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-18/20-24 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 8; Stab: S; Trac: S

BASE PRICE RANGE $37,975-$45,315

BODY TYPE 4-door SUV

DRIVETRAIN Front engine, 4WD

BASE ENGINE 3.6L/276-hp DOHC V-6

OPT ENGINE 4.2L/310-hp DOHC V-8

MAX TOWING 7716 lb

OFF-ROAD ABILITY Medium/High

EPA ECON CITY/HWY 14-15/18-20 mpg

BASIC WARRANTY 4 yrs/50,000 miles

SAFETY ABS: S; Airbags: 6; Stab: S; Trac: S
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4 Warehouses Provide 
Fast, Efficient, Cost 

Effective Service

Ask about our Tire Road 
Hazard Protection Program

Dunlop’s Max Performance Summer tire developed for the drivers of sports 

cars, coupes and sedans. Designed to be exhilarating in the dry and reassuring 

in the wet, but they are not intended to be driven in snow. The SP Sport 

Maxx tires feature Dunlop’s Integral Rubber Matrix tread compound molded 

into a multi-radius directional tread design. The tire’s structure includes twin 

steel belts reinforced by Dunlop’s Jointless Band (JLB) spiral-wrapped nylon to 

provide high speed durability while minimizing weight,  a rayon cord casing 

for high speed capability and ride quality, and Dunlop’s protective Max Flange 

Shield. Available in Z-, W- or Y-speed rated, 55-, 50-, 45-, 40-, 35- and 30-

series sizes for 16", 17", 18", 19", 20" and 22" wheel diameters.

SP Sport MAXX

The SP Sport A2 Plus was developed to deliver year round performance for the 

drivers of sport cars, coupes and sedans. Designed to blend long treadwear, 

responsive handling and dependable traction on dry and wet roads, as well as 

in light snow. The SP Sport A2 Plus features a longwearing tread compound 

molded into a mildly asymmetric tread design, twin, high-density steel belts 

reinforced by Dunlop’s JointLess Band (JLB) of nylon to enhance driving control 

and high speed durability along with a polyester carcass that sandwiches a hard 

sidewall filler between the cord plies to help resist distortion while cornering. 

H-speed rated, 70-, 65-, 60-, 55-, 50-, 45- and 40-series sizes for 14" through 

17" wheel diameters.

SP Sport A2 Plus

Dunlop’s Off-Road All-Terrain tire developed for pickup truck and sport utility 

vehicle drivers who want long highway treadwear with year-round traction on 

and off the road in dry, wet and snowy conditions (meets industry severe snow 

service requirements). Features a rugged 4-rib, independent block tread pattern 

that extends over the shoulders and part way down the sidewalls to enhance 

off-road traction. The tire’s structure includes 

two, high-density steel belts for strength with 

Dimensionally Stable Polyester (DSP) cord 

that reinforces the sidewalls to provide 

a smooth, even ride. R- or S-speed 

rated P-metric, LT-metric, Flotation 

and Wide Base, 85-, 75-, and 70-

series sizes for 15", 16", 16.5" and 

17" wheel diameters.

Radial Rover RVXT
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Installation

>>Snow, Ice, Rain. Tires Are the Diff erence! 

 Are You Driving on the Right Tires?
Today’s tires are engineered to make traction and handling concerns a thing of the past. That’s especially true when 

the tires you drive on are specifi cally selected for the weather conditions and roads encountered. For example, the 

technologies, tread compounds and intricate tread patterns of winter tires work together to provide traction on 

snow-covered roads and extreme grip when roads turn icy. Other unique technologies and tire designs channel 

away the water from heavy rains and take on the slippery wet roads of rainy seasons.  

Getting a Grip with Tire & Wheel Packages
It’s possible and recommended to change your tires with the seasons. The Tire Rack’s Tire & Wheel Packages make 

changeover easy. With winter or rain tires mounted on wheels purchased just for those tires, you can install the 

seasonal package yourself at your convenience. When the weather changes, you’re ready. When the seasons change 

again, your summer package goes back on and with it comes performance optimized for that season. 

Knowing What’s Right
Driving on the right tires gives you the edge you need to maintain control and maximize performance. How can 

you be sure you’ll pick the right tire from the numbers of brands and performance categories available? Rely on 

the experts at The Tire Rack. On our wet, dry or snowy test track we fi gure out what’s best by evaluating traction, 

handling and more. When we need ice, a local ice rink is our test track. This hands-on knowledge of the tires we sell 

is passed on to you — on the phone or online. 

Customer Survey On the Phone

Online

Tire & Wheel Packages are easy to 

bolt on your vehicle without a drive 

to the service center. But most other 

products you buy require professional 

installation. Rest assured, one of our 

3,700 Recommended Installers should 

be just around the corner from you. 

This select group of garages and 

service centers is ready to help. And 

drop shipment to them is a hassle-free 

option, as well.

www.tirerack.com/installer/

• Additional or Premium services  
 available at many locations
• Consumer ratings and reviews of  
 Recommended Installers available
• Many participate in our Price Pledge  
 program

In addition to The Tire Rack team’s 

tire tests, we have maintained an 

independent consumer survey. You 

can read not only what we experience 

when we test tires but can also read 

what other drivers experience when 

driving on the tires you may now be 

considering for purchase.

www.tirerack.com/tires/surveyresults/

• More than 1.5 billion miles of use  

 reported

• Over 400 diff erent tire models   

 represented

• Over 95,000 Consumer reviews

Experienced sales team members off er personalized product 

recommendations and expert advice so that you get to the 

performance levels you want.

www.tirerack.com off ers 

helpful tools for researching 

products, reviewing tests 

and reading survey results. 

Our accurate fi tment guide 

helps you confi dently select 

products. All orders are 

then reviewed by our team 

to ensure your choices are 

appropriate for your vehicle.

The Tire Rack 
Performance Specialists.

http://www.tirerack.com/tires/surveyresults/
http://www.tirerack.com
http://www.tirerack.com
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Ask about our Tire Road
Hazard Protection Program

ContiTrac SUV

ContiProContact

ContiSportContact 2

Get the most up-to-date sizing and pricing and see what fits your vehicle at www.tirerack.com

The Continental ContiSportContact 2 is a Max Performance Summer tire that was
developed to meet the needs of the drivers of powerful sports cars, sports coupes
and luxury sedans. The ContiSportContact 2 features a bionic tread compound
technology, creating a tire compound that is both flexible and firm. An 
asymmetric tread design enhances steering response and steering precision
while the continuous ribs provide the stiffness to transmit drive and braking
forces. The continuous grooves between the ribs help disperse water to resist
hydroplaning. Internally, Continental’s “Advanced Mold Contour” (AMC), allows
the tire to become wider during braking to help shorten stopping distances.
Reinforced twin steel belts stabilize the tread area and enhance handling
as well as high-speed capability.

The ContiProContact, Continental’s Grand Touring All-Season tire, was 
developed to blend looks and handling with low noise and good ride comfort.
It is tuned to match the needs of sporty sedans by providing year-round 
traction, even in light snow. A symmetric, notched-rib tread design blends
low noise with foul weather traction. Continuous tread contact with the road
enhances steering response and reduces noise while wide circumferential
grooves increase wet traction and hydroplaning resistance. On the
inside, reinforced twin steel belts stabilize the tread area to promote
handling and high-speed capability.

The Contitrac SUV, Continental’s Highway All-Season Light Truck tire, was 
developed to combine light truck tire sizes with a premium passenger car tire’s
low noise and smooth ride. A computer-modeled tread pattern blends car-like
ride comfort and responsiveness in dry and wet road conditions with year-round
traction, even in light snow. The continuous center rib and notched shoulders
enhance wear qualities while minimizing noise levels. Internally, twin steel
belts and two polyester body plies enhance ride comfort and tire durability.

185/65HR -15 
195/60HR -15 
195/65HR -15 

205/60HR -15  
205/65HR -15
205/55HR -16 

215/55HR -16
225/60HR -16
235/60HR -16 

205/50VR -17XL

215/50HR -17 
225/45HR -17

225/55HR -17
235/45HR -17
245/45HR -17XL

245/40HR -18
245/40HR -18XL

245/45HR -18

205/50ZR -16SL

205/55VR -16SL

205/55VR -16  
205/55WR-16  
225/50VR -16  
205/40ZR -17XL

205/45ZR -17XL

205/50WR-17XL

205/50ZR -17  
205/55ZR -17  
215/40YR -17XL

215/45ZR -17XL

225/45WR-17  
225/45WR-17XL

225/45YR -17SL

225/50YR -17XL

235/40ZR -17
235/45YR -17XL

235/45YR -17
235/50ZR -17
235/55WR-17
245/40WR-17
245/40YR -17
245/45WR-17
245/45YR -17XL

255/40ZR -17  
225/35ZR -18XL

225/40WR-18SL

225/40WR-18XL

225/40YR -18XL

225/40ZR -18XL

225/40YR -18  

225/40ZR -18  
235/40YR -18  
235/40YR -18XL

235/40ZR -18  
235/45WR-18XL

235/50YR -18XL

245/35ZR -18XL

245/40YR -18SL

245/40ZR -18 
245/45YR -18
255/30ZR -18XL

255/35WR-18
255/35YR -18XL

255/45YR -18
255/45YR -18XL

265/35ZR -18XL

265/35ZR -18
265/40ZR -18XL

275/35YR -18SL

275/35ZR -18
275/45YR -18
285/30ZR -18
295/30ZR -18
295/35ZR -18
225/35ZR -19XL

235/35ZR -19
235/35ZR -19XL

245/35ZR -19XL

245/45WR-19
245/45YR -19SL

255/35WR-19SL

255/35YR -19

255/35ZR -19XL

255/40YR -19
255/40ZR -19
255/40ZR -19 XL

275/30ZR -19XL

275/35YR -19XL

275/40YR -19SL

275/40YR -19
285/35ZR -19
295/30YR -19XL

295/30ZR -19
315/25ZR -19SL

245/30ZR -20XL

245/35ZR -20XL

245/40ZR -20
255/30ZR -20XL

275/30ZR -20XL

275/35YR -20
285/25ZR -20XL

305/25ZR -20  
265/30ZR -22XL

295/25ZR -22XL

SSR Runflat        
225/45VR -17  
225/45WR-17 

VMAX        
235/35ZR -19XL

245/35ZR -19XL

275/30ZR -19XL

315/25ZR -19SL

P205/75SR-15
P215/75SR-15
P225/70SR-15
P225/75SR-15
P235/70SR-15

LT 235/75  R -15C

P235/75  R -15XL

P235/75SR-15
P255/70SR-15
P265/70SR-15

P265/75SR-15
31X10.5R-15C

P215/70SR-16
P225/70SR-16

LT 225/75  R -16D  

P225/75SR-16  
P235/75SR-16

LT 235/85  R -16E

P245/70SR-16 
P245/75SR-16
P255/70SR-16
P265/70SR-16

P275/70SR-16
P265/70  R -17
P265/70SR-17
P275/60SR-17

http://www.tirerack.com
http://www.tirerack.com
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Ultra High Performance
Asymmetric, five-rib tread design to increase 
traction, steering response and cornering stability

Continuous center rib provides constant rubber-
to-road contact enhancing straight-line tracking 
while reducing noise levels

Four wide circumferential grooves blend dry 
road performance with wet weather traction 
and hydroplaning resistance

Ultra High Performance All-Season
Directional tread design with large independent 
tread blocks to provide stability on dry roads

Large grooves pump water and slush through 
the tire’s footprint to help resist hydroplaning

Lateral grooves and multiple sipes increase the 
number of  biting edges to enhance 
wet road and light 
snow traction

The drivers of sports cars, sporty coupes and performance sedans seeking
Ultra High Performance can count on the attractively priced Avon Tech M550
A/S (blended all-season traction, including light snow) and Tech M500
(focused on dry and wet road grip) to deliver the performance and appear-
ance they want. Silica-enhanced tread compounds are molded into weather
optimized tread patterns to provide driving control and confidence.Sidewalls
feature smooth black letters reversed out of a serrated band, and a "rim
recess" design that helps protect alloy wheels from scratches.

Performance Tuned for Drivers by Drivers

195/55WR-15
205/50WR-15
205/45WR-16
205/50WR-16
205/55WR-16
215/50WR-16
215/55WR-16
225/50WR-16
225/55WR-16
245/45WR-16
245/50WR-16

205/40WR-17
205/50WR-17XL

215/40WR-17
215/45WR-17
215/50WR-17
215/55WR-17
225/45WR-17XL

225/50WR-17
225/55WR-17
235/45WR-17
235/50WR-17

245/40WR-17
245/45WR-17
255/40WR-17
255/45WR-17
275/40WR-17
215/35WR-18
225/35WR-18
225/40WR-18
245/40WR-18

255/35WR-18
265/35WR-18
275/35WR-18
275/40WR-18
215/35WR-19
225/35WR-19
235/35WR-19
245/35WR-19
255/35WR-19

205/55WR-16
215/55WR-16
225/50WR-16
225/55WR-16
245/50WR-16

205/45WR-17
205/50WR-17
215/45WR-17XL

215/50WR-17
215/55WR-17

225/45WR-17XL

225/50WR-17
235/45WR-17
235/50WR-17
245/45WR-17
275/40WR-17

225/40WR-18XL

225/45WR-18XL

245/40WR-18XL

245/45WR-18
275/40WR-18

What if a tire manufacturer

to what you want?
really listens

Tech M550 A/S Sizes

255/55SR-18XL

265/60SR-18XL
275/45SR-20XL

275/55SR-20XL
275/60SR-20XL

285/50SR-20XL
305/50SR-20XL

295/35HR-24XL

Tech ST Sizes

Tech M500 Sizes

Street Sport Truck All-Season
The attractively priced Tech ST provides 
flexibility for the drivers of SUVs and 
performance pickups, by providing year-round
traction, predictable handling and control in dry
and wet road conditions, as well as in light snow.

http://www.tirerack.com
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With its powerful grip and smooth ride, the 
Dueler A/T REVO with UNI-T AQ II is the light 
truck and SUV tire that’s equipped for the best 
and worst of driving conditions. Thanks to the 
advanced technology, it lets you handle the wet, 
the dry, even the snow, as the tire wears. With 
its aggressive tread and sidewall design, even 
the look of the Dueler A/T REVO grabs attention 
wherever you go. R- or S-speed rated 
P-metric, LT-metric and Flotation light truck 
sizes for 15" through 17" wheel diameters.

The Potenza S-03 Pole Position is a Max Performance Summer tire that was developed 
to meet the needs of the drivers of high performance sports cars, coupes and sedans by 

bringing Bridgestone’s F1 tire technology and design to the streets while 
blending dry and wet traction without abandoning comfort 

and wear. Features Bridgestone’s UNI-T AQ II Technology 
that uses advanced compound and construction 

features to enhance and preserve wet traction 
through the tire’s life. W-, or Y-speed 

rated and available in 55-, 50-, 45-
, 40-, 35- and 30-series sizes for 

15" to 20" wheel diameters.

The Potenza G009 is Bridgestone’s High Performance All-Season tire developed to 
meet the needs of sports car, coupe and sedan drivers. The Potenza G009 with UNI-T 
delivers racing-inspired performance with all the precision and spirit that 
Potenza has long been famous for. Behind the sporty tread styling is the 
combination of a directional tread pattern and very sophisticated technology 
designed to signifi cantly improve traction in wet and snow. 
H-speed rated and available in 65-, 60-, 55-, 50-, 45- and 
40-series sizes for 14" to 17" wheel diameters.

http://www.tirerack.com
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Brembo Sport Brake Pads
Ultra high performance pad technology for the street, the
Brembo Sport Pad is Original Equipment on many of the
world’s highest performance street cars.  

Power Slot Cryo Rotors 
Power Slot teamed up with Frozen Rotors to 
develop Power Slot Cryo cryogenically treated rotors.
Improved wear resistance and durability and reduced
stresses for extra protection against warping. 

Power Slot Plus System  
Features premium quality, 
oversized slotted brake 
rotors. Brackets relocate 
the factory caliper to 
accommodate the 
oversized rotor, which 
increases torque, 
reduces brake fade 
and improves 
stopping distances.

Hawk LTS Light Truck & SUV Brake Pads
The new LTS Compound provides superior stopping power for 
full-sized light trucks, SUVs and vans without noise and dust.

Turismo Brake System
Improve braking power while 
using your OE calipers. System 
includes oversized, 2-piece hat 
and rotor assemblies, precision 
hardware to relocate the stock 
calipers, Brembo high 
performance brake 
pads, and Goodridge 
steel-braided brake lines.

SEE OUR ENTIRE SELECTION OF BRAKE PRODUCTS AT WWW.TIRERACK.COM

Pads, Rotors, Systems and More!Pads, Rotors, Systems and More!

http://www.tirerack.com
http://www.tirerack.com
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See Better — Whatever the Weather!

Springs, Shocks, Struts, Coilovers,
Suspension Kits and More!

PIAA Xtreme White Replacement Bulbs
Brilliant Xtreme cool white light. Street-legal in all 50 
states. Bulb types: H1, H3, H4, H7, HB1, HB2, HB3, HB4, 
HB5, 9003, 9004, 9005, 9006, 9007, 168, 1156, 1157, T-6.

Valeo® Ultimate™ Wiper Blades  
More than 1,500 continuous contact points 
provide high quality performance at all speeds and 
in all conditions. Ultra flat for improved visibility and low 
wind noise. No exposed metal — great for snow and ice.

Aquapel ® Glass Treatment
Forms a chemical bond with glass to
improves vision in the rain, day and
night. Causes water to bead and
shed off the windshield.

Driving Light Kits, Fog Light Kits, 
Lamp Kits and More

SEE OUR ENTIRE SELECTION OF VISION PRODUCTS AT WWW.TIRERACK.COM

SEE OUR ENTIRE SELECTION OF SUSPENSION
PRODUCTS AT WWW.TIRERACK.COM

PIAA Super Sporza Silicone Winged Wiper 
A modified version of the Super Silicone Wiper with a lightweight 
UV-resistant spoiler to hold this blade down under high speeds.

See Better — Whatever the Weather!

Springs, Shocks, Struts, Coilovers,
Suspension Kits and More!

http://www.tirerack.com
http://www.tirerack.com
http://www.tirerack.com
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KOSEI RACER
17  18  19

STARTING AT $179ea.

O.Z. SUPERTURISMO GT
15  16  17  18  19

STARTING AT $139ea.

O.Z. RECORD
17  18

STARTING AT $264 ea.

EVO COMMANDO AP
20  22

STARTING AT $950 ea.

EVO RENEGADE
16  17  18  20

STARTING AT $360ea.

ZINIK Z13
20  22

STARTING AT $350ea.

ZINIK Z12 Black
20  22  24

STARTING AT $289ea.

ZINIK Z6
20  22

STARTING AT $350ea.

WEDSSPORT TC-005 Grey
15  16  17  18

STARTING AT $379 ea.

KAZERA KZ-A Black
17  18

STARTING AT $159ea.

WEDSSPORT SA90 Bronze
15  16  17

STARTING AT $245 ea.

O.Z. PALLADIO
17  18  19

STARTING AT $199ea.

SPEED STAR D5R
18  19

STARTING AT $390ea.

SPEED STAR SP1
18  19

STARTING AT $399ea.

MODA R8
17  18  19

STARTING AT $249ea.

O.Z. SUPERLEGGERA
15  16  17  18  19

STARTING AT $159ea.

AT ITALIA 9 RAZZE
18  19

STARTING AT $249ea.

KAZERA KZ-T Chrome
17  18

STARTING AT $219ea.

KAZERA KZ-S
16  17  18  19

STARTING AT $119ea.

KAZERA KZ-A
17  18

STARTING AT $185ea.

KAZERA KZ-B Grey
17  18

STARTING AT $159 ea.

AT ITALIA HELICOPTER
16  17  18

STARTING AT $149ea.

AT ITALIA FORGED 5
17

STARTING AT $299ea.

GRAM LIGHTS 57C
16  17  18

STARTING AT $230 ea.

INCLUDED IN A WHEEL & TIRE PACKAGE

SEE THEM 
ON YOUR CAR

QUESTIONS? WANT MORE INFO?

Save your vehicle(s) in
the Upgrade Garage at
tirerack.com. One-click
access to everything
that fits your vehicle.
See wheels on your
car and keep a wishlist of your favorites.

Scratchless Mounting & GSP9700 RoadForce 
Variation Balancing, All Necessary Hardware (lugs,
center caps, centering rings, valve stems, etc.)  
ALL INCLUDED AT NO ADDITIONAL COST!

Call and talk to one of our highly-trained experts. 
Our sales representatives are car enthusiasts 
who go through extensive hands-on training and 
can give you real-world advice.

KOSEI K1-TS Light Grey
15  17  18

STARTING AT $149ea.

ZINIK Z9 Black
20  22  24

STARTING AT $289ea.

SSR GT10
18  19  20

STARTING AT $629ea.

BREYTON SPIRIT Black
18  19  20  21  22  23

STARTING AT $499ea.

SSR COMPETITION
15  16  17  18

STARTING AT $299ea.

SSR GT7-H
17  18  19

STARTING AT $349ea.

BREYTON IMAGINE
18  19

STARTING AT $419ea.

O.Z. CANYON ST
20  22

STARTING AT $369ea.

http://tirerack.com
http://www.tirerack.com
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BRAKES

Prices Subject to Change 
Prices Vary by Application

ASA HM3
20  22

STARTING AT $349ea.

BBS RS-GT
18  19  20

STARTING AT $599ea.

SPORT EDITION D5
14  15  16  17

STARTING AT $67ea.

BBS RGR
17  18  19

STARTING AT $419ea.

ASA JS5
15  16  17  18

STARTING AT $99ea.

ASA JH3 Chrome
17  18

STARTING AT $269ea.

SHUK BS1
17  18

STARTING AT $229ea.

SHUK W21
17  18

STARTING AT $279ea.

ASA AR1 Black
17  18

STARTING AT $179ea.

ASA CL20
16  17  18

STARTING AT $209ea.

ASA ST3
18  19

STARTING AT $189ea.

ASA AR1
15  16  17  18  19  20

STARTING AT $99ea.

ASA ST4
17  18  19

STARTING AT $169ea.

ASA ST2 Chrome
18  19

STARTING AT $299ea.

ASA RK1
20  22

STARTING AT $349ea.

ASA TRS II Chrome
20  22

STARTING AT $299ea.

TIS 07
20  22  24

TIS 01
20  22  24

SOVEREIGN SR6
20  22

STARTING AT $339ea.

ASA JH6
16  17

STARTING AT $169ea.

ASA JH3
17  18

STARTING AT $159ea.

ASA ST3 Chrome
18  19

STARTING AT $319ea.

AT ITALIA MAGNUM
18  20  22

STARTING AT $339ea.

MILLE MIGLIA CUP 3GT
20x10 $339ea.

AT ITALIA INOX
20x9.5 $429ea.

MODA R10
18x8 $299ea.

2004 Porsche Cayenne S 
with 22” AT Italia Presa Black

3 of the 12 styles available 
for the 2004 Porsche Cayenne S

at 

MILLE MIGLIA FX Grey
17  18

STARTING AT $198ea.

MILLE MIGLIA VR
16  17  18

STARTING AT $162ea.

BORBET TYPE TS
17  18

STARTING AT $185ea.

http://www.tirerack.com
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SPECIALS

195/55WR-15 $76
205/50WR-15 78
205/45WR-16XL 90
205/50WR-16 88
205/55WR-16 81
215/50WR-16 93
215/55WR-16 86
225/50WR-16 90
225/55WR-16 96
245/45WR-16 108
245/50WR-16 98
205/40WR-17 84
215/40WR-17 99
215/45WR-17 104
215/50WR-17 105
215/55WR-17 115
225/45WR-17XL 105
225/50WR-17 121
225/55WR-17 121
235/45WR-17 114
235/50WR-17 136
245/40WR-17 115
245/45WR-17 120
255/40WR-17 123
255/45WR-17 123
275/40WR-17 136
215/35WR-18 128
225/35WR-18 166
225/40WR-18 122
245/40WR-18 144
255/35WR-18 203
265/35WR-18 190
275/35WR-18 197
275/40WR-18 164
255/35WR-19 211

Tech M500

205/55ZR-14 $139
205/50ZR-15 149
225/45ZR-15 158
225/50ZR-16 160
225/45ZR-17 177
275/40ZR-17 194

Tech R
Competition Tire

225/45ZR-15 $168
225/50ZR-16 170
225/45ZR-17 187
275/40ZR-17 213

Tech RA (Advanced)

Competition Tire

215/55WR-16 $85
225/50WR-16 90
225/55WR-16 93
245/50WR-16 97
205/45WR-17 107
205/50WR-17XL 102
215/45WR-17XL 105
215/50WR-17 106
225/45WR-17XL 105
225/50WR-17 118
235/45WR-17 109
235/50WR-17 131
245/45WR-17 117
275/40WR-17 130
225/40WR-18XL 119
245/40WR-18XL 146
245/45WR-18 146
275/40WR-18 165

Tech M550 A/S

205/50ZR-17N2$149
255/40ZR-17 157
225/40ZR-18N2 155
265/35ZR- 18N2 215
295/30ZR- 18N2 275
265/30ZR- 22XL 319

ContiSport
Contact 2

225/45WR-17BMW115
225/45ZR- 18M3 145
255/40ZR- 18 139
225/40ZR- 19 225
255/35ZR- 19 222

ContiSport
Contact

P185/65HR-15 $58
P195/60HR-15 61
195/65HR-15BMW 56
205/60HR-15 61
205/65HR-15 64
225/60HR-15 71
205/55HR-16BMW 72

P205/55HR-16TOY 71
215/55HR-16 79
215/60HR-16 80

P225/50HR-16 95
225/55HR-16 88
225/60HR-16 82
205/40HR-17 85
215/45HR-17 101
225/45HR-17 104
225/55HR-17 103

ContiTouring CH95

P205/55VR-15 $74
P205/65VR-15 79
P225/60VR-15 81
P205/55VR-16 78
P215/55VR-16 90
P215/60VR-16 83
P225/50VR-16 102
P225/55VR-16 100
P225/60VR-16 90
P245/50VR-16 91
P205/40WR-17 83
P215/40WR-17 97
P215/45WR-17 108
P215/50WR-17 116
P225/45WR-17 108
P235/45WR-17 119
P245/45WR-17 125
P255/50WR-17 132
P275/40WR-17 143
P215/35WR-18 121
P245/40WR-18 147
P245/45WR-18 155
P255/40WR-18 159
P275/40WR-18 172
P255/35WR-20 215

ContiExtreme
Contact

185/65HR-15 $62
195/60HR-15 64
205/60HR-15 63
205/65HR-15 65
205/55HR-16 79
225/60HR-16 84
235/60HR-16 86
205/50VR-17 106
215/50HR-17 106
225/45HR-17 107
225/55HR-17 108
245/45HR-18 148

ContiProContact

225/55VR-16 $86
205/50VR-17BMW 113

P225/50VR-17 117

ContiTouring CV95

P175/65HR-14 $52
P185/60HR-14 51
P185/65HR-14 53
P195/60HR-14 54
P195/65HR-14 53
P195/70HR-14 54
P205/60HR-14 60
P185/65HR-15 55
P195/60HR-15 55
P195/65HR-15 57
P205/50HR-15 72
P205/60HR-15 56
P205/65HR-15 59
P215/60HR-15 60
P215/65HR-15 61
P225/60HR-15 64
P205/55HR-16 79
P205/60HR-16 70
P215/55HR-16 82
P215/60HR-16 70
P225/50HR-16 92
P235/60HR-16 80
P245/50HR-16 98
P205/40HR-17 95
P215/45HR-17 106
P225/55HR-17 107

SP Sport A2 Plus

P205/65HR-15 $58
SP Sport 4000 A/S
205/45VR-17 $242

SP Spt 9000DSST

215/45ZR-17 $210
SP Sport 8090

215/55ZR-16 $140
P225/45ZR-17 155
235/45ZR- 17 161
255/40YR-17 195
225/40ZR-18 190
245/45ZR-18MB 219
255/45YR-18 201
275/35ZR-18 254
275/40YR-18 270
285/50WR-18 262
245/35ZR-19 223

SP Sport 9000

GT Qualifier T
P225/70TR- 14 $61
P195/50TR- 15 54
P195/60TR- 15 53
P205/50TR- 15 60
P205/60TR- 15 54
P215/60TR- 15 57
P215/65TR- 15 59
P225/50TR- 15 57
P225/70TR- 15 59
P235/60TR- 15 62
P245/60TR- 15 70
P255/60TR- 15 67
P265/50TR- 15 76

P195/50WR-15 $68
P195/65VR-15 76
P205/55WR-15 98
P205/60VR-15 80
P205/65VR-15 79
P215/50WR-15 120
P225/60WR-15 84
P195/50VR-16 121
P205/55WR-16 109
P225/50WR-16 116
P225/55WR-16 117
P225/60WR-16 99
P225/60HR-16 93
P215/50VR-17 120
P225/55HR-17 135
P235/45WR-17 154
P245/45WR-17 157
P245/50WR-17 157

255/60HR-17 112
P275/55VR-17 117

SP Sport 5000 

205/55YR-16 $149
225/55YR-16 160
205/50YR-17 154
215/40YR-17XL 185
215/45YR-17XL 158
225/45YR-17XL 165
235/45YR-17 179
245/40YR-17 194
225/40YR-18XL 188
235/40YR-18XL 208
235/40ZR-18 219
245/35ZR-18XL 214
245/45YR-18XL 215
255/35YR-18XL 233
265/35YR-18XL 245
225/35ZR-19XL 247
235/35ZR-19XL 241
245/40YR-19XL 258
255/30YR-19XL 272
255/30ZR-19XL 276
275/30YR-19XL 283
275/35YR-19XL 275
275/35YR-20XL 310

SP Sport Maxx

SP Spt 5000MDSST

245/40ZR-18 $267

245/45WR -18$137
255/35WR -18 162
275/35WR -18 162
245/35WR -19 157
275/30WR -19 199

Direzza DZ101

BT70s 
Call for sizes/prices

Potenza S-03
Pole Position

205/55WR-16 $163
225/50WR-16 177
225/40ZR-18N2 211
285/30ZR-18N2 294

Potenza S-02

Potenza RE950
P185/60HR-14 $73
P195/60HR-14 77
P195/65HR-14 80
P185/65HR-15 77
P195/60HR-15 81
P195/65HR-15 81
P205/60HR-15 85
P205/65HR-15 85
P215/60HR-15 92
205/40HR-16RF 118
205/55HR-16 108

P205/55VR-16 127
215/55HR-16 113

P225/50HR-16 124
P225/50VR-16 137
P225/55HR-16 117
P225/55VR-16 136
P225/60HR-16 101
P245/50HR-16 134
P245/50VR-16 145
205/40HR-17 147
205/40WR-17 164

P215/45HR-17 141
215/45WR-17 167
225/45WR-17 172

P235/45HR-17 152
235/45WR-17 181
245/45WR-17 189
225/40WR-18 185

195/50WR-15 $114
205/50WR-15 138
205/55WR-16 160
225/50WR-16 174
245/45YR-16 202
205/50YR-17 167
215/40YR-17 199
215/45YR-17 179
225/45YR-17 191
235/40YR-17 215
235/45YR-17 199
245/40YR-17 224
255/40YR-17 234
225/40YR-18 208
235/40YR-18 226
235/50YR-18RF 208
245/40YR-18 232
245/45YR-18 231
255/35YR-18 255
255/40YR-18 240
255/45YR-18 234
265/35YR-18 274
275/35YR-18 285
275/40YR-18 287
285/30YR-18 296
245/35YR-19 270
245/40YR-19RF 295
245/45YR-19 292
275/30YR-19RF 292
275/35YR-19 293
285/30YR-19 308
245/35YR-20 304
275/30YR-20RF 311
255/35YR-20 314
285/30YR-20 330

205/50ZR-17N4$170
255/40ZR-17N4 237
225/40ZR- 18N3 211

Potenza S-02 A

P235/65TR-16 $79
P215/55VR-17 123
P235/45WR-17 170

Turanza EL42

Potenza RE92
P205/65TR-15 $58
Potenza RE92A
P225/55VR-17 $127

Potenza RE050A
205/55WR-16 $152
225/50WR-16 150
205/40YR- 17 173
205/45WR-17 168
205/50YR- 17 157
215/40YR- 17 178
225/45YR-17 180
235/45YR-17 176
225/40YR- 18 198
255/35YR- 18 242

P255/45VR-18 198
255/45YR- 18 214
265/35YR- 18 248
275/35YR- 18 267
285/30YR- 18 277
225/40YR- 19 260
235/40YR- 19 254
245/35WR-19XL 254
245/40WR-19 277
245/40WR-19RF 351
275/35WR-19RF 357
275/35YR- 19 275

Potenza G009
P185/60HR-14SL $59
P195/60HR-14SL 61
P185/65HR-15SL 61
P195/50HR-15SL 85
P195/60HR-15SL 62
P195/65HR-15SL 63
P205/50HR-15SL 88
P205/55HR-15SL 86
P205/60HR-15SL 65
P205/65HR-15SL 66
P215/60HR-15SL 70
P215/65HR-15SL 69
P225/60HR-15SL 75
P205/50HR-16SL 91
P205/55HR-16SL 93
P205/60HR-16SL 72
P215/55HR-16SL 97
P215/60HR-16SL 76
P225/50HR-16SL 98
P225/55HR-16SL 105
P225/60HR-16SL 76
P245/50HR-16SL 102
P205/40HR-17SL 121
P215/45HR-17SL 120
P215/50HR-17SL 121
P225/45HR-17SL 129
P235/45HR-17SL 133
P245/45HR-17SL 131

Turanza LS-T
P175/70TR-13 $55
P185/70TR-13 61
P175/65TR-14 63
P185/65TR-14 66
P185/70TR-14 64
P195/70TR-14 65
P205/70TR-14 71
P185/65TR-15 69
P195/60TR-15 73
P195/65TR-15 73
P205/60TR-15 76
P205/65TR-15 79
P205/70TR-15 74
P205/70TR-15W 72
P215/65TR-15 81
P215/70TR-15W 81
P205/55TR-16 98
P215/60TR-16 86
215/65TR- 16 87

P225/60TR-16 91

Potenza RE050
215/45WR-17 $174
245/50WR-17RF 237
245/45YR- 18 219
245/45YR- 18XL 224
275/40YR- 18 269

Potenza RE750
195/50WR-15 $86
205/45WR-16 119
205/50WR-16 115
205/55WR-16 120
225/50WR-16 127
225/60WR-16 108
245/45WR-16 135
205/50WR-17 136
215/45WR-17 145
225/45WR-17 154
235/45WR-17 159
245/40WR-17 166
245/45WR-17 165
255/40WR-17 173
255/50WR-17 161
275/40WR-17 178
225/40WR-18 158
235/40WR-18 170
245/40WR-18 173
265/35WR-18 207
235/35WR-19 197
245/35WR-19XL201
275/30WR-19XL219
255/35WR-20 230

Pilot Sport A/S
205/55YR-16 $134
215/55WR-16 174
225/50YR-16 156
225/55WR-16 181
225/60WR-16 148
245/50WR-16 171
205/50YR-17 177
225/45YR-17 175
225/50WR-17 198
225/55WR-17 193
235/45ZR-17 191
235/50WR-17 202
235/55WR-17 197
245/40YR-17 199
245/45YR-17 222
245/45YR-17ZP 223
245/50WR-17 212
255/40YR-17 207
255/45YR-17 233
225/40YR-18 204
235/40YR-18 235
235/50YR-18 231
245/40YR-18 241
255/40YR-18 261
255/45YR-18 249
275/35YR-18 288
275/40YR-18 319
275/40YR-18ZP 320
285/35YR-18 329
245/35YR-19 303
255/40YR-19 324
275/30YR-19 372
285/30YR-19 389
255/35YR-20 352
295/25YR-20 388

Pilot Sport 
225/45YR-16 $185
205/50ZR-17 173
205/50ZR-17N2 176
215/45YR-17 183
225/45YR-17B 179
225/45ZR-17 179
235/40YR-17 189
245/45YR-17 228
335/35YR-17 352
215/45YR-18 285
225/40ZR-18N1  213
225/45ZR-18 232
225/45WR-18 207
235/50YR-18BMW231
245/40ZR-18 243
245/45WR-18 251
255/35YR-18BMW273
255/40ZR-18 263
255/40YR-18G1 263
255/40YR-18XL 263
255/45YR-18 249
265/35ZR-18 268
265/35ZR-18N1 268
275 35ZR-18 289
275/40ZR-18FERR321
275/40ZR-18MO 321
285/35WR-18 327
285/35ZR-18 327
285/35YR-18 327
295/35YR-18 354
315/30ZR-18NO   366
335/30ZR-18 368
225/40ZR-19 293
255/35ZR-19 307

Pilot HX MXM4
P225/45VR-18 $219
P235/50HR-18 180
245/40HR-18XL 233

MX/MXV4,
RainForce MX4,
TRX, X-One, XH4
Call for sizes/prices

Pilot Exalto PE2 
195/45VR-15 $118
195/55VR-15 106
205/50VR-15 116
205/50WR-15 125
205/55WR-15 126
225/50WR-15 129
195/50VR-16 126
205/45WR-16 135
205/55WR-16 125
215/40WR-16XL 148
225/50WR-16 138
205/40WR-17XL 152
205/45WR-17XL 144
215/40WR-17XL 149
215/45WR-17XL 156
225/45WR-17XL 151

185/65HR-15 $97
195/60VR-15 131
195/65HR-15 110
205/60HR-15 106

P205/60HR-15 106
205/65HR-15 121

P205/65HR-15 119
225/60HR-15 124
205/55HR-16 127
205/55HR-16BMW126

P205/60HR-16HY 132
P205/60VR-16LE 139

215/55HR-16 124
215/55VR-16 145
215/60HR-16 118
225/55HR-16 132
225/60HR-16 139

P225/60VR-16 141
P225/60HR-16OE 138
235/60HR-16 143

P235/60VR-16 152
225/55VR-17 172

P225/55HR-17 155
P235/55HR-17 148
P235/65HR-17 123

Energy MXV4 
Plus

Pilot Sport Cup
205/50YR-15 $181
225/50YR-15 188
245/45YR-16 202
225/45YR-17 208
245/40YR-17 235
255/40YR-17 232
275/40YR-17 268
225/40YR-18 243
235/40YR-18 255
265/35YR-18 255
285/30YR-18 292
315/30YR-18 320
345/30YR-18 352
235/35YR-19 270
265/30YR-19 323

Pilot Exalto A/S
185/60HR-14 $75
195/60HR-14 80
195/55VR-15 121
195/60HR-15 87
195/65HR-15 84
205/55VR-15 116
205/60HR-15 89
205/65HR-15 91
215/65HR-15 90
225/60VR-15 115
205/50VR-16 154
205/55HR-16 113
205/55VR-16 154
215/60HR-16 107
215/60VR-16 112
225/50VR-16 139
205/50VR-17 161
215/50HR-17 146
225/45HR-17 159
235/45HR-17 169

Energy MXV4 S8
195/65HR-15 $111
195/65VR-15 125

P215/60VR-16 149
P215/55VR-17 135
Energy MXV4 GR-X
225/60HR-15 $125

Pilot Sport PS2
205/55YR-17 $154
225/45YR-17 179
235/40YR-17 194
235/45YR-17 187
245/40YR-17 202
275/40YR-17 268
225/35YR-18XL 234
225/40YR-18XL 212
235/40YR-18N2 229
235/40YR-18XL 242
245/40YR-18 242
255/35YR-18XL 281
265/35YR-18XL 282
265/40YR-18XL 274
275/35YR-18 293
275/40YR-18 283
295/30YR-18N2 377
295/35YR-18 377
225/35YR-19XL 251
225/40YR-19XL 310
235/35YR-19 284
245/35YR-19XL 310
245/40YR-19XL 316
255/35YR-19XL 308
265/30YR-19XL 318
275/30YR-19XL 332
275/35YR-19XL 334
295/30YR-19XL 437
295/ 30YR-19XL/N1437
315/25YR-19XL 496
245/35YR-20XL 332
255/35YR-20XL 357
335/30YR-20NO 396
295/25YR-20XL 348
255/30YR-21XL 435

HydroEdge
P185/65TR-14 $88
P185/70TR-14 85
P195/70TR-14 88
P185/65TR-15 99
P195/60TR-15 103
P195/65TR-15 94
P205/60TR-15 109
P205/65TR-15 107
P205/70TR-15 103
P215/60TR-15 113
P215/70TR-15 104
P205/55TR-16 113
P205/65TR-16 113
P215/55TR-16 118
P215/60TR-16 117

215/65TR-16 112
P225/60TR-16 117
P235/60TR-16 123
P215/60TR-17 126
P225/65TR-17 131

Energy LX4
P215/65TR-16 $98

235/65TR-16 69

Eagle NCT5
245/45WR-17 $240

Eagle RS-A
P185/60TR-15 $77
P195/50VR-16 128
P205/55HR-16 84
P205/55HR-16TOYO 82
205/55HR-1691H 84

P215/55HR-16 99
P225/55ZR-16FORD 148
P225/60HR-16 107
P245/50ZR-16 196
205/50VR-17BMW 169
205/50VR-17RUNF235

P215/50VR-17 141
P215/50HR-17 135

215/55VR-17 159
225/45HR-17 139

P225/50VR-17 151
P225/50WR-17 105
P235/50VR-17 107
P235/55WR-17 189
P235/65HR-17 125
P255/55HR-17 155
P275/60HR-17 146
P295/40HR-20 139

Eagle F1 GS EMT
P245/45YR-17 $289
P275/40YR-18 361
Eagle F1GS-2 EMT

P245/40ZR-18 $285
P285/35YR-19 341

Eagle F1Supercar
P245/45YR-17 $219
P265/40ZR-17 263
P315/35YR-17 372
P235/45YR-18 248
P275/40YR-18 275
P295/35YR-18 295
P315/40YR-19 414
245/45YR-20 215

Eagle F1Supercar
EMT
P285/35YR-19 $404

Eagle F1 GS-D3
195/50VR-15 $89
195/45VR-16XL 94
205/45WR-16 128
205/50YR-16 119
205/55WR-16 132
215/55WR-16SL 145
225/50ZR-16 149
225/55WR-16 138
225/55ZR-16 143
245/50YR-16 153
205/40WR-17 143
205/50WR-17XL 145
215/40YR-17 99
215/45YR-17XL 133
225/45YR-17 145
225/45WR-17XL 171
225/50YR-17 152
225/55WR-17XL 178
235/40YR-17 168
235/45WR-17 165
235/50YR-17 167
245/35YR-17 151
245/40YR-17 178
245/45YR-17 183
255/40YR-17 178
255/45YR-17 205
275/40YR-17 198
285/40YR-17 199
315/35YR-17 271
225/35YR-18XL 188
225/40YR-18XL 155
235/40YR-18 181
235/50YR-18XL 175
245/35YR-18 207
245/40YR-18 208
245/45YR-18XL 194
255/35YR-18XL 215
255/45YR-18XL 193
265/35YR-18XL 231
275/35ZR-18XL 249
275/40ZR-18 258
285/35YR-18SL 255
235/35YR-19 209
245/40YR-19XL 298
255/35YR-19XL 218
255/40YR-19 277
265/30YR-19XL 209
275/35YR-19 271
245/35YR-21XL 255
285/30YR-21XL 289

Eagle F1 GS
P295/45WR-18FO$214

Eagle ZR 
Gatorback

245/45ZR-17 $147

P295/65SR-16RW$101
P255/60SR-17RWL 94
P275/60TR-17OWL 95
P275/45VR-20 125
P285/50HR-20 127

Eagle GT II

Assurance
ComforTred
P185/65TR-14 $67
P185/70TR-14 66
P195/70TR-14 70
P205/75TR-14 68
P185/65TR-15 73
P195/60TR-15 75
P195/65TR-15 74
P205/60TR-15 83
P205/65TR-15 79
P205/70TR-15 76
P215/65TR-15 81
P215/70TR-15 78
P205/55HR-16 94
P205/60HR-16 88
P205/65TR-16 87
P215/55HR-16 95
P215/60TR-16 88
P215/65TR-16 88
P225/60TR-16 91
P235/60TR-16 102
P225/55TR-17 126
P225/60TR-17 114
P225/60HR-18 123

Assurance
TripleTred
P185/70TR-14 $73
P195/70TR-14 76
P195/60HR-15 91
P195/65HR-15 87
P205/60HR-15 95
P205/65HR-15 88
P205/70TR-15 86
P215/60TR-15 93
P215/65HR-15 94
P215/70TR-15 89
P205/55HR-16 105
P205/60HR-16 98
P215/60TR-16 99
P215/65TR-16 96
P225/50HR-16 118
P225/60TR-16 102
P225/60HR-16 103
P215/60HR-17 122
P225/55HR-17 133

Eagle GT-HR
P185/60HR-14 $56
P195/60HR-14 59
P195/65HR-14 59
P195/50HR-15 62
P195/60HR-15 63
P195/65HR-15 61
P205/50HR-15 67
P205/55HR-15 73
P205/60HR-15 64
P205/65HR-15 62
P215/60HR-15 66
P215/65HR-15 62
P225/60HR-15 76
P205/55HR-16 92
P205/60HR-16 80
P215/55HR-16 83
P215/60HR-16 81
P225/50HR-16 101
P225/60HR-16 83
P235/55HR-16 88
P245/50HR-16 102

P175/70HR-13 $48
P175/65HR-14 52
P185/65HR-14 55
P185/70HR-14 55
P195/70HR-14 56
P205/70HR-14 66
P215/70HR-14 61
P185/65HR-15 59
P195/60HR-15 62
P195/65HR-15 65
P205/60HR-15 66
P205/65HR-15 67
P205/70HR-15 68
P215/60HR-15 69
P215/65HR-15 66
P215/70HR-15 71
P205/55HR-16 88
P215/60HR-16 77
215/65HR-16 77

P225/60HR-16 79

Affinity LH30

P175/70SR13RWL $45
P185/60TR-14 54
P185/70SR-14RWL 52
P195/60TR-14 58
P195/70SR-14RWL 56
P205/70SR-14RWL 59
P215/60SR-14RWL 63
P215/70SR-14RWL 62
P225/70SR-14RWL 61
P235/60SR-14RWL 64
P195/50SR-15 64
P195/60TR-15 58
P205/50SR-15 67
P205/55TR-15 77
P205/60TR-15 60
P205/65TR-15 59
P215/65SR-15RWL 67
P215/70SR-15RWL 63
P225/60TR-15 65
P225/70SR-15RWL 64
P235/60SR-15RWL 69
P235/70SR-15RWL 67
P255/60SR-15RWL 74
P255/70SR-15RWL 72
P275/60SR-15RWL 77
P295/50SR-15RWL 95
P205/55TR-16 81
P235/55TR-16 91
P235/70SR-16RWL 72
P245/50TR-16 95
P245/70SR-16RWL 75
P255/70SR-16RWL 75
P265/70SR-16RWL 79
P265/70SR-17RWL 85
P275/60SR-17RWL 89

Indy 500

Firehawk GTA03
P205/55HR-16 $85
Firehawk 
SZ50 EP RFT
P245/45ZR-17 $255
P275/40ZR-18 328
FR68002
P215/70SR-15 $57

205/50WR-16 $92
P205/55WR-16 99
P225/50WR-16 106
P225/55WR-16 108
P225/60WR-16 90
P245/50WR-16 115
205/40WR-17 120
215/45WR-17 116
235/50WR-17 123
245/45WR-17 135

P255/45WR-17 138
265/40WR-17 145

P275/40WR-17 148
P285/40WR-17 156
225/40WR-18 125
295/35WR-18 188
245/40WR-20 185
275/35WR-20 203

Firehawk 
Wide Oval

Firehawk GTA02
P195/55HR-16 $78
P215/50VR-16 101
P215/55HR-16 89
P215/50WR-17 124
P265/55HR-17 145

HTR 200
175/50HR-13 $42
175/70HR-13 35
185/60HR-13 35
195/60HR-13 39
205/60HR-13 42
215/50HR-13 49
175/65HR-14 43
175/70HR-14 39
185/60HR-14 39
185/65HR-14 45
185/70HR-14 39
195/60HR-14 39
195/70HR-14 42
195/50HR-15 52
195/60HR-15 45
195/65HR-15 51
205/50HR-15 56
205/60HR-15 46
205/65HR-15 53
215/60HR-15 49
225/50HR-15 65

HTR+
195/55VR-15 $59
205/40HR-16 58
205/55VR-16 65
215/40HR-16 62
225/50WR-16 77
225/60VR-16 59
245/50WR-16 81
205/40WR-17 63
215/40WR-17 82
215/45WR-17 76
215/50WR-17 73
225/45WR-17 78
235/40WR-17 79
235/45WR-17 83
245/40WR-17 83
245/45WR-17 87
255/45WR-17 97
275/40WR-17 105
215/35WR-18 109
225/35WR-18 119
225/40WR-18 89
235/40WR-18 103
245/40WR-18 102

HTR H4
P175/65HR -14 $46
P185/65HR -14 46
P195/60HR -14 45
P195/65HR -14 45
P195/70HR -14 46
P185/65HR -15 45
P195/60HR -15 48
P195/65HR -15 49
P205/55HR -16 65
P215/55HR -16 69
P215/60HR -16 55
P225/50HR -16 70
P225/55HR -16 72
P225/60HR -16 58
P235/55HR -16 73
P245/50HR -16 75

HTR Z
195/50ZR-15 $48
205/50WR-15 52
225/45WR-16 68

P225/50WR-16 64
225/55WR-16 72
245/45WR-16 74

P245/50WR-16 71
P255/50WR-16 78
205/50WR-17 61
215/45WR-17 64
225/45WR-17 68
235/45WR-17 74
245/40ZR-17 79
245/45WR-17 72
255/40ZR-17 83
255/45WR-17 71

P275/40ZR-17 88
315/35ZR-17 110

HTR Z II
205/45WR-16 $73
205/50WR-16 69
225/60WR-16 72
205/40WR-17 59
205/50WR-17 72
215/40WR-17 86
215/45WR-17 79
225/45WR-17 81
235/40WR-17 89
235/45WR-17 85
245/40WR-17 89
245/45ZR-17 93
255/40WR-17 90
255/45WR-17 96
275/40WR-17 99
225/40WR-18 99
235/40WR-18 99
245/40WR-18 103
255/45WR-18 144
265/35WR-18 149
285/35WR-18 166
235/35WR-19 149
245/35WR-20 164
255/35WR-20 142

SRIXON4
P185/60HR-14 $39
P185/65HR-14 46
P195/60HR-14 44
P195/65HR-14 48
P195/70HR-14 48
P185/65HR-15 48
P205/60HR-15 52
P205/65HR-15 53
P215/60HR-15 52
P215/65HR-15 52
P205/55HR-16 71
P215/55HR-16 72
P225/55HR-16 73
P225/50HR-16 73
P235/55HR-16 74
P245/50HR-16 74

g-Force T/A 
KDW2 
205/50WR-15 $98
205/55WR-15 101
205/40WR-16XL 124
205/45WR-16XL 120
205/50WR-16 115
225/45WR-16 126
205/40YR-17RFT122
205/45YR-17XL 117
205/50YR-17XL 125
215/40YR-17XL 129
215/45YR-17RFT125
215/50YR-17 148
225/45YR-17  109
235/40YR-17XL 141
245/40YR-17  152
255/40YR-17  148
215/35YR-18RFT159
215/40YR-18  121
225/35YR-18XL 173
225/40YR-18 136
225/45YR-18  156
235/35YR-18XL 191
235/40YR-18  145
235/50YR-18  168
245/35YR-18  184
245/40YR-18  153
245/45YR-18  165
255/35YR-18XL 179
255/40YR-18  160
255/45YR-18  161
255/55VR-18RFT123
265/35YR-18  194
275/35YR-18  201
285/30YR-18XL 258
285/40YR-18  229
285/60VR-18RFT131
295/35YR-18  229
215/35YR-19RFT177
225/35YR-19XL 207
235/35YR-19RFT159
245/35YR-19  223
245/40YR-19XL 241
255/35YR-19  251
275/30YR-19XL 241
275/35YR-19 245
295/35YR-19  285
225/30WR-20XL 261

P175/70SR-13RWL$45
P185/70SR-14RWL 55
P195/60SR-14RWL 58
P205/70SR-14RWL 62
P215/60SR-14RWL 58
P215/70SR-14RWL 64
P225/60SR-14RWL 66
P225/70SR-14RWL 68
P235/60SR-14RWL 72
P245/50SR-14RWL 98
P245/60SR-14RWL 75
P265/50SR-14RWL104
P155/80SR-15RWL 57
P195/60SR-15RWL 58
P205/55SR-15 86
P205/60SR-15RWL 59
P215/60SR-15RWL 62
P215/65SR-15RWL 70
P215/70SR-15RWL 62
P225/60SR-15RWL 66
P225/70SR-15RWL 67
P235/60SR-15RWL 72
P235/70SR-15RWL 71
P245/60SR-15RWL 72
P255/60SR-15RWL 75
P255/70SR-15RWL 75
P275/50SR-15RWL101
P275/60SR-15RWL 79
P285/70SR-15RWL 85
P295/50SR-15RWL104
P195/50SR-16 94
P205/50SR-16 102
P265/50SR-16 107
P265/60PR-16 103
P285/60TR- 16 112

Radial T/A

245/30WR-20X 249
245/35WR-20RF237
255/35WR-20XL 221
265/30WR-20XL 245
265/35WR-20XL 236
265/50VR-20XL 207
285/30YR-20XL 292
285/55VR-20RFT201
295/45VR-20RF 223
305/50VR-20RFT233
285/35WR-22RF 283
295/40VR-22XL 318
295/45WR-22RF251
305/40WR-22XL 319
325/55HR-22XL 548
305/35WR-24RF529

g-Force T/A 
KDW2 (Cont.)

P205/50 R- 14 $104
P215/60 R- 14 99
P225/45 R- 14 119
P205/50 R- 15 109
P225/50 R- 15 114
P205/40 R- 17 127
P225/45 R- 17 133
P245/40 R- 18 158
P265/40 R- 18 177
P275/35 R- 18 195
P295/35 R- 18 215
P315/30 R- 18 252
P345/30 R- 18 292

g-Force T/A
Drag Radial

g-Force T/A KD
245/45YR-17 $209
275/40YR-17 241
315/35YR-17 253
225/40YR-18 194
245/40YR-18 216
265/35YR-18 257
295/35YR-18 307

g-Force T/A
Drag Radial 2
235/60 R- 15 $129

P275/50 R- 15 134
P275/60 R- 15 135
P295/65 R- 15 161
P325/50 R- 15 155
P275/40 R- 17 151
P315/35 R- 17 155

Exclaim UHP
205/45WR-16 $58
205/40WR-17XL 59
215/40WR-17XL 74
215/45WR-17 74
225/45WR-17 76
235/45WR-17 78
245/40WR-17 90
245/45WR-17 81
215/35YR-18XL 88
225/40WR-18XL 88
235/40WR-18 97
245/40WR-18 107
245/45WR-18 139
215/35WR-19XL 103
225/35YR-19XL 108
235/35WR-19XL 123
245/35WR-19XL 127
265/30WR-19XL 138
275/30WR-19XL 152
225/30WR-20XL 182
255/35WR-20XL 148
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SPECIALS

ContiTrac
P235/70TR- 16 $64

LT275/65SR- 18EOWL 149
LT275/70SR- 18E 112

ECSTA STX
275/60HR- 15 $85
235/70HR- 16 91
255/55VR- 16 89
255/65VR- 16 87
275/70HR- 16 93
225/55VR- 17 99
255/50VR- 17 99
265/60VR- 17 94
275/60VR- 17 96
255/55VR- 18 105
285/60VR- 18 106
295/45VR- 20 137
305/45VR- 20 215
305/50VR- 20 139
305/45VR-  22 212
325/40VR-  22 295
305/40VR-  23 222
305/35VR-  24 380
325/35VR-  28XL 1880

Venture MT
LT27x8.5QR-14OWL $78
LT235/75QR-15OWL 88
LT30x9.5QR-15OWL 92
LT31x10.5QR-15OWL 95
LT31x11.5QR-15OWL 105
LT32x11.5QR-15OWL 109
LT35x12.5QR-15OWL 133
LT235/85QR-16OWL 102

ECSTA Supra 712 ECSTA V710 
Competition Tire
205/50WR-15 $148
265/45WR-16 185
275/40WR-17 209
295/40WR-17 225
315/35WR-17 218
335/35WR-17 217
315/35WR-18 266

195/45VR-15 $80
195/50HR-15 54
195/50VR-15 54
195/55VR-15 65
205/50VR-15 61
205/55VR-15 63
195/50HR-16 66
205/40WR-16 76
205/45WR-16 73
205/50WR-16 82
205/50VR-16 79
205/55VR-16 66
205/55WR-16 68
215/40WR-16 82
215/50VR-16 82
215/55WR-16 70
225/40WR-16 89
225/45WR-16 92
225/50VR-16 69
225/50WR-16 73
225/55VR-16 75
225/55WR-16 80
245/45WR-16 97
245/50WR-16 88
255/50WR-16 94
205/40WR-17 66
205/50WR-17 93
215/40WR-17 88
215/45WR-17 89
225/45WR-17 89
235/40WR-17 98
235/40WR-17 94
245/40WR-17 105
245/45WR-17 95
255/40WR-17 106
255/45WR-17 106
255/50WR-17 107
265/40WR-17 118
275/40WR-17 115
285/40WR-17 123
215/35WR-18 106
225/40WR-18 84
235/40WR-18 117
245/40WR-18 128
255/35WR-18 169
265/35WR-18 169
275/35WR-18 170
275/30ZR-19 217
255/40ZR-19 177
255/35ZR-20 164
295/40WR-20 223

ECSTA MX
205/50WR-15 $86
205/55WR-16 99
225/50YR-16 109
205/40YR-17 101
215/40YR-17 119
215/45YR-17 129
225/45YR-17 129
235/45YR-17 132
245/40YR-17 142
245/45YR-17 137
245/45YR-17 RF 173
255/40YR-17 138
255/45YR-17 138
275/40YR-17 166
285/40YR-17 169
215/35YR-18 126
225/40YR-18 109
235/40YR-18 160
245/40YR-18 175
265/35YR-18 225
275/35YR-18 221
275/40YR-18 180
275/40YR-18RF 239
295/35YR-18 228
235/35YR-19 185
245/35YR-19 201

ECSTA V700 
Competition Tire
175/60HR-13 $99
215/50VR-13 109
235/45VR-13 117
195/55VR-14 106
225/50WR-14 129
205/50ZR-15 133
225/45WR-15 131
205/45VR- 16 138
225/50WR-16 148
225/45WR-17 148
235/40WR-17 154
275/40WR-17 178
335/35WR-17 189
225/40WR-18 195
245/35WR-18 193
265/35WR-18 214

ECSTA 711
195/50HR-15 $40
205/50HR-15 47
205/55VR-15 54
215/50HR-15 47
215/55HR-15 55
225/50HR-15 53
195/50HR-16 53
205/50ZR-16 54
215/55HR-16 66
225/50HR-16 59
245/50HR-16 60
205/40HR-17 53
215/40HR-17 71
215/45HR-17 69
215/50HR-17 73
225/45HR-17 74
235/40HR-17 76
235/45HR-17 78
245/45HR-17 80
255/40HR-17 80
255/45HR-17 83
255/55HR-17 85
225/40WR-18 78

ECSTA ASX
195/55VR-15 SL $70
205/50WR-15SL 66
205/55VR-15SL 68
205/60VR-15 53
195/50WR-16SL 70
205/40WR-16SL 80
205/45WR-16RFT 79
205/50WR-16SL 88
205/55WR-16SL 71
215/50WR-16SL 88
215/55WR-16SL 74
225/50WR-16SL 74
225/55WR-16SL 83
225/60VR-16 70
235/60VR-16 70
245/50WR-16SL 89
205/40WR-17SL 69
205/50WR-17SL 96
215/40WR-17SL 92
215/45WR-17SL 94
215/50WR-17SL 98
225/45WR-17SL 92
225/50WR-17 101
225/55WR-17 98
235/40WR-17SL 102
235/45WR-17SL 95
235/50WR-17 111
245/40WR-17SL 108
245/45WR-17SL 101
255/40WR-17SL 112
255/45WR-17SL 110
255/50WR-17SL 115
275/40WR-17SL 125
285/40WR-17SL 130
215/35WR-18RFT108
225/40WR-18SL 100
235/40WR-18RFT120
235/50WR-18SL 122
245/40WR-18SL 132
255/35WR-18SL 175
255/45WR-18SL 126
265/35WR-18SL 175
275/35WR-18SL 175
275/40WR-18SL 160

Victoracer V700 
D.O.T. Legal
Competition Tire
205/60VR-13 $108
185/60HR-14 98
195/55VR-14 105
205/55VR-14 119
205/50ZR-15 124
225/50ZR-15 129
225/50ZR-16 145
245/45ZR-16 150
265/45ZR-16 153
225/45ZR-17 155
245/45ZR-17 151
255/40ZR-17 164
275/40ZR-17 170
315/35ZR-17 204

Scorpion STR
P205/70HR- 15SL $75

215/65VR- 16 104
P215/70HR- 16SL 91
P235/70HR- 16SL 97
P255/65HR- 16SL 143
P255/60HR- 17SL 105

235/50HR- 18 120
255/55HR- 18XL 156

P275/45VR- 20 172

Scorpion STR A
P235/75TR- 15XL OWL $87
P265/70HR- 15SL 95
P225/70HR- 16SL OWL 93
P245/65HR- 17SL 108

Scorpion Zero
P255/65HR- 15SL $92

255/55VR- 19 XL 196
295/40VR- 20 259

Scorpion Zero Asim.
265/35WR-22 XL $231
295/30WR-22 XL 294
305/35WR-22 XL 297

Scorpion A/T
235/60TR- 18 XL $144

Scorpion ATR
LT325/45SR- 24 E $572

eufori@

P6 Four Seasons
P185/60HR-14 $59
P195/60HR-14 65
P185/65HR-15 66
P195/60HR-15 66
P195/65HR-15 70
205/60HR-15 69
205/65HR-15 73

P225/60HR-15 76
P205/50HR-16 78
205/55HR-16BMW 93

P215/55HR-16 91
P225/55HR-16 85
225/60HR-16 85

P225/45VR-17 139
P235/45VR-17 127
P255/40VR-19 209

PZero
Asimmetrico
225/50ZR-16N3 $136
225/45YR-17 155
205/45ZR-17 163
245/50ZR-17 252
225/40ZR-18N3 196
265/35ZR-18N1-N3250
275/40YR-18 312
285/30ZR- 18N3 301
295/30ZR-18N3 305

P400 Touring
P185/65TR-14 $54
P185/70TR-14 52
P185/65TR-15 56
P195/60TR-15 60
P195/65TR-15 57
P205/60TR-15 64
P205/65TR-15 59
P225/60TR-16 72

PZero Rosso 
Asimmetrico 
225/45WR-17XL$154
235/45YR-17XL 165
245/40ZR-17 165
255/40ZR- 17N3 198
225/40ZR-18N4 199
235/40ZR-18 212
245/50ZR-18 241
255/55YR-18NO/XL  185
265/35ZR-18N4 255
285/30ZR- 18N4 306
315/30ZR- 18 347
235/35ZR- 19XL 255
245/35YR-19 291
245/40YR-19 283
245/45YR-19BM 205
255/40YR-19 292
275/45YR-19XL 234
305/25YR-19XL 430
305/30YR-19 416
245/40YR-20XL 315
255/35YR-20 323
275/35YR-20 362
275/40YR-20 272
285/30YR-20 372
345/25YR-20 167

205/45VR-17 $175

P6000
205/60HR-15 $74
215/60WR-15N1 123

PZero Nero (M&S)
P205/45WR-16 $86
P205/50WR-16 104
P205/55WR-16 105
P225/50WR-16 101
P225/55WR-16 113
P205/40WR-17 102
P215/40WR-17 113
P215/45WR-17SL 118
P225/45WR-17 125
P235/45WR-17SL 130
P235/55WR-17 119
P245/40WR-17SL 152
P245/45WR-17SL 141
P275/40WR-17SL 149
P215/35WR-18XL 134
P215/40WR-18 129
P225/40WR-18 130
P235/40WR-18SL 142
P245/40WR-18SL 151
P245/45WR-18SL 210
P255/35WR-18XL 172
P265/35WR-18 183
P275/35WR-18SL 189
P275/40WR-18SL 193
P285/40WR-18SL 199
P215/35WR-19XL 149
P255/35WR-20SL 263
P275/35WR-20SL 276

Geolandar H/T-S G051
P215/75QR- 15COWL $75
P235/75SR- 15 OWL 69

LT30x9.5QR- 15 COWL 83
P265/70SR- 15 OWL 90

LT31x10.5QR-15COWL 88
P215/70SR- 16 OWL 80
P225/70SR- 16 OWL 84
P225/75SR- 16 OWL 88
P235/70SR- 16 OWL 88
P235/75SR- 16 OWL 85
P245/70SR- 16 OWL 88
P245/75SR- 16 OWL 92
P255/65SR- 16 OWL 103

LT265/75QR- 16 DOWL 98
P275/70SR- 16 OWL 114
P285/75QR- 16DOWL 114
P245/70SR- 17 107
P265/70SR- 17OWL 111
P275/65HR- 18 168

Geolandar H/T Y816     
P205/75SR- 15 OWL $63
P235/75SR- 15 OWL/SL 69

Geolandar M/T Plus     
35X12.5QR- 15 OWL/C $181

Geolandar A/T Plus II
P235/75SR- 15 OWL $79

LT235/75SR- 15OWL 80
LT30X9.5SR- 15 C 84
LT31X10.5SR-15C 93
LT32X11.5SR-15C 106
LT33X12.5SR-15C 110
LT235/85SR- 16 EOWL 106
LT245/75SR- 16 EOWL 100

245/75SR- 16 ESL 89
P255/70SR- 16 90
P265/70SR- 16 OWL 99

LT265/75SR- 16DOWL 103
P265/70SR- 17OWL 109

Geolandar H/T-S G052
235/65HR- 17 $123
275/55HR- 17 145
255/55HR- 18 147
265/60HR- 18 127
285/60HR- 18 153
305/50HR- 20 260

205/55WR-16 $139
225/50WR-16 141
245/45WR-16 146
225/45WR-17 157
235/40WR-17 154
235/45WR-17 159
245/40WR-17 161

P245/45YR-17 273
255/40WR-17 168

P275/40WR-17 264
225/40ZR- 18 187

AVS Sport

Avid H4s
P185/60HR-14 $47
P185/65HR-14 49
P195/60HR-14 53
P195/65HR-14 51
P185/65HR-15 56
P195/60HR-15 53
P195/65HR-15 60
P205/60HR-15 57
P205/65HR-15 64
P215/60HR-15 60
P215/65HR-15 69
P205/40HR-16 68
P205/45HR-16 79
P205/60HR-16 64
P215/60HR-16 68
P205/40HR-17 81
P215/40HR-17 91
P215/45HR-17 98
P225/55HR-17 112
P235/45HR-17 105
P245/45HR-17 110
P255/40HR-17 116
P225/40HR-18 137

ADVAN A043
185/55VR-15 $92
205/50VR-15 103

Avid TRZ
P185/60TR-14 $50
P185/65TR-14 50
P195/70TR-14 51
P185/60TR-15 53
P195/60TR-15 54
P195/65TR-15 59
P205/60TR-15 56
P205/65TR-15 62
P205/70TR-15 55
P215/60TR-15 59
P215/65TR-15 66
P215/70TR-15 58
P205/55TR-16 75
P205/60TR-16 65
P205/65TR-16 67
P215/55TR-16 87
P215/60TR-16 68
P215/65TR-16 69
P225/55TR-16 89
P225/60TR-16 77
P235/60TR-16 86
P225/55TR-17 99
P225/60TR-17 88

ADVAN A032R-S
Competition Tire
175/60HR-13 $98

Avid Touring
P175/70SR-13 $38
P185/70SR-13 42
P175/65SR-14 46
P185/65SR-14 47
P185/70SR-14 45
P185/75SR-14WW 45
P195/70SR-14 50
P195/75SR-14WW 48
P205/70SR-14 50
P205/75SR-14WW 51
P215/70SR-14WW 53
P195/60SR-15 50
P205/60SR-15 52
P205/65SR-15 53
P205/70SR-15 52
P205/70SR-15WW 53
P205/75SR-15WW 52
P215/65SR-15 55
P215/70SR-15WW 56
P235/70SR-15WW 61
P235/75SR-15 60
P215/60SR-16 60
P225/60SR-16 61

Avid S/T 
P215/60TR-14OWL$50
P215/70TR-14OWL 51
P225/60TR-14OWL 52
P225/70TR-14OWL 63
P215/65TR-15OWL 58
P215/70TR-15OWL 52
P235/60TR-15OWL 52
P235/70TR-15OWL 61
P245/60TR-15OWL 62
P245/70TR-15OWL 65
P255/60TR-15OWL 64
P275/60TR-15OWL 68
P295/50TR-15OWL 88

AVS ES100
185/60HR-14 $69
195/60HR-14 70
205/60HR-14 75
195/50VR-15 59
195/55VR-15 61
195/60HR-15 74
205/50VR-15 75
205/55VR-15 79
205/60HR-15 78
215/60VR-15 83
225/50VR-15 84
205/45WR-16 82
205/50WR-16 80
205/55WR-16 83
225/45WR-16 96
225/50WR-16 85
225/55WR-16 92
245/45WR-16 98

P245/50WR-16 98
205/40WR-17 89
205/45WR-17 99
205/50WR-17 100
215/40WR-17 102
215/45WR-17 102
215/50WR-17 115
225/45WR-17 113
235/40WR-17 111
235/45WR-17 118
245/40WR-17 113
245/45WR-17 118
255/40WR-17 118

P275/40WR-17 131
225/40WR-18 141
225/45WR-18 156
235/40WR-18XL 157
245/40WR-18 161
245/45WR-18 170
255/35WR-18 179
265/35WR-18 185
275/35WR-18 187

AVS dB S2
P195/65VR-15 $74
P205/60VR-15 74
P205/65VR-15 77
P215/65VR-15 79
P225/60VR-15 77

205/55WR-16 108
P215/60VR-16 102
225/50WR-16 111
225/55WR-16 113

P225/60WR-16 106
P245/50WR-16 121

225/45WR-17 135
235/45WR-17 155

P245/45WR-17 154
255/40WR-17 155
255/45WR-17 158
275/40WR-17 164
225/40WR-18 162
235/40WR-18 171
245/40WR-18 180
255/45WR-18 186
275/35WR-18 205

ADVAN 
Neova AD07

205/50WR-17 $172
225/45WR-17 178
225/45WR-17 226
235/40WR-17 189
245/40WR-17 209
255/40WR-17 216
225/40WR-18 218
225/45WR-18 245
235/40WR-18 250
255/40WR-18 296
265/35WR-18 284

Parada Spec-2
205/40VR-16 $71
205/45VR-16 82
205/40WR-17 85
205/45WR-17 96
215/40WR-17  96
215/35WR-18  145
215/40WR-18  147
225/35WR-18  168
225/40WR-18  153
215/35YR-19  172

S32A
215/45ZR-17 $184

ADVAN A046
235/45WR-17 $244

Avid V4s
P205/55VR-15 $73
P205/55VR-16 83
P215/55VR-16 85
P225/50VR-16 80
P225/55VR-16 88
P225/60VR-16 78
P235/60VR-16 85
P245/50VR-16 97
P225/50VR-16 129
P215/50VR-17 104

Grabber UHP
235/60HR- 16 $72
255/65HR- 16 74
235/65VR- 17 XL 99
275/55VR- 17 114
275/45VR- 20 XL 107
275/55VR- 20 XL 109
285/50VR- 20 128
295/45VR- 20 XL 129
295/50VR- 20 XL 134
305/40VR- 23 XL 278
315/35VR- 24 XL 402

Radial Rover A/T
31x10.5 R- 15COWL $89
P225/75SR- 15OWL 72
P235/70SR- 15SLOWL 75
P235/75SR- 15OWL 76
P235/75  R- 15SLOWL 71
P265/70SR- 15OWL 83
P215/70SR- 16OWL 79
P215/85SR- 16EOWL 93
P225/70SR- 16SL 83

LT225/75 R- 16E 90
LT235/85 R- 16E 96
P245/75SR- 16 OWL 82
P265/70SR- 16 89
P265/75SR- 16OWL 87

LT265/75 R- 16DOWL 108
LT285/75 R- 16DOWL 121
P265/70SR- 17SLOWL 100
33X12.5 R- 16.5DOWL 126

Radial Mud Rover
30x9.5 R- 15COWL $92
31x10.5 R- 15COWL 96
32x11.5 R- 15COWL 107
33x12.5 R- 15COWL 116
35x12.5 R- 15COWL 127

LT245/75 R- 16EOWL 110
LT265/75 R- 16DOWL 115
LT255/85 R- 16DOWL 116
LT285/75 R- 16DOWL 126
LT305/70 R- 16DOWL 137
LT315/75 R- 16DOWL 145
LT265/70 R- 17COWL 122

Grandtrek ST20 
215/65TR- 16SL $86

P225/70SR-15OWL $103
P225/75SR-15OWL 96
P235/70SR-15OWL 106
P235/75SR-15OWL 100

LT235/75SR-156PLY/OWL 109
LT30x9.5 R-15OWL 118
LT31x10.5 R-15OWL 132
P265/70SR-15OWL 119
P265/70SR-16OWL 129

LT215/85 R-16D/OWL 127
LT215/85 R-16E/OWL 135
LT225/75 R-16D/OWL 133
LT225/75  R-16E/OWL 142
P235/70SR-16OWL 114

LT235/85 R-16OWL 145
P245/70SR-16OWL 118

LT245/75  R-1610PLY/OWL 144
LT245/75  R-16OWL 138
P245/75SR-16OWL 111
P255/70SR-16OWL 122

LT265/75  R-1610PLY/OWL 159
LT265/75SR-166PLY/OWL 146
P265/75SR-16OWL 119
P275/70SR-16OWL 139

LT285/75  R-16OWL 159
P265/65SR-17OWL 152
P265/70SR-17OWL 144

Dueler H/L Alenza
P205/70TR- 15OWL $89
P215/75TR- 15OWL 95
P225/70TR- 15OWL 97
P225/75TR- 15OWL 98
P235/70TR- 15OWL 102
P235/75TR- 15OWL 104
P265/70HR- 15 128
P215/70TR- 16OWL 114
P225/70TR- 16OWL 117
P225/75TR- 16OWL 106
P235/70HR- 16 120
P235/75TR- 16OWL 104
P245/70HR- 16 125
P245/75TR- 16OWL 108

255/65HR- 16 128
P255/70TR- 16OWL 118
P265/70TR- 16OWL 129
P265/75HR- 16 128
P275/70HR- 16 142

225/65HR- 17 117
235/65HR- 17 123

P245/65HR- 17 137
P255/75TR- 17 130
P265/70HR- 17 148

275/55HR- 17 149
P275/60HR- 17 149

255/55HR- 18XL 152
P285/60HR- 18 163

Dueler H/T D687
235/60SR-16SL/RWL $93

Dueler H/T D840
P265/65SR-17SL $94

Dueler A/T REVO

4X4 Diamaris
255/55VR-18 $214
255/50VR-19 227
285/45VR-19 242
275/40WR-20 298
315/35WR-20 342

Cross Terrain SUV
P225/70SR- 15OWL $113
P225/75SR- 15OWL 116
P235/70SR- 15OWL 114
P235/75SR- 15OWL 118
P265/70SR- 15OWL 131
P225/70SR- 16OWL 137
P225/75SR- 16OWL 144
P235/70SR- 16 145
P235/70SR- 16OWL 130
P245/70HR- 16 135
P245/70SR- 16OWL 135
P245/75SR- 16OWL 142

255/65HR- 16OWL 149
P255/70SR- 16OWL 145
P265/70SR- 16 148
P265/70SR- 16OWL 145
P265/70SR- 16TY 148
P265/75SR- 16 165
P275/70SR- 16 154
P255/60SR- 17 152
P255/75SR- 17 166
P265/65SR- 17 167
P265/70HR- 17 164
P265/70SR- 17OWL 169
P265/70SR- 17 169

275/55HR- 17 182
P275/60HR- 17 189
P275/60SR- 17OWL 168
P275/65SR- 17 172
P255/70SR- 18 152
P265/70SR- 18 179
P275/55SR- 18 166

LTX A/S
LT265/75  R- 16E $157

LTX M/S
P225/70SR-15SLOWL $99
P235/75SR-15XLRWL 112

LT225/75  R-16E 149
LT235/85  R-16E 155
LT265/75  R-16EOWL 171

P275/55TR-20OBL 199
P275/60TR-20OBL 198

ZRi
195/50WR-15 $53
205/50WR-15 63
205/55WR-15 62
205/45WR-16 74
205/50WR-16 73
205/55WR-16 75
225/50WR-16 76
225/55WR-16 79
225/60WR-16 67
245/45WR-16 82
245/50WR-16 82
205/40WR-17 73
215/40WR-17 86
215/45WR-17 86
215/50WR-17 91
225/45WR-17 95
235/40WR-17 95
235/45WR-17 103
245/40WR-17 99
245/45WR-17 106
255/40WR-17 106

P255/45WR-17 108
255/50WR-17 103
275/40WR-17 114
225/40WR-18 107
235/40WR-18 121
245/40WR-18 131
265/35WR-18 161
285/60HR-18 116
225/35WR-19RF 143
235/35WR-19RF 155
245/35WR-19RF 161
275/30WR-19RF 199
255/35WR-20 205
265/50VR-20 153

P275/45VR-20 156
P275/55HR-20 148

HRi
185/60HR-14 $41
195/60HR-14 42
185/65HR-15 46
195/60HR-15 44
195/65HR-15 47
205/60HR-15 45
205/65HR-15 47
215/60HR-15 48
215/65HR-15 48
225/60HR-15 48
205/50HR-16 68
205/55HR-16 63
205/60HR-16 51
215/55HR-16 68
215/60HR-16 53
225/50HR-16 69
225/55HR-16 73
225/60HR-16 56
205/40HR-17 66
215/45HR-17 78
215/50HR-17 75
225/45HR-17 81
235/45HR-17 89
245/45HR-17 93

Fortera HL Edition

P225/75SR- 15OWL $81
P235/75SR- 15 89
P235/75SR- 15FORD 78
P235/75SR- 15GM 78

LT31x10.5R- 15COWL 102
P265/75 R- 15OWL 106
P255/70SR- 16SL/OWL/FORD 89
P265/70SR- 16OWL 114
P265/75HR- 16BSL 113
P265/75SR- 16OWL 111
P265/70SR- 17SL/OWL 117

Wrangler RT/S

Wrangler MT/R
LT 235/75 QR-15COWL $129
LT 30X9.5 QR-15COWL 132
LT 31X10.5 QR-15COWL 145
LT 32X11.5 QR-15COWL 163

37X12.5 R-15C 196
LT 235/85 PR-16EOWL 153
LT 245/75 PR-16E 136
LT 255/70 PR-16COWL 174
LT 265/75 PR-16DOWL 172
LT 285/75 PR-16DOWL 178
LT 40X13.5 R-17C 348

P215/75SR- 15SLOWL $96
P225/75SR- 15SLOWL 101
P265/75SR- 15SL 116

LT31X10.5 QR-15OWL 116
P245/75SR- 16SLOWL 121

255/65SR- 16SL 141
P255/70SR- 16SLOWL 108
P265/75SR- 16OWL 128
P225/60SR- 17SL 123
P245/65SR- 17 127

275/55HR- 17 161
P275/60SR- 17SL/OWL 158
P285/60HR- 18SL 165

Fortera SilentArmor
P215/75TR- 15 OWL $104
P225/75TR- 15 OWL 111
P235/70TR- 15 OWL 108
P235/75TR- 15 OWL 114
P265/70TR- 15 OWL 123
P265/75TR- 15 OWL 124

LT31X10.5QR-15COWL 118
P215/70TR- 16 OWL 118
P225/75TR- 16 OWL 124
P235/70TR- 16 OWL 126
P245/70TR- 16 OWL 128
P245/75TR- 16 OWL 127

255/65HR- 16 138
P255/70TR- 16 OWL 120
P265/70TR- 16 OWL 139
P265/75TR- 16 OWL 131
P275/70TR- 16 OWL 131
P235/65HR- 17 139
P245/65TR- 17 OWL 144
P255/75TR- 17 134
P265/70TR- 17 OWL 155
P275/60TR- 17 OWL 150
P285/60HR- 18 171

285/50HR- 20 XL 176

Wrangler AT/S
P225/70SR- 14SL/OWL $92
P235/75 R- 15XL/OWL 109

LT255/70 R- 16C/OWL 134
LT265/70 R- 17C/OWL 144
P265/70SR- 17SL/BSL 128

LT275/70 R- 17C/OWL 152
LT275/65SR- 20E 209

Wrangler SilentArmor
LT31X10.5R- 15C/OWL $124
LT215/85 R- 16C 132
LT275/70 R- 17C/OWL 168

Mud-TerrainT/A KM
LT215/75QR- 15CRWL $115
LT235/75QR- 15CRWL 128
30x9.5 QR- 15CRWL 125
31x10.5QR- 15CRWL 137
32x11.5QR- 15CRWL 149
33x10.5QR- 15CRWL 149
35x12.5QR- 15CRWL 167

LT325/60QR- 15CRWL 173
LT235/85QR- 16ERWL 148
LT245/75QR- 16ERWL 164
LT255/70QR- 16DRWL 177
LT255/85QR- 16DRWL 149
LT265/75QR- 16DRWL 167
LT285/75QR- 16DRWL 195
LT305/70QR- 16DRWL 210
LT315/75QR- 16DRWL 212
35x12.5QR- 16.5DRWL 191

LT285/70QR- 17DRWL 201

Rugged Trail T/A
P265/75TR- 16 $92

All-Terrain T/A KO
LT27x8.5QR- 14CRWL $87
LT215/75QR- 15CRWL 97
LT235/75QR- 15CRWL 105
LT30x9.5QR- 15CRWL 108
LT31x10.5QR-15CRWL 115
LT32x11.5QR-15CRWL 126
LT33x9.5QR- 15CRWL 126
LT33x10.5QR-15CRWL 129
LT33x12.5QR-15CRWL 133
LT35x12.5QR-15CRWL 144
LT215/70 R- 16CRWL 126
LT225/70 R- 16CRWL 129
LT225/75SR- 16DRWL 121
LT235/70QR- 16CRWL 135
LT235/85SR- 16ERWL 125
LT245/70QR- 16DRWL 135
LT245/70SR- 16DRWL 142
LT245/75SR- 16ERWL 145
LT255/70QR- 16DRWL 151
LT265/70QR- 16DRWL 159
LT265/75SR- 16DRWL 152
LT275/70SR- 16DRWL 162
LT285/75QR- 16DRWL 167
LT295/75QR- 16DRWL 175
LT305/70QR- 16DRWL 181
LT315/75QR- 16DRWL 182
LT35x12.5QR-16.5DRWL158
LT265/70QR- 17CRWL 166
LT285/70QR- 17D 182
LT285/70QR- 17DRWL 187
LT315/70 R- 17D 201
LT37x12.5QR-17DRWL 272
LT37x12.5SR-20DRWL 432
LT285/55SR- 20DRWL 295
LT325/60SR- 20D 365

Destination M/T
LT235/75 R- 15C $116
LT30x9.5 R-15COWL 116
LT31x10.5 R-15COWL 131
LT33x12.5 R-15COWL 158
LT225/75 R- 16D 121
LT245/75 R- 16E 146
LT245/75 R- 16COWL 135
LT265/75 R- 16DOWL 149
LT285/75 R- 16DOWL 159

Transforce HT
LT235/75 R- 15C $92
LT215/85 R- 16D 96
LT215/85 R- 16E 108
LT225/75 R- 16D 106
LT225/75 R- 16E 113
LT235/85 R- 16E 116
LT245/75 R- 16E 112
LT265/75 R- 16E 117
LT 8.75 R- 16.5E 112
LT 9.50 R- 16.5E 123
Transforce AT
LT235/75 R- 15C $98
LT215/85 R- 16E 110
LT225/75 R- 16D 108
LT225/75 R- 16E 111
LT235/85 R- 16E 124
LT245/75 R- 16E 117
LT265/75 R- 16E 132
LT235/80 R- 17 134

Destination A/T
P225/70SR-14OWL $71
P205/75SR-15OWL 68
P215/75SR-15OWL 72
P225/70SR-15OWL 79
P225/75SR-15OWL 74
P235/70SR-15OWL 81

LT235/75 R-15OWL 86
P235/75SR-15OWL 81
P235/75SR-15XL 80

LT30x9.5 R-15OWL 82
LT31x10.5 R-15OWL 91
LT33x12.5 R-15OWL 107
P235/70SR-16OWL 81
P235/75SR-16OWL 85
P245/70SR-16OWL 84

LT245/75 R-16OWL 102
P245/75SR-16OWL 86
P255/70SR-16OWL 91
P265/70SR-16OWL 97

LT265/75 R-16OWL 112
P265/75SR-16OWL 95

LT285/75 R-16OWL 123
LT305/70 R-16OWL 137
P245/65SR-17OWL 108
P265/70SR-17OWL 108

Destination LE
P225/70SR-14SLOWL $68
P215/70SR-15SL 61
P215/75SR-15SLOWL 65
P225/70SR-15SLOWL 71
P225/75SR-15SLOWL 68
P235/70SR-15SLOWL 73

LT235/75SR-15COWL 76
P235/75SR-15SLOWL 73
P255/70SR-15SLOWL 75

LT31x10.5 R-15COWL 86
P225/70SR-16SLOWL 74
P225/75SR- 16XL 74
P235/70SR-16SLOWL 77
P235/75SR-16SLOWL 75
P245/70SR-16SLOWL 81
P245/75SR-16SLOWL 80
P255/70SR-16SLOWL 84
P255/65SR-16SLOWL 95
P265/70SR-16SLOWL 90

LT265/75SR-16COWL 98
P265/75SR-16SLOWL 87
P235/65TR-17SL 89
P265/70SR-17SLOWL 97
P275/60SR-17SL 106

Wilderness LE
P265/70SR-16 $89
P265/70SR-16OWL 94

Wilderness HT
P225/70SR-15 $72

HTR Sport H/P
255/55HR- 18 $98
285/60HR- 18 105
285/50HR- 20 144

P295/45HR- 20 155
305/50HR- 20 135
285/35HR- 22 224
305/40HR- 22 237

P305/45HR- 22 229

http://www.tirerack.com
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“SO YOU really think you can match each of
these four sedans with specific wines?” I ask EOS
Winery managing director Kerry Vix. “Sure,” he
responds, raising his eyebrows, glancing from car to
car, already toying with the possibilities. “Wines are
often paired with art, for instance.Why not with cars?”

We’re nearly shivering in a dim, cave-cool aging
room surrounded by towering columns of slumbering
oak-ribbed barrels, watching as every few minutes
our photographer’s strobe lights flash-illuminate the
four V-8 sedans——BMW 545i, Cadillac STS, Infiniti
M45, and Mercedes-Benz E500—we’ve brought to
EOS’s Paso Robles home. Around us, in countless
oak chrysalises, embryonic cabernets and merlots
are glacially transforming into liquid magic. The
strobes flash again.

“That Cadillac, for instance, is the American dream.
A good wine match might be our Zinfandel Port.The
origins of the zinfandel grape go to Italy and
Yugoslavia, but for all intents and purposes, it’s an
all-American grape now, classy, fun, and bold.” As
he speaks, Vix studies the Sigma platform-based
STS with the 4.4-liter Northstar engine capable of
delivering 320 horsepower to its five-speed
automatic transmission. The STS is a big, rakish
sedan composed of acutely beveled bodywork
suggestive of a recessive Batmobile gene burrowed
deep in its DNA.

http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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● words kim reynolds

● photographs brian vance

BMW 545i vs. CADILLAC STS V8 vs. INFINITI M45 SPORT vs. MERCEDES-BENZ E500

Taste-testing fine V-8 whines in California’s

vineyard country. Has this quartet of luxury

sedans been aged to perfection?
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● ● ● ● Wines are often paired with art, for instance. 

Why not with cars? ● ● ● ●

ABOVE, LEFT TO RIGHT: CADILLAC STS V8//MERCEDES-BENZ E500//INFINITI M45 SPORT//BMW545i
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A look at the window sticker suggests a
bat of the vampire variety, however. The
regular STS V-8 barcodes at a conceivable
$47,720, but our sedan carries a blood-
sucking $11,065 luxury performance
package (you could buy an entire Kia Rio
for similar money) that backloads nearly
every conceivable nicety into the STS.
Included are (deep breath) 17-inch
polished alloy wheels with 235/50 Michelin
Pilots up front, 255/45s on the rear, limited-
slip differential, sunroof, leather and wood
interior accents, four-way lumbar adjustment,
tire-pressure monitoring, Magnaride
shocks. And that’s just for openers.

“The Infiniti M45 is an up-and-comer,”
says Vix, “something like our Reserve
Chardonnay, which has the characteristics
of a more expensive wine, but achieves
them in a less expensive manner. Imagine
its aroma as a crisp green apple, with hints
of vanilla and toasty oak.”

On the two previous occasions we’ve
pushed Infiniti’s latest M into the comparison
ring, it’s grabbed the prize money without
stopping a punch. Facing the new GS 430
last May—pow!—the M45 Sport Sedan
knocked the Lexus flat. And in a slapdown
victory in March, the M35 version insolently
pranced over the bodies of the six-cylinder
BMW 530i and Cadillac STS, which, rearmed
here with V-8s, are spoiling for a rematch.

Underpinning these triumphs is Nissan’s
FM (front/mid-engine) platform that in more
diminutive guises forms the foundation of
little brother G35 and that happy
delinquent, the 300ZX. But befitting its—
sniff-sniff—more upper-drawer pretensions,
the M45’s version includes a type of active-
steer rear suspension consisting of
electrically extensible rear toe links that
either parallel steer or countersteer with
the front wheels, depending on the lurid
circumstances. That is, if you’re nutty
enough ever to need the active links, what
with standard 245/40 Bridgestone Potenzas
shoehorned onto the 19-inch wheels
adhering the M to earth’s crust.

Propulsion is by an iteration of the solemn
Q45’s 4.5-liter V-8 that boasts titanium
valves, variable valve timing, Lance
Armstrong respiration from trombone-able
induction runners, and a walloping 335
horsepower delivered to its five-speed
automatic gearbox. Starting at $50,360, our
M is bejeweled with $5900 in options,
including the must-have in-dash rearview
monitor for backing (a progeny-saving
feature that should be required in all
vehicles), precrash belts, a very good nav
system, XM radio, and our favorite geek
gizmo, Lane Departure Warning. Wander

(comparison)
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too near lane delineators above 45 mph
without using the turn indicator, and a
scolding chime rats on you. If only the rest
of the lane-meandering meatheads on our
freeways were so meticulously nannied.

(comparison)
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Vix dwells on the Mercedes-Benz E500 for
several seconds before picking a companion
wine. “Maybe what’s called our French
Connection, an old-world blend of primary
bordeaux varietals including cabernet

sauvignon, merlot, and cabernet franc. It has
a velvety finish of dark chocolate.”

Although the 2005 E-Class has a V-8 just
like the rest, four-doors like the rest, and rear
drive like the rest, it’s a different animal. In its
door pockets, a valet might notice, say, tickets
for Verdi’s “Rigoletto” or a scorecard from
the Bel-Air Country Club. No proletarian
Garth Brooks CDs or Princess Cruise
pamphlets lying around here.

At 302 horsepower from its 5.0-liter,
single cam, three-valve-per-cylinder V-8,
the Mercedes cracks the whip with less
authority than the others, but the E has its
technical compensations. For instance, its
seven-speed automatic transmission that
can downshift two gears at a time and

BMW 545i

● ● ● Studying the 545i,
Vix puts a finger to his lips

and suggests his Cupa
Grandis. “Admittedly,

there are wines with more

zip, but this is an elegant
wine with a lot of 
character and less 

flamboyance. We age it

for 20 months in toasted-

oak barrels.” ● ● ●
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lips and suggests his Cupa Grandis.
“Admittedly, there are wines with more zip,
but this is an elegant wine with a lot of
character and less flamboyance. We age it
for 20 months in toasted-oak barrels.” We’re
not exactly sure if BMW seals its sedans
away in barrels, but they do seem soaked in
German automotive history.

Our 325-horsepower, 4.4-liter V-8-
engined 545i is the second priciest egg in
our comparison frying pan, starting at
$56,495, rising to a eye-watering $61,420
fitted out as it is with the $1800 Premium
Sound Package, $1250 Active Steering
system (now a stand-alone option available
independent of the Sport Package, as
exemplified here), $1800 nav system, and

CADILLAC STS V8

Airmatic, a compressed-air supplemented
suspension that offers three ride/handling
settings plus the reckoning to lower the
chassis 0.6 inch at speed to reduce air
drag. Indeed, this may be the car for
aficionados of pneumatic devices, what
with its front Drive Dynamic seats infested
with six air bladders to tailor their shape,
plus side bolsters that automatically firm
themselves around corners. There’s even a
magic-fingers massage function. But don’t
expect a car that’ll massage you to come
cheap: Starting at $59,175, our E500 is
embellished with a $1440 appearance
package and a $3950 premium package.
Ka-ching! $63,910.

Studying the 545i, Vix puts a finger to his

● ● ● “That Cadillac, 

for instance, is the

American dream. 

A good wine match might

be our Zinfandel Port. 

The origins of the 

zinfandel grape go to 

Italy and Yugoslavia, 

but for all intents and 

purposes, it’s an 

all-American grape now,

classy, fun, and 
bold.” ● ● ●
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(comparison)

75 bucks for satellite-radio prep. Expensive,
yes, and, well, still crazy expensive even
after living with it for several days. Maybe it’s
helpful to think of it as a donation to the
noble cause of high technology (including
such beneficiaries as Valvetronic induction,
a six-speed automatic transmission, iDrive,
and dual stopping-rate brake lights).

Three of our four car’s bodies also
exemplify a less evident technological
trend beneath their baked paint jobs: the
increasing employment of pricier
aluminum, that lightweight wonder that
makes engineers grin and beancounters
steam. Stockholder alert: Free-spending
engineers are now making the M45’s doors,
hood, and trunklid from the more expensive
stuff, as well as the 545i’s entire front end
(both body and structure, 15 percent of the
car’s structural weight), plus the E500’s
hood, trunklid, and front fenders. In fact,
Mercedes-Benz quotes the composition of
the E-Class’s structure as 52 percent steel,
37 percent high-strength steel, 10 percent
aluminum, and one percent plastic.

Blinking like moles as we leave the barrel
room, we finally reemerge into Paso
Robles’s blazing grape-growing sun, eager
to uncork this quartet. To the west, sinewy
Old Creek Road will challenge brakes,
handling, and horsepower, while Highway
46’s long ribbons of pittery-pattery
concrete will rattle suspensions, testing ride
quality and interior noise. As each car returns
from a lap, pens hit notepads as our test
team’s scribbling begins.

AT SPEED, tire noise is the most
prominent component of the Cadillac’s
interior noise. With the suspension in its
sport-oriented Performance mode, the
suspension is nicely firm, but impact
booms are disturbingly high. In fact, the
process of switching between the Touring
and Performance settings exemplifies the

166 NOVEMBER 2005 MOTOR TREND.COM

INFINITI M45 SPORT ● ● ●“The Infiniti M45 is

an up-and-comer,” says

Vix, “something like our

Reserve Chardonnay,

which has the 

characteristics of a more

expensive wine, but

achieves them in a less
expensive manner.

Imagine its aroma as a

crisp green apple, with

hints of vanilla and toasty

oak.” ● ● ●■
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STS’s ambivalence over its sport-sedan
mission. Just listen to what you’re expected
to do: One, stop the car; two, tap through
obscurely named display screens; and,
eventually, three, sit bewildered until you
realize the Performance choice you’re
looking for is hidden in a drop-down list that
requires scrolling before it appears. Is this
what Cadillac’s learning from its endurance
racing program? Also erasing its sport-
sedan stripes somewhat is the glacially
slow steering response in hairpins and the
traction-control system that keeps the
performance wick turned down so long
after a traumatizing traction loss, you
wonder if counseling’s in order.

On the other hand, the engine offers an
unexpectedly lean athletic note when you
tilt into it, along with enough scoot to propel
the STS to 60 mph in an impressive 6.1
seconds. The automatic shifts are quick,
though exploring manumatic mode is
undermined by unpleasant plastic-on-plastic
scraping sounds. At a more serene pace,
the STS is a comfortable and handsome
capsule for spinning away the miles, with
plenty of room to sprawl, nice carpet, well-
shaped rear seats, and a positively ear-
opening Carnegie Hall-in-a-car Bose
sound system. Only the marginal dash
materials and lowest-bidder-looking nav
system cause you to double check the
price tag.

For a sport sedan, the Mercedes-Benz
E500 also has issues. Most notable, the
sluggish steering is inconsistent with the
Airmatic’s crisp sport ride setting.We’re fond
of this suspension, although in the comfort
setting it can be downright wallowy; in S1
(one step firmer), it feels better controlled
while S2 (sport) pins the car down.

Above debate is the E500’s acceleration,
which can touch 60 mph in a sizzling 5.7

seconds, although the sensation is more
like a building avalanche than a dynamite
blast. Inside, the Benz’s cabin is Pullman-
car elegant, with beautiful interior
appointments and just the right amount of
wood, though the chrome striping (a nice
touch) can occasionally glint sunlight into

your eyes. If this comparison were about
taste and power alone, the Mercedes would
romp home the winner.

The mini-fracas that erupts between the
M45 and 545i is like a replay of Bush versus
Gore 2000—hanging chads, finger waving,
everything. It must be said the zesty Infiniti’s

MERCEDES-BENZ E500
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● ● ● Vix dwells on the

Mercedes-Benz E500
for several seconds before

picking a companion wine.

“Maybe what’s called our

French Connection, 

an old-world blend of 

primary bordeaux 

varietals including 

cabernet sauvignon, 

merlot, and cabernet

franc. It has a velvety 
finish of dark 

chocolate.” ● ● ●
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(comparison)

full name is M45 Sport Sedan. In other
words, it has a fistful of sportiness fermented
right into the basic recipe, including
prodigious grip (0.84 g) and suspension
firmness that equates to the E500’s Airmatic
on full tilt. In fact, it never stops being a
sport sedan, even when you politely ask it
to. Although the M45 threads down Old
Creek Road perhaps even more fluidly than
the 545i (with particularly natural-feeling
brake action—kudos), the suspension aims
an undue volume of tire howl directly into
the cabin. And while the styling is attractive,
the car’s materials and presence suggests
more of an opulent Nissan than a BMW
equivalent. The dash’s unique plateau
design is, well, creative. The heat/ventilation
and A/C buttons are pointed skyward, the
nav screen is washed out by bright sun, and
the interior’s metal trim reflects enough
sunlight to bring down small aircraft.

Here are just a few of the foibles we have
to overlook in picking the 545i the winner:
On the comic level, the front cupholders
have evidently been engineered to
spontaneously pop empty Starbucks cups
clear into the back seat. The convenient
one-touch turn signals inevitably require 20
or so manic alternate stalk taps to finally
still. And changing the radio station via
iDrive can turn you into Howard Beale faster
than you can say “Network.” All of which

could make quite an impression on a first
date.

More seriously, our initial track testing
suggests our 545i’s version of Active
Steering might need a Ritalin prescription.
Imagine this: Thundering around MT’s
figure-eight course, the 545i repeatedly
attempts to spin itself out when senior road-
test editor Walton chucks it into the corners.
Huh? Analyzing the crime, it appears that,
as Walton heavily brakes for the turns at
either end, the variable ratio steering
system automatically increases the road
wheel’s angle so suddenly that the
Bimmer’s tail skitters like a puppy on
linoleum. Who needs this? 

Except for ten-tenths circumstances like
our figure-eight romp, we do. On our
wiggly back road, the 3850-pound BMW
darts to new headings as if it’s a sticky-tired

shifter kart. Until Active Steer, you’d simply
never realize until now how much you have
to “lead” even a conventional sport sedan’s
steering. Imperfect as it is at the limit, we’d
wager it tallies lots more plusses than
minuses in the real world.

Otherwise, the 545i is a sublime machine
with a suspension tuned to be perhaps the
perfect compromise between ride and
handling, an engine that speaks like Miles
Davis’s trumpet, and a chassis that feels
more solid than the USS Ronald Reagan’s
keel.You can forgive many foibles with a car
like this in your hands.

So how well did Vix’s wine picks match
each sedan’s flavor? We brought a bottle of
each wine back to our offices for some, um,
detailed analysis. So far, the wine master’s
been right. But it may take just a bit more
testing to know for sure. ■

● ● ● ● ● 1ST PLACE 2005 BMW 545i
Even with controversial Active Steering, nothing pours performance like a Bimmer. 

● ● ● ● ● 2ND PLACE 2006 INFINITI M45 SPORT
Japan’s barroom-brawler brand is quickly aging into a fast sophisticate. 

● ● ● ● ● 3RD PLACE 2005 MERCEDES-BENZ E500
Fast and tasteful, the middle Benz just needs crisper steering.

● ● ● ● ● 4TH PLACE 2005 CADILLAC STS V8
GM’s premium division continues to improve, but so do the rest.
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BMW CADILLAC INFINITI MERCEDES-BENZ
545i STS V8 M45 SPORT E500

POWERTRAIN/CHASSIS

DRIVETRAIN LAYOUT F ro n t  e n g i n e ,  R W D F ro n t  e n g i n e ,  R W D F ro n t  e n g i n e ,  R W D F ro n t  e n g i n e ,  R W D

ENGINE  TYPE V- 8 ,  a l u m  b l o c k / h e a d s V- 8 ,  a l u m  b l o c k / h e a d s V- 8 ,  a l u m  b l o c k / h e a d s V- 8 ,  a l u m  b l o c k / h e a d s

VALVETRAIN D O H C ,  4  va l ve s /c y l D O H C ,  4  va l ve s /c y l D O H C ,  4  va l ve s /c y l S O H C ,  3  va l ve s /c y l

DISPLACEMENT 2 6 8 . 4  c u  i n  /  4 3 9 8  cc  2 7 8 . 6  c u  i n  /  4 5 6 5  cc 2 74 . 3  c u  i n  /  4 4 9 4  cc 3 0 3 . 0  c u  i n  /  4 9 6 6  cc

COMPRESSION RATIO 1 0 . 5 : 1 1 0 . 5 : 1 1 0 . 5 : 1 1 0 . 0 : 1

POWER (SAE  NET) 3 2 5  h p  @  61 0 0  r p m 3 2 0  h p  @  6 4 0 0  r p m 3 3 5  h p  @  6 4 0 0  r p m 3 0 2  h p  @  5 6 0 0  r p m

TORQUE (SAE  NET) 3 3 0  l b - f t  @  3 6 0 0  r p m 3 1 5  l b - f t  @  4 4 0 0  r p m 3 4 0  l b - f t  @  4 0 0 0  r p m 3 3 9  l b - f t  @  2 7 0 0  r p m

SPECIF IC  OUTPUT 7 3 . 9  h p / l i t e r 7 0 .1  h p / l i t e r 74 . 5  h p / l i t e r  6 0 . 8  h p / l i t e r

REDLINE 6 5 0 0  r p m 6 5 0 0  r p m 67 0 0  r p m 6 0 0 0  r p m

WEIGHT  TO  POWER 1 1 . 8  l b / h p 1 2 . 8  l b / h p 1 2 .1  l b / h p 1 3 . 0  l b / h p

TRANSMISSION 6 - s p e e d  a u t o m a t i c 5 - s p e e d  a u t o m a t i c 5 - s p e e d  a u t o m a t i c 7- s p e e d  a u t o m a t i c

AXLE/F INAL  DRIVE  RATIOS 2 . 9 3 : 1  /  2 . 5 5 : 1 3 . 4 2 : 1  /  2 . 6 0 : 1 3 . 3 6 : 1  /  2 . 8 0 : 1 2 . 6 5 : 1  /  1 . 9 3 : 1  

SUSPENSION,  FRONT;  REAR S t r u t s ,  c o i l  s p r i n g s ,  a n t i - ro l l C o n t ro l  a r m s ,  c o i l  s p r i n g s , C o n t ro l  a r m s ,  c o i l  s p r i n g s , M u l t i l i n k ,  a i r  s p r i n g s ,  a d j  s h o c k s ,

b a r ;  m u l t i l i n k ,  c o i l  s p r i n g s ,  a d j  s h o c k s ,  a n t i - ro l l  b a r ; a n t i - ro l l  b a r ;  m u l t i l i n k ,  a n t i - ro l l  b a r ;  m u l t i l i n k ,  a i r  s p r i n g s ,  

a n t i - ro l l  b a r m u l t i l i n k ,  c o i l  s p r i n g s ,  a d j c o i l  s p r i n g s ,  a n t i - ro l l  b a r  a d j  s h o c k s ,  a n t i - ro l l  b a r

STEERING RATIO 1 0 . 0 : 1 -1 8 . 0 : 1 1 8 . 2 : 1 1 6 . 4 : 1 1 6 . 3 : 1

TURNS LOCK-T0-LOCK 1 . 8  ( a t  re s t ) 3 . 0 3 . 0 2 . 8

BRAKES,  F;R 1 3 . 7- i n  ve n t e d  d i s c ; 1 2 . 7- i n  ve n t e d  d i s c ;  1 2 . 6 - i n  ve n t e d  d i s c ; 1 3 . 0 - i n  ve n t e d  d i s c ;

1 3 . 6 - i n  ve n t e d  d i s c ,  A B S 1 2 . 6 - i n  ve n t e d  d i s c ,  A B S  1 2 .1 - i n  ve n t e d  d i s c ,  A B S 1 1 . 8 - i n  ve n t e d  d i s c ,  A B S

WHEELS 1 7  x  7. 5 ,  c a s t  a l l oy 1 7  x  7. 5 ;  1 7  x  8 . 0 ,  c a s t  a l u m 1 9  x  8 . 5 ,  c a s t  a l l oy 1 7  x  8 . 0 ,  c a s t  a l l oy  

T IRES,  F;R 2 2 5 / 5 0 R 1 7  9 4 V  M + S ;  2 2 5 / 5 0 R 1 7  9 4 V  M + S 2 3 5 / 5 0 R 1 7  9 5 V  M + S ;  2 5 5 /4 5 R 1 7  9 8 V  M + S 24 5 /4 0 R 1 9  9 4 W ;  24 5 /4 0 R 1 9  9 4 W 24 5 /4 5 R 1 7  9 5 H ;  24 5 /4 5 R 1 7  9 5 H

C o n t i n e n t a l  C o n t i To u r i n g C o n t a c t M i c h e l i n  P i l o t  H X  M X M 4 B r i d g e s t o n e  P o t e n z a  R E 0 5 0 A M i c h e l i n  P i l o t  M X M 4

DIMENSIONS

WHEELBASE 1 1 3 . 7  i n 1 1 6 . 4  i n 1 1 4 . 2  i n 1 1 2 . 4  i n

TRACK,  F/R 61 . 3  /  6 2 . 3  i n 61 . 8  /  6 2 . 3  i n 6 0 . 2  /  6 0 . 8  i n 61 . 4  /  6 1 . 1  i n

LENGTH x WIDTH x HEIGHT 1 9 0 . 6  x  7 2 . 7  x  5 8 . 0  i n 1 9 6 . 3  x  7 2 . 6  x  57. 6  i n 1 92 . 6  x  7 0 . 8  x  5 9 . 5  i n 1 8 9 . 7  x  7 1 . 3  x  57. 2  i n

TURNING C IRCLE 3 7. 5  f t  3 7. 7  f t 3 6 . 7  f t 3 7. 4  f t  

CURB WEIGHT 3 8 5 0  l b 4 1 0 0  l b 4 0 4 8  l b 3 92 3  l b

WEIGHT  DISTRIBUTION 5 1  /  4 9  % 5 5  /  4 5  % 5 4  /  4 6  % 5 2  /  4 8  %

SEATING CAPACITY 5 5  5  5

HEADROOM,  F/R 3 7. 7  /  3 7. 9  i n  3 8 . 7  /  3 7. 9  i n 3 9 . 6  /  3 7. 8  i n 3 7. 4  /  3 7. 7  i n

LEGROOM,  F/R 4 1 . 5  /  3 6 . 0  i n  4 2 . 6  /  3 8 . 3  i n 4 4 . 2  /  3 7. 3  i n 4 1 . 9  /  3 5 . 6  i n

SHOULDER ROOM,  F/R 57. 3  /  57. 2  i n 5 8 . 6  /  57. 4  i n 5 8 . 2  /  5 6 . 9  i n 5 6 . 4  /  5 6 .1  i n

CARGO VOLUME 1 4 . 0  c u  f t 1 3 . 8  c u  f t 1 4 . 9  c u  f t 1 5 . 9  c u  f t

TEST  DATA

ACCELERATION TO MPH

0-30 1 . 9  s e c 2 . 2  s e c 2 .1  s e c 2 .1  s e c

0-40 3 . 0 3 . 3 3 .1  3 . 1

0-50 4 .1 4 . 6 4 . 4 4 . 2

0-60 5 . 5 6 .1 5 . 8 5 . 7

0-70 7. 2 7. 9 7. 7 7. 3

0-80 9 . 0 1 0 .1 9 . 8 9 . 3

0-90 1 1 . 0 1 2 . 5 1 2 . 0 1 1 . 7

0-100 1 3 . 6 1 6 . 5 1 5 . 4 1 3 . 9

PASSING,  45-65  MPH 2 . 8  s e c 3 . 0  s e c 2 . 9  s e c 2 . 8  s e c

QUARTER MILE 1 3 . 8  s e c  @  1 0 2 . 8  m p h 1 4 . 4  s e c  @  9 6 . 9  m p h 1 4 .1  s e c  @  9 9 . 0  m p h 1 4 . 0  s e c  @  1 0 0 . 6  m p h

BRAKING,  60-0 MPH 1 2 3  f t 1 2 3  f t 1 1 5  f t 1 2 1  f t

600-FOOT SLALOM 6 4 . 6  m p h  avg 6 3 . 2  m p h  avg 6 5 . 6  m p h  avg 6 3 . 6  m p h  avg

LATERAL  ACCELERATION 0 . 8 0  g  avg 0 . 8 0  g  avg 0 . 8 4  g  avg 0 . 8 1  g  avg

MT F IGURE  E IGHT 2 7.1  s e c  @  0 . 6 4  g  avg 2 7. 6  s e c  @  0 . 6 3  g  avg 2 6 . 8  s e c  @  0 . 6 6  g  avg 2 7. 0  s e c  @  0 . 6 4  g  avg

TOP-GEAR REVS  @ 60 MPH 1 9 0 0  r p m 2 0 5 0  r p m 24 0 0  r p m 1 6 0 0  r p m

CONSUMER INFO

BASE  PRICE $ 5 6 , 4 9 5 $ 4 7, 7 2 0 $ 5 0 , 3 6 0 $ 5 8 , 5 2 0

PRICE  AS  TESTED $ 61 , 4 2 0 $ 5 8 , 7 8 5 $ 5 6 , 2 6 0 $ 6 3 , 9 1 0

STABILITY/TRACTION CONTROL Ye s /ye s Ye s /ye s Ye s /ye s Ye s /ye s

AIRBAGS D u a l  f ro n t ,  f ro n t  s i d e ,  f /r  c u r t a i n D u a l  f ro n t ,  f ro n t  s i d e  f /r  c u r t a i n D u a l  f ro n t ,  f ro n t  s i d e ,  f /r  c u r t a i n D u a l  f ro n t ,  f /r  s i d e ,  f /r  c u r t a i n  

BASIC  WARRANTY 4  y r s  /  5 0 , 0 0 0  m i l e s 4  y r s  /  5 0 , 0 0 0  m i l e s 4  y r s  /  6 0 , 0 0 0  m i l e s 4  y r s  /  5 0 , 0 0 0  m i l e s

POWERTRAIN WARRANTY 4  y r s  /  5 0 , 0 0 0  m i l e s 4  y r s  /  5 0 , 0 0 0  m i l e s 6  y r s  /  7 0 , 0 0 0  m i l e s 4  y r s  /  5 0 , 0 0 0  m i l e s

ROADSIDE  ASSIST  PERIOD 4  y r s  /  5 0 , 0 0 0  m i l e s 4  y r s  /  5 0 , 0 0 0  m i l e s 4  y r s  /  6 0 , 0 0 0  m i l e s Ve h i c l e  l i f e

FUEL  CAPACITY 1 8 . 5  g a l 1 7. 5  g a l 2 0 . 0  g a l 2 1 . 1  g a l

EPA C ITY/HWY FUEL  ECON 1 8  /  2 6  m p g 1 7  /  2 6  m p g 1 7  /  2 3  m p g 1 7  /  2 5  m p g

RECOMMENDED FUEL U n l e a d e d  p re m i u m U n l e a d e d  p re m i u m U n l e a d e d  p re m i u m U n l e a d e d  p re m i u m
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2006
STS Chevrolet HHR

(tuners)

Boosted power; boosted appeal

words & photographs john kiewicz

TIME WILL tell whether
Chevrolet’s retro-styled HHR will
have the same sales appeal as
Chrysler’s PT Cruiser. But the
aftermarket isn’t waiting—a host
of makers are already tooling up a
cornucopia of performance parts
for Chevy’s new micro ’ute.

Squires Turbo Systems has
made a name for itself in the
performance marketplace with its
innovative rear-mounted single-
and twin-turbocharger systems.
STS’s unique design (with turbos
located near the rear bumper
where the mufflers reside) offers
two distinct benefits over
traditional turbo systems: a simple
one-day installation (using normal
hand tools) and reduced cost.

A rear-mounted turbo requires
long induction tubing, which
generates added turbo lag. Yet,

Lifting the HHR’s rear hatch
revealed a cargo area full of after-
market JL Audio stereo equipment.
Add a set of monstrous Maya MT1
20x8.5-inch wheels and BFG
g-Force KDW 245/30ZR20 tires, and
suddenly the same-as-stock times
made sense. We put STS’s HHR on
the scales, and it outweighed a
stock HHR by 415 pounds. The
general performance rule is that,
for every 100 pounds lost, elapsed
times drop by about one tenth of a
second, equating to more than
four tenths in the STS HHR’s case.

Built for the 2005 SEMA show,
the STS HHR includes an
abundance of aftermarket wares
to catch attention. Most visible is
the slick BASF three-tone paint job
that teams with ATS Designs’ front
and rear fascia, a custom grille, and
a billet-aluminum front chin bar.

For added smoothness, the door
handles, roof ribs, and rear glass
wiper are shaved off. Up top
resides a gargantuan Webasto
Grandview Panoramic sunroof,
while the interior features
Darkhorse Motoring custom seats,
door panels, and dashboard. The
STS HHR’s ride height is fully
adjustable via Air Lift’s “Easy
Street” airbag suspension setup,
but because the HHR wasn’t yet
sorted out or aligned, we skipped
handling tests.

Many of today’s most popular
vehicles are visual throwbacks to
the retro rods of the 1940s and
1950s. Back then, it was all about
performance. Today, style counts
big, too. Thanks to STS’s easy-
to-install turbo systems, your new
HHR can have generous helpings
of both. ■

after testing numerous STS-
equipped cars, we’ve found the lag
low and the power impressive.
How impressive? We hustled STS’s
otherwise stock twin-turbo (and
intercooled) 2005 Mustang GT to a
12.6-second quarter mile while
running it on M+S radials and
pump fuel. Thus, we had to have
an STS HHR for a track test.

The rear-mount single-turbo
system ($3995) looks great, but, at
test time, STS’s final calibration
wasn’t finished, so driveability and
power suffered. On STS’s chassis
dyno, the system boosts output of
the HHR’s 143-horse, 2.2-liter
Ecotec DOHC I-4 by 71 ponies—all
while reducing emissions,
according to STS. But, at the test
track, the boosted STS HHR ran
nearly the same acceleration times
as a stock version.
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(long-term test) update words neil g. chirico

2006

Infiniti M45

introducing

Dial M for Magnificent

“Driving this car was a wonderful reunion with Nissan’s 4.5-liter V-8. It’s been too long since I had

the pleasure of passing slower vehicles with that burst of power.” ■ Allyson Harwood

from the logbook

INFINITI’S PREVIOUS
M-class wasn’t much to write
home about. When we saw the
new M, we had high hopes it
would impress us as much as
the Motor Trend Car of the Year-
winning G35 had, and we
wanted one for our long-term-
test fleet. Like BMW’s 5 Series or
the Mercedes-Benz E-Class, the
M is offered with a choice of six-
or eight-cylinder engines. We
went for a 335-horse, V-8-
powered M45 with two options:
the premium package ($10,500)
and chrome wheels ($1000). The
aptly named package costs
premium money, but includes
premium content: Bose Studio
surround-sound system with
Sirius Satellite Radio and nav,
Rear-seat mobile entertainment
system, low-beam HID Xenon
headlamps with adaptive front-

lighting, Intelligent Cruise
Control, rearview monitor, ad
nauseum. The rearview monitor
is one of the slickest we’ve seen,
with colored lines that indicate
where the car will go as you
turn the wheel. Our out-the-
door total for this Diamond
Graphite-drenched M was
$58,860.

The M45’s secret ingredient?
Performance. Switch off the

traction/stability control, and
this car comes to life. The
combo of quick and precise
steering, power throughout the
rev range, and sophisticated
suspension makes the 4000-
plus-pound car dance like a big
G35. Only one minor problem
so far, a jammed rear-window
screen that we’ll have taken
care of when it’s time for the
car’s first service. ■

2005 Infiniti M45

Base price $47,360

Price as tested $58,860

Vehicle layout Front engine,
RWD, 5-pass, 
4-door sedan

Engine 4.5L/335-hp/
340 lb-ft 
32-valve V-8

Transmission 5-speed 
automatic

Curb weight 4027 lb
(f/r dist) (53/47%)

Wheelbase 114.2 in

Length x Width  192.6 x 70.8 x
x Height 59.4 in

0-60 mph, sec 5.7 sec

Quarter mile 14.1 sec @ 98.2 

Braking, 60-0 mph 118 ft

Lateral acceleration 0.81 g avg

MT figure eight 27.0 sec @ 
0.64 g avg

EPA city/hwy econ 17/23 mpg

Total mileage 5564

Average test mpg 16.0 mpg

Problem areas Jammed 
rear-window
sunshade
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Pilot  Exalto  A/S® ®

Key Benefits:
World-class wet and dry handling

Year-round performance

Excellent cornering grip

Sporty appearance

Tire Specifics:
All-season ultra-high performance 

H- and V-speed rated

14"–17" rim diameters

find the nearest store: DiscountTire.com
AmericasTire.com

purchase online: DiscountTireDirect.com
order by phone: 800-831-3456

OVER 600 LOCATIONS AMERICA’S LARGEST TIRE & WHEEL CO.

NEW

http://DiscountTire.com
http://AmericasTire.com
http://DiscountTireDirect.com


Volvo S40 T5 AWD

(long-term test) update

ONE OF OUR editors took the
S40 to Monterey for a weekend
and noted an irritating throttle
response. He blamed it on the

acceleration than necessary. A
well-modulated foot can
eliminate the problem, but
many traffic situations don’t
allow for such finessing. Once
the turbo is spooled up, the
horsepower is addictive and
enhances the sportiness of this
compact, well-finished
Eurosedan. Another editor
wrote,“The growl of the engine
begs you to put more toe on
the pedal.”The chassis seems up
to the task and communicates
well with the tight, responsive
steering, although we’ve noted
the ride gets harsh on rough,
broken surfaces. The staff has
differing views about the
interior. One was put off by the
monochromatic simplicity,

barren dash, uninspired instru-
ment cluster, and slab-sided
door panels. Another countered
that the Scandinavian-style,
high-tech interior is beautiful,
and the switchgear is easy to
learn and operate. The head-
rests, which allow adjustment to
support the head even while
driving, remain among the best
in the business. ■

turbo. The lag results in too
much throttle applied, and,
once the rubberband effect
catches up, you have more

WE HAD AN unexpected
surprise from our Land Rover
LR3 when the nav system
screen went blank except for
the notice,“HLDF CAN BOOT-

ered it with a CD case. We made
sure the system map disk was
properly installed and tried
without luck to reboot the
system, before making a special
trip to the dealer to have our
unruly system inspected. It
turns out we didn’t need
anything but a simple software
update, which took the dealer
about an hour to perform. Our
service adviser said Land Rover
did not and has no intention of
notifying owners of the need to
have this update. However, after
checking with Land Rover, it
appears our early production
vehicle was an anomaly—it’s
had fewer than 10 with this

concern and has since corrected
it. But what if we’d been lost
and needed Rover’s nav system
to get us to our destination?
Other than this, the big Landy
has been flawless and is signed
out for weeks in advance. ■

LOADER, waiting to start
download.”While malfunction-
ing, the LCD yielded a blinding
white screen while driving at
night; for relief, one editor cov-

WE TOOK our Legacy GT into
the dealer for its 15,000-mile
service and had it re-inspect the
automatic climate-control
system, which was regulating

normal. Reader Tom Vani wrote
that he’d had a similar situation
with his Subaru Outback H6, so
we showed the dealer a copy of
Tom’s e-mail with the recom-
mended fix. We were also expe-
riencing electrical interference
noise while listening to FM radio
with the rear-window defroster
on. The dealer replaced the rear
window glass for the noise
concern and the A/C control
panel for the temperature-
regulating situation. The 15K
service included the usual lube,
oil, and filter change as well as
the brake inspection/tire
rotation. The Subaru is like a
friend that may not be the
richest or the most refined, but

is certainly the most fun. And
from the outside, no one but
you would know it. Too bad
more these aren’t seen on the
streets. The GT is all about
tooling around with a smile on
your face. ■

the ventilation by blowing hot
air, then cold, then hot again,
never generating the proper
temperatures. During a previous
visit, it was checked and found

Land Rover LR3 HSE

Subaru Legacy GT

2005

2005

2005
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six-month update

■ Total mileage 11,563

■ Average fuel econ 13.5 mpg

■ Problem areas None

■ Maintenance cost 

$0 (7500-mile service,

maintenance included)

■ Normal wear cost $0

For vehicle specs, go to motortrend.com

nine-month update

■ Total mileage 14,741

■ Average fuel econ 18.3 mpg

■ Problem areas None

■ Maintenance cost 

$38.13 (3000-mile service); 

$42.24 (7500-mile service);

$91.51 (15,000-mile service)

■ Normal-wear cost $0

For vehicle specs, go to motortrend.com

2005 Subaru Legacy GT

2005 Land Rover LR3 HSE

three-month update

■ Total mileage 7271

■ Average fuel econ 21.5 mpg

■ Problem areas None

■ Maintenance cost $0

■ Normal wear cost $0

For vehicle specs, go to motortrend.com

2005 Volvo S40 T5 AWD
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$489

15” X6 wheels

WHEEL   TIRE PACKAGES&

Package
Pricing*

$700

16” Reasons wheels

Package
Pricing*

$840

17” J10 wheels

Package
Pricing*

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. ALL WHEELS AND TIRES CAN BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY. PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS & PRICES *PACKAGE PRICE IS AN
EXAMPLE ONLY. PRICE WILL VARY WITH VEHICLE. MOUNTING AND BALANCING AVAILABLE FOR AN EXTRA FEE.**TREAD DESIGN MAY VARY. © DISCOUNT TIRE COMPANY 2005

Yokohama 
IceGuard IG10

BFGoodrich 
g-Force KDWS

Michelin 
X-Ice

Michelin 
Pilot Alpin PA2

BFGoodrich 
g-Force Sport

205/55R-16 tires**205/65R-15 tires** 205/40R-17 tires**

DM5 ReasonsJ10GF1 Incident

Goodyear
Eagle F1 GS-D3

Goodyear
Eagle GT-HR

Goodyear Assurance
TripleTred

Pirelli
PZero Nero M+S

Pirelli 
P6 Four Season

find the nearest store: DiscountTire.com
AmericasTire.com

purchase online: DiscountTireDirect.com
order by phone: 800-831-3456

OVER 600 LOCATIONS AMERICA’S LARGEST TIRE & WHEEL CO.

http://DiscountTire.com
http://AmericasTire.com
http://DiscountTireDirect.com
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(long-term test) verdict words motor trend editors

FEW CLIQUES have been as tight as
the full-size-pickup truck cadre, with the Big
Three owning this mega-volume segment
since the dawn of modern mechanical
workhorses. Chevrolet, Dodge, Ford, and GMC
have kicked sand in the face of Toyota for two
product generations, as the import-brand
powerhouse has sought to gain a sizeable
slice of sales that reach annual volumes in the
hundreds of thousands for even the midlevel
players.

Observing from the sidelines, Nissan learned
lessons from Toyota and readied a brilliant
product onslaught that’s come to define the
company’s rebirth. About 45 years after Nissan
introduced its compact pickup to America, the
company rolled out the Titan, its first full-size
truck based on the scalable Alpha platform that

underpins the Armada, Pathfinder, Xterra,
Frontier, and Infiniti QX56.

Rather than serve up a variety of body and
powertrain configurations, Nissan struck at the

heart of the market with King Cab and Crew
Cab models and a single powerful engine. Even
the exterior dimensions were simple: The Titan
measures 224.2 inches and rides on a 139.8-
inch wheelbase in either body style, with the
Crew Cab conceding bed length to passenger
space. The half-ton truck matches those of the
Big Three players within an inch or two for each
dimension, adding up to a full-scale pickup, and
its production simplification has enabled
aggressive pricing and a clear marketing
message.

Pickup trucks increasingly are becoming not
only commuter vehicles, but family transport.
We ordered a five-passenger Crew Cab model,
outfitted for comfort and adventure with
several feature-rich option packages. Right off
the Canton, Mississippi, assembly line, SE trims

2004
Nissan Titan SE
Into the rabbit hole

our truck

Base price $26,700

Rockford Fosgate 

package $1800

Off-Road package $950

Big Tow package $850

Utility Bed package $900

Floormats $110

Bed Extender $280

MSRP, as tested $32,240

http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM


A percentage of sales up to $1 million will be donated to local and national women’s cancer charities through the 
Women’s Cancer Research Fund, a program of the Entertainment Industry Foundation. To order the limited 
edition T-shirt designed by Diane von Furstenberg, or for more information about this event, call 888.771.2323 or 

visit saks.com. Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC will make a generous donation of $1 million to Saks Fifth Avenue’s 
Key To The Cure through the sale of 750 Signature Edition R-Class vehicles. Special thanks to Hilary Swank, 

the 2005 Ambassador for EIF’s Women’s Cancer Research Fund and Saks Fifth Avenue’s Key To The Cure.

Join Saks Fifth Avenue for our annual shopping event to support Key To The Cure, 
a charitable initiative to fight women’s cancers.

KEY TO THE CURE
OCTOBER 28 AND 29
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boast a generous roster of standard
equipment, from essential power niceties to
the more subtle details, like locking tailgate
and rear A/C vents. To this, we upgraded the
stereo to a Rockford Fosgate system (bringing
along such unrelated items as adjustable
pedals and a universal garage-door opener),
prepped the truck for towing, and fit the bed
with all available cargo-anchoring hardware.

The default engine is an all-new 5.6-liter
DOHC V-8 that generates 305 horsepower and
379 pound-feet of torque, ratings the staff felt

were conservative. At 305 horses, the
“Endurance” engine outmuscles the base V-6
and first-level V-8 offerings from every
competitor. Making a good thing even better,
the engine is teamed with a five-speed
automatic transmission, giving the powertrain
a performance and fuel-economy edge that
helps further distinguish the Titan from the
OHV/four-speed competitors.

A 2WD base Titan has more immediate
steering response and more communicative
handling than the segment’s isolated norm. We

chose to equip our long-termer with the Off-
Road package (17-inch wheels with dirt-loving
BFGoodrich tires, Rancho shocks, more
aggressive axle ratio, foglamps, tow hooks,
skidplates, and bravado). It seemed a good
idea at the time, but as recurring logbook
notes point out, we sacrificed ride quality
without gaining off-road traction through
4WD. All compromise, no reward, the
unnecessary suspension diminished staff
appreciation for what’s normally a
commendable ride/handling setup.

(long-term test) verdict

our take

What’s Hot

■ Strong, smooth engine

■ Attractive, functional interior

■ Clever bed treatment, with spray-on liner,

storage, and adjustable anchors available

What’s Not

■ Quality niggles

■ Rubbing rear seatbelts

■ Ride quality with Off-Road package

Don’t Miss

■ The standard engine is more powerful than

all base V-8s in other pickups

Bottom Line

■ Powerful, right-priced competitor to the

dominating domestics in the full-size arena

http://www.borla.com


Perhaps our best return on investment was
spending $900 on the five-foot seven-inch
Utility Bed package that featured a first-class
factory spray-in bedliner and Utili-track system,
with beefy, adjustable anchors. The rails can
accept a wide variety of dealer-offered cargo
holders, such as a sliding toolbox, making it
easy to customize the box to an owner’s
specific needs. The package also included a
driver-side lockable storage space in the
fender, perfect for emergency gear. As
expected, the bed was in constant use for
bringing home DIY supplies, cabinets, furniture
from storage, and even chasing storm supplies
at Home Depot. The textured liner meant not
worrying about damaging a painted box’s fin-
ish, and it held up well given all the objects
that slid across it.

The 126-cubic-foot cabin provided ample
passenger space for both rows, with many
measurements exceeding those of the
segment leaders. The abundant storage
received lots of praise, with large map pockets,
large center console, cupholders, pen trays, and
dash-top shelf. The wide, modestly bolstered
seats were comfortable on long trips, aided by
lumbar adjustments.

The Titan’s dash design, drawing clear
inspiration from the Altima with its rectangular
vents, circular controls, and planar surfaces,
stands out in the segment for its carlike

http://www.dowgreatstuff.com


(long-term test) verdict

appearance. The Rockford Fosgate head unit
had a microplug input, enabling the staff to
install an XM Satellite Radio system and listen
to iPods. Still a rarity in this MP3-crazed age,
this simple, affordable feature was among the
logbook favorites.

As the year progressed, most criticisms were
centered on the commodious interior. The
stereo’s Achilles’ heel was its AM reception.
Repeated Florida dealer visits were met with
the insistence that all was fine, and it was
ultimately corrected in California, with the
trouble traced to a loose connection. Rear-seat
riders routinely complained about how the
non-adjustable seatbelt cut into their necks.
The belts were eventually replaced under an
unrelated safety recall, but the discomfort
remained. A burned-out power point was
replaced.

One unsolved mystery involved the haunted
driver’s seat that tilted forward a few degrees
when parked. Never observed, yet regularly
experienced, this phenomenon couldn’t be
reproduced at the dealer (figures!) or traced to
the exiting method. A driver’s door wind
whistle developed that sounded like the

window was down a quarter inch. This was
remedied with a new weather strip (under
warranty). Other service items included
replacing brake rotors and pads also under
warranty to resolve a shuddering issue. Beyond
these and scheduled service, no wear costs
were incurred.

The first-year jitters were apparently not
limited to our Titan, as Nissan ranked as the
32nd nameplate in the 2004 J.D. Power and
Associates Initial Quality Study. With the Titan
and other new vehicles destined to play key
roles in Nissan’s revival, the company reacted
swiftly by sending over 200 troubleshooting
engineers to the assembly plants, design
center, and parts suppliers. Just one year later,
Nissan ranked 18th in the 2005 Initial Quality
Study, ahead of Chevrolet, Dodge, and Ford.

Launch pains aside, the Titan has proven a
strong alternative to the domestic-branded
trucks at an attractive price point. It packs all
the core essentials (robust engine, roomy
interior, etc.) in distinctive styling with
numerous special touches you won’t find in
others, such as the available spray-on bedliner.
Our early-build Titan fell short in areas largely

“The optional spray-in bedliner seems like

something that ought to be standard in

every pickup. A painted bed now looks

incomplete by comparison, just begging to

be scarred by the first cargo item it

carries.”

■ John Matthius

“Out of the dozen or more vehicles I’ve

driven cross-country, the Titan ranks

among the most road-trip friendly, thanks

to steering-wheel audio controls, rockin’

stereo, and more nooks and crannies than

an English muffin. Just wish the off-road

suspension were smoother, or that we

didn’t check it on the options list.” 

■ Jeff Bartlett

“If this is 305 horses, they’re Clydesdales

and not Shetlands. Maybe it’s the wide

powerband or perhaps that the five-speed

automatic’s ratios are closer and keep the

engine on boil. But, whatever, this thing

hauls. And it hurls, too. Not crazy about

the look of it, although everyone who saw

it seemed to be.”

■ Matt Stone

“Having the bed extender on the track so

it can be moved back and forth is a great

idea. However, being limited to removing

it at 90-degree angles can prove awkward

when loading the bed with cargo that’s

taller than the extender.” 

■ Danny King 

from the logbook

Michelin® Pilot® Sport Cup. 
Our Ultimate “Streetable” 
Racing Tire.

Race-Inspired Tread Compounding
We race in 45 major 

circuits throughout 

the world. The 

result is Michelin 

R-Compounding that 

enables the Pilot® Sport 

Cup to function at high 

levels through repeated 

heat cycles for fast, 

consistent on-track lap 

times. It’s not how you start 

that counts, but how you fi nish.

Optimized Crown 
Architecture Rigidity
A high-tensile-steel cord and aramid belt 

package (the material that makes bulletproof 

vests bulletproof) support the rigid tread and 

crown region. Textile sidewall inserts and a highly 

rigid bead compound also provide quick steering 

response and enhanced cornering power.

Porsche 968 and 944 S2 at Road Atlanta

Asymmetrical Tread Design
The DOT-approved Pilot Sport Cup is like two 

sets of racing tires in one. Massive tread blocks 

(a) provide dry grip, while water-evacuating 

grooves (b) provide serious grip for security 

and confi dence on wet roads. Find out more at 

michelinman.com/uhp.

All comparisons are between Michelin ultra-high 
performance tires. ©2005 Michelin North America, Inc. 

Slowest: 38.79

Fastest: 38.03

Average: 38.24

Lap 1 Lap 35 Lap 156

38.79 38.29 38.03

Results from Porsche Panorama April 2001 issue
(nonheat cycled/nonshaved)

(b) (a)

®

http://michelinman.com/uhp


In a nod to purists, air conditioning is optional 
and Michelin® tires are mandatory.

© 2005 Michelin North America, Inc.

Porsche deems just one tire worthy as original equipment on each of their 2005 models.
Michelin® high performance tires. See michelinman.com/uhp.

http://michelinman.com/uhp


(long-term test)
verdict

attributed to minor build quality issues that
should resolved by now. Wipe the logbook
criticisms, and we’re left with praise for Nissan’s
accomplishment and the liveable, and indeed
lovable, truck. On its first turn at the plate,
Nissan hit the ball out of the full-size park, even
if there was a bit of cork in the bat. The
company will continue to flesh out the Titan
lineup, and Toyota comes back up to hit soon
enough. ■
(spec box on page 186)

try these...

Chevrolet Silverado

Base price $19,065-$36,525

Engine 5.3L/310-hp, 335 lb-ft  
OHV 16-valve V-8

Transmissions 5-speed manual; 4-speed auto

0-60 mph 8.9 sec (6.0L 4WD crew cab)

Fuel economy

city/hwy 14-18 / 18-22 mpg

What’s Hot

Potent engines, many configurations

What’s Not

Last year for aging truck

What’s New

Updated front end, hood; SS offered in 2WD

Dodge Ram 1500

Base price $21,700-$36,870

Engines 5.7L/345-hp, 375 lb-ft 
OHV 16-valve V-8

Transmissions 6-speed manual; 
4- or 5-speed automatic

0-60 mph 7.1 sec, 5.7L 2WD

Fuel economy

city/hwy 13-16 / 17-22 mpg

What’s Hot

Size, power, 2006 updates

What’s Not

Overtaxed V-6

What’s New

Revised interior, exterior; stronger frame,

multidisplacement Hemi; Mega Cab

http://www.boschusa.com


PARTICIPATE AND SHARE THE EXPERIENCE!
Find out more about PIAA's innovative products...

www.piaa.com

2100 H.I.D.

610 H.I.D.

Vehicle shown with H2 H.I.D. Lamp Kit [600 H.I.D. lamps and 800 H.I.D. lamps] 

HIGH PERFORMANCE LIGHTING SYSTEMS

2005 OFFICIAL START OF LIGHTING SEASON

800 H.I.D.

SUPER 
COBALT

D2R

June 25, 2005 – Sept. 18, 2005

Gerald R. Ford Museum

Grand Rapids, MI

Oct. 15, 2005 – Jan. 8, 2006

New York State Museum

Albany, NY 

Feb. 4, 2006 – April 20, 2006

Union Station

Kansas City, MO

Sept. 16, 2006 – Dec. 31, 2006

Oakland Museum

Oakland, CA

Tour Schedule

Never Follow audiusa.com/about_events

Audi celebrates athletes 

who never follow.

“Audi,” “Never Follow” and the four rings emblem are registered trademarks of AUDI AG. ©2005 Audi of America, Inc. 

Lake Placid, NY. Feb. 22, 1980.

The first crack in the 

iron curtain.

http://audiusa.com/about_events
http://www.piaa.com


(long-term test)
verdict

2004 Nissan Titan SE    

POWERTRAIN/CHASSIS

Drivetrain layout Front engine, 2WD 

Engine type 90° V-8, aluminum

block/heads 

Valvetrain DOHC, 4 valves/cyl

Displacement 338.8 cu in/5552 cc

Compression ratio 9.8:1

Power (SAE net) 305 hp @ 4900 rpm

Torque (SAE net) 379 lb-ft @ 3600 rpm

Weight to power 16.5 lb/hp

Transmission 5-speed automatic

Axle/final-drive ratio 3.36:1 / 2.80:1

Suspension, front; rear Control arms, coil 

springs, anti-roll bar; 

live axle, leaf springs

Steering ratio 19.5:1

Turns lock-to-lock 3.6

Brakes, f;r 12.6-in vented disc; 

12.6-in vented disc,

ABS

Wheels, f;r 17 x 7.5 cast alum

Tires, f;r 285/70TR17

DIMENSIONS 

Wheelbase 139.8 in

Track, f/r 67.5 / 67.5 in

Length x width x height 224.2 x 78.8 x 75.1 in

Turning circle 46.0 ft

Curb weight 5019 lb

Weight dist, f/r 55 / 45 %

Payload capacity 1585 lb

Towing capacity 9400 lb

Seating capacity 5

Headroom, f/r 41.0 / 40.4 in

Legroom, f/r 41.8 / 40.4 in

Shoulder room, f/r 65.1 / 64.6 in

TEST DATA

Acceleration to mph

0-30 2.5 sec

0-40 3.9 

0-50 5.6 

0-60 7.4 

0-70 10.1 

0-80 13.1 

0-90 16.6 

0-100 21.4 

Quarter mile 15.6 sec @ 89.2 mph

Braking, 60-0 mph 132 ft

600-ft slalom 57.4 mph avg

Lateral acceleration 0.72 g avg

CONSUMER INFO

Base price $26,700

Price as tested $32,240

Stability/traction control No / no

Airbags Dual front

Basic warranty 3 yrs/36,000 miles

Powertrain warranty 5 yrs/60,000 miles

Roadside assistance None

Fuel capacity 28.0 gal

EPA city/hwy econ 14 / 19 mpg

MT fuel economy 15.1 mpg

Recommended fuel Regular unleaded

79 New Montgomery St . ,  San Francisco, CA 94105
National ly Accredi ted by ACICS, NASAD, FIDER (BFA- IAD), NAAB -  Candidate Status (M-ARCH)

REGISTER NOW FOR SPRING-
CLASSES START JANUARY 30

1.800.544.ARTS|www.academyar t .edu

SCHOOL OF

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Automot ive Design, 
Product  Design,
Furni ture Design
& Toy Design

80% of our graduates are working in the art and design industry
before  – after

SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Student . . . John Lazorack III

http://www.academyart.edu
http://doublezap.valentine1.com
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Bike and Roof RacksBike and Roof Racks

From                
$9895

Standard Bike Racks

From                
$11495

Fold Down Bike Racks

From                
$17295

Safari Roof Rack

$15800
Side Kick Cargo Box

From                
$41000

Xsporter Truck Rack

From                
$18995

Swing Away Bike Racks

WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS...WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS...
...1 YEAR LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE...1 YEAR LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

• Tough, Sleek
Naugahyde and 
Carbon Fiber 

• Soft, Paint Friendly
Backing

• Most 2-Piece Design 
• Mirror Bras Available

• Bra can be left on in
the rain

• Easy 20 minute install
• Paint Safe/ Moisture

Resistant

• Tough, 16 Gauge, 
UV Resistant, 
Self Drying Vinyl

$8995
From

$6795
From

$7995
From

5-year 
limited 

warranty

(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com

Rear View Mirrors

Auto Dimming Mirror
$9995

Auto Dimming Mirror
• Compass
$17995

Auto Dimming Mirror
• Compass/Outside Temperature
$24995

Auto Dimming Mirror
• Compass / Map Lights / OutsideTemp
$29995

Back Up Camera 
and Display Monitor
• Bumble Bee 

Backup Camera
• 5” Display Monitor

License Plate Back
Up Camera

$62895

7000 Digital
Compass

2020 Digital
Compass

$12995 $9995

2000 Digital
Compass

Pro 9380

Pro 9780

$6995

$14995 $9995

$19995$22995$29995

$16495

RX 55

StreetPilot 2620 Nav One TOM TOM Go
$109999 $94995 $79995

From

From

Radar DetectorsRadar Detectors

GPS Navigation SystemsGPS Navigation SystemsCompassesCompasses

$24995

Passport 
8500 X50

ESCORT®

http://www.autoanything.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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Indoor Storage Outdoor Protection
Multibond Small - Other
Fabrics and Sizes Higher

$8495
From

46,000  Patterns for Every Car,
Truck & SUV SINCE 1926

Evolution 4 Cover
as shown $146.95

World’s Largest Manufacturer

WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS...WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS...
...1 YEAR LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE...1 YEAR LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

Cars

Vans Trucks

SUVs

Choose the Fabric to Meet Your Needs

SnugSoft

Ultimate Long
Term Storage
Heavy, Thick &
Ultra Soft

Tan Flannel - 
From 139.95

Tan 
Flannel

Keeps
Microscopic
Dust Off
Delicate Paint
& Chrome

Dustop - 
From $133.97

100% Cotton
Lined
Stretches to
Fit Like a
Glove

SnugSoft - 
From $237.02

Evolution 4

Maximum
Water
Repellency 
Compact and
Easy to Store

Weathershied-
From $203.91

3 Layers of
Protection
Breathable,
Medium
Weight

Noah - 
From $143.87

4 Layers –Your
Thickest Cover 
Keeps the
Weather Out

Evolution 4 - 
From $123.88

Invisible Custom
Floor Mats

$8995
Front Set of Two, Plain Set of Two

From
$4995
From

Black  Tan      Gray

Custom made for
a perfect fit.
Available for every
Car, SUV, Truck &
Van since 1968.

Front Set
$4995

From

From

Front & Rear Set
$6495

Cargo Liners
$6495

From

Ships FREE When Purchased with Floor Mats

$19995
From Pair

Custom Made
Oxford Velour
• Superior Grade Fabric
• Custom Made   • 5 Colors

$22595
Custom From

Per Pair

100% Genuine
Sheepskin Seat Covers

$9995
3-Star From Each

Waterproof

Rear Covers
Ship FREE

Rear Mats
Ship FREE

Rear Mats
Ship FREE

Custom Fit Carpet
Floor Mats

Combo molded & flat kit shown
Easy Installation with 3M tape. No Tools or Drilling!

Carbon FiberBurlwood

Stainless
Billet

Rosewood

One Piece Molded & Multi-Piece Flat Kits Starting at

$12995

(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com

Carpet mats 
not includedHeadrest covers extra

http://www.autoanything.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS...WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS...
...1 YEAR LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE...1 YEAR LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

AirRaid Intake System

$12990
From            

Volant Air Intake System

$15400
From            

AirRaid Jr. Intake Kit

Green Air Filters
AFE Air Filters

$8995
From            

$3495
From            

AEM Brute Force 
Air Intake System

$13695
From            

From
$3386

From
$17250

Stop More Dirt.
Get Better Air Flow

Sealed Air Intake
Systems When
Performance Counts

Full Depth Filtration
Lifetime Washable/Reusable Filter
Great Performance

Proven Performance Gains
Lifetime Washable/Reusable Filter
Simple Installation

Air Filters & Air IntakesAir Filters & Air Intakes

Air FiltersAir Filters

$3199
From            

(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com

K&N 77 Series 
Aluminum Intake Kits

K&N 63 Series 
Air Charger High-Flow Intake Kit

K&N 69 Series 
Typhoon Intake Systems

From                
$21795

From              
$14395

From            
$11695

Air Filters & Air IntakesAir Filters & Air Intakes

•Torque gains up to 23 ftlbs 
•Easy to Install, usually in 90 minutes or less! 
•Lasts up to 100,000 miles before service is
required (depending on driving conditions) 

•Better acceleration and throttle response 

K&N Fuel Injection Performance Kit
• Aerodynamically engineered non-metallic

rotationally molded tube for lower air
temperature and less intake sound 

• Engineered to specific vehicle design 

• More passing and towing power with better
acceleration 

• Designed to provide Trucks and SUV's
more horsepower and acceleration  

• Built for performance and show utilizing
the highest quality components 

• Engineered to specific 
vehicle design 

• Available in 
polished or grey

• Designed for increased performance
for sport compacts 

• Available in red, blue. silver or
aluminum finish 

• Some applications available in 
cold-air versions 

• Engineered to specific
vehicle design 

• Aerodynamically engineered non-metallic
rotationally molded tube for lower air
temperature and less intake sound

• Engineered to specific vehicle design 

• Available for many popular vehicles 

• Street Legal in most US states 
(not street legal in CA)  

From

$10695

K&N 
Air Filters

From            
$2495

• Designed for your year, make and model 

• Virtually unrestricted air flow increases horse-
power while filtering out harmful particles 

• Improves fuel economy  

• The washable and reusable pleated and
oiled cotton gauze filtration medium runs 
up to 50,000 miles 
between cleanings

IMPROVE GAS MILEAGE!

Colder Air = Up to 26HP Gain!

http://www.autoanything.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com

$5695
From Each

$6995
From Each

$7495 $5995
Billet Grilles From

Billet Grilles

$6495
From Each

Billet Grilles

$13995
From Each

Billet Grilles

$10450
From Each

Billet Grilles

Bumper Grilles From

EachEach

Punch

Putco Chrome 
Door Handles

AMI 
Fuel Doors

IPCW Headlights IPCW Bumper Lights IPCW Corner Lights

Putco Chrome
Mirror Covers

From                Pair
$2995

From              Pair
$5895

From
Pair

$17295
From            Pair

$1661
From            Pair

$1661

From            
$8295

Chrome AccessoriesChrome Accessories

LightsLights

IPCW Bermuda 
Black Tail Lights

IPCW Platinum
Smoke Tail Lights

From                 Pair
$10795

Crystal Clear 
Tail Lights

Original Euro 
Tail Lights

Next Gen 
Euro Tails

From                 Pair
$19295

From                 Pair
$12795

Euro Covers

From                Pair
$5295

From                Pair
$9895

From               Pair
$7395

http://www.autoanything.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS...WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS...
...1 YEAR LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE...1 YEAR LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

Stainless Steel Side Tubes Wheel to Wheel Side Tubes 

* Shipping within the continental USA only. Excludes APO’s. Excludes UPS oversized, and truck shipments

Running Boards   Step Bars

Driving LightsDriving Lights

Grille GuardsGrille Guards

$47995
WAAG Grille Guards 

From
$27895

Westin Grille Guards 

From

Steps and
Tubes From
$14595

Black and
Stainless Steel

From                 Kit
$6995

Hella FF 50

From                 Kit
$7495

Hella 500

From                        Kit
$20895

Hella Black Magic

$31995
Aries Grille Guards 

From

$55995
Nasta Grille Guards 

From
$39995

Fortis Grille Guards 

From
$37995

Putco Hog Bar 

From

$29895
T&H Euro & Grille Guards 

From

From                  Pair

(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com

Bed Rails & Gate CapsBed Rails & Gate Caps

$11095

Tail Gate Caps

Fender FlaresFender FlaresBed CapsBed Caps

Bed Rails

From             Each
$2795

BAK Pro Bed Caps

From             Pair
$7095

Bed Caps

From             Pair
$11395

Bushwacker 
Bed Rail Caps– Diamond Back

From             Pair
$9595

Bushwacker 
Bed Rail caps – Ridge Back

From             Pair
$8495

From                     Kit
$12395

Extend-A-Fender Fender Flares

Original Equipment Fender Flares

From                        Kit
$26595

ATS Fender Flares

From             Kit
$15995

http://www.autoanything.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS...WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS...
...1 YEAR LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE...1 YEAR LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

• Saves on Gas Usage.
• No Drilling, Easy to

Install Extang covers
means no damage to 
your truck.

• Patented 4-Way fully
adjustable tonneau’s
that work well in cold
climates.

• Easy Tailgate access.
• Tarps are designed for

superior strength and
smooth edge good
looks.

• MaxCare Warranty-
Lifetime Frame, 10
Year Tarp.

$17195
From

$17495
From

$19895
From

$29395
From

$36595
Full Tilt From

$23095
Roll Top From

$29495
From

Toolbox 
not included

Toolbox 
not included

Tonneau CoversTonneau CoversSoft Roll Up Tonneau CoversSoft Roll Up Tonneau Covers

Genesis Roll Up
$35995

From

Genesis Tri Fold Genesis Seal & Peel

Soft Roll-Up 
$37440

From

TruXport Roll-Up
$25920

From

TruXedoPlus Toolbox
$71910

From

$21995
From

$33995
From

$19995
From

Quick Hatch

Slant Side Cover
$19995

From

Hinged Slant Side
$30995

From

Roll-Up Cover
$32495

From

Teksport
$21995

From
$29995

From

Tekstyle

(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com(888) 686-5787  www.autoanything.com

$1,39500

From                
$35000

From                
$40410

From                
$44010

Tonneau CoversTonneau Covers

$76105
From

•Custom Made for Most Trucks
•No Drill Clamp-On Installation 
•Concealed Tamper-Proof Locking
•Low Profile Aerodynamic Design

BAK Tonneau CoversBAK Tonneau Covers

$59995

Roll Up Tonneau
Tool Box Edition

Tonneau

From                
$61380

Roll Top Tonneau

From                
$70995

Jack Rabbit
Tonneau

From                
$1,33830

Bed Locker
Tonneau

From                
$60495

Traditional
Tonneau

Undercover Tonneau American Roll Top Tonneau

From                
$61795

X200 Platinum
Series Tonneau

From                
$1,14995

Traditional Tonnuea
with SpeedSturr Wing

Lite Rider Roll Up
Tonneau

http://www.autoanything.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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http://www.photoblocker.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
http://www.performancecenter.com
http://www.performancecenter.com
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http://www.stillen.com
https://store.primediamags.com/subscribe/motortrend/6180
https://store.primediamags.com/subscribe/motortrend/6180
https://store.primediamags.com/subscribe/trucktrend/6181
http://www.performanceproducts4trucks.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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        UCoat It™ floor coatings are the last floor coatings systems you’ll
ever need.  Unlike hardware store expoxy finishes and floor paints,
UCoat It™ floor coating products are true commercial-grade finishes
that allow the do-it-yourselfer to create seamless, beautiful floors.
        UCoat It™ floor coating systems are the choice of the auto
enthusiast, hobbyist, and professional alike.  Each kit includes all
the necessary tools and and equipment required to give your floor
a great-looking commercial grade finish that’s warranted for life
against lifting, peeling, and blistering... even under hot tires! 

http://www.jetchip.com
http://www.UCoatit.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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HOT METAL,

COOL PEOPLE,

NEW NEWS!
For the latest vehicles, auto shows, and trends

with industry and celebrity guests in a fast 

paced call-in format, join auto expert and veteran

host Bob Long for a fascinating look at the 

automotive world.

Now, LIVE on Sirius Talk Central 148 Saturdays and

Sirius Play by Play 125 Sundays 11am-1pm Eastern,

8am- 10am Pacific and nationwide on

Visit 
www.motortrend.com/multimedia/radio

for a station near you.

every weekend on

Motor Trend Radio Sponsored by

h
a

s
a

n
d

Visit our website 
and see what’s available
for your particular vehicle.
www.snugtop.com
Call 562-432-5454 for dealer info TRUCK CAPS & TONNEAUS

http://www.motortrend.com/multimedia/radio
http://www.snugtop.com
http://www.taxor.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
http://www.turbonator.com
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BMW parts, accessories & knowledge since 1974

800.535.2002 • www.bavauto.com

. huge inventory

. best price guarantee

. free 140-page catalog

BMW parts & upgrades

Please Ask For Tim, Mas, or Ed
★Mention Motor Trend and Receive a Discount★

GENUINETOYOTA PARTS

1-800-528-6051
#1 in USA
Million $ Inventory

Camelback TOYOTA

M-F
7-6 (pst)

Sat
7-4 (pst)

www.camelbacktoyotaparts.com

Standing between the weather and your world

Dealers
Wanted!

15-Year Warranty*
30-Day Money Back*

*Ask for details.
Checks or Money Orders Accepted.

1-800-746-21011-800-746-2101
Or visit www.shelterlogic.com

World’s #1 Garage Manufacturer

Instant Garages  |  Instant Protection  |  Instant Savings

$399.99
12' x 20' x 8'

$399.99$999.99
22' x 20' x 10'
$999.99

Factory Direct Pricing • Easy Assembly 

Or visit www.shelterlogic.com

http://www.bavauto.com
http://www.camelbacktoyotaparts.com
http://www.scrubwiper.com
http://www.carloversdream.com
http://www.brakeworld.com
http://www.brakeworld.com
http://www.magnacharger.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
http://WWW.shelterlogic.com
http://www.protriminc.com
http://www.wooddash.com
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1-800-966-3458 • www.gorillatape.com

1-800-966-3458 • www.gorillaglue.com

The
Toughest
Glue On
Planet
Earth.
Bonds hundreds
of materials
including wood,
stone, metal,
ceramic & more!
Incredibly strong &
100% waterproof!

The
Toughest
Glue On
Planet
Earth.TM

Gorilla Tough

Now on a roll.
Introducing Gorilla Tape, from the

Gorilla Glue people. To us,
it’s the way a tape should be —
The Toughest on Planet Earth.

Gorilla Tough

Now on a roll.

#ARSHIELD4-�IS�A�PATENTED�HI�TECH�SELF�LEVELING�DEVICE�THAT�PROTECTS�AGAINST�CAR�

DINGS�AND�SCRATCHES�UTILIZING�AN� IMPACT� RESISTANT� INTERIOR�AND�A�SOFT�NYLON�

TEAR�RESISTANT�OUTER�LAYER�

4HE�HEIGHT���HORIZONTAL�PLACEMENT�IS�EASILY�ADJUSTED�TO�MATCH�THE�DOOR�TRAVEL�

BETWEEN� TWO� CARS� SHIELDING� AGAINST� CAR� DOORS� OR� OTHER� IMPACTS� IN� EITHER�

DIRECTION��#ARSHIELD�SWINGS�OUT�OF�THE�WAY�TO�ALLOW�QUICK�ACCESS�TO�YOUR�CAR��

)F�DESIRED��YOU�CAN�REMOVE�IT�BY�RELEASING�TWO�QUICK�DISCONNECTS�

0ROTECT�YOUR�CAR��MOTORCYCLE�OR�BOAT�FROM�UNNECESSARY�DOOR�DINGS���

/RDER�YOURS�TODAY�AND�PROTECT�YOUR�BABY�

4O�ORDER�TOLL�FREE�CALL�������������WWW�CARSHIELDUSA�COM

http://www.gorillatape.com
http://www.gorillaglue.com
http://www.tornadoair.com
http://www.brakewarehouse.com
http://www.technosquareinc.com
http://WWW.CARSHIELDUSA.COM
http://www.brakewarehouse.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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TREND 
ON THE

WEB

New, exclusive 

online articles 

and photos:

Future Forecast

First Drives

Video Spotlight

Race Results

Breaking News

Auto Shows

Buyers Guides

Tire Center

Forums

Contests 

Reader Polls

and more…

only at

Make the car of your 
dreams a reality!

Independent

Suspension,

Tube Steel

Chassis, True 

knock-off

wheels,

More...

World’s finest precision crafted, 

factory manufactured replicas. Meticulously

engineered for performance and

assembledto world class fit and finish.

The New

Superformance

COUPE

Luxurious

Grand Tourer

Grand Tourer

All New Parts

No Assembly-No False Promises

Install Engine and Trans and go!

Complete information package:
1-800-297-6253

www.superformance.com

NOW AVAILABLE FOR BMWs UP TO 2003!

1-800-231-6861
Int'l Phone 408-369-0406  Fax 408-371-1614

www.R5tool.com corporation

R5/FCX-II: Engine Scan/Reset
Read BMW Engine Codes. Reset Check 
Engine light and Oil-Inspection dash 
lights. Endorsed by major repair manuals! 
Models now available for 87 - 2003. 
Includes Code book / instruction, $149.

R5/SRS: Airbag Scan & Reset
Read and Reset BMW Airbag Codes and 
Reset Airbag light! Warning: Work on SRS 
system at your own risk; past experience 
recommended. Models available for 1994 - 
2003. Includes code book and directions.

$149

$129 99

RESET SERVICE & CHECK ENGINE & SRS

Oil/Service Light Only Tool - $49.95

NEWNEW

NEWNEW

http://www.superformance.com
http://www.R5tool.com
http://www.usdieselparts.com
http://www.irontoad.com
http://www.rmsheepskin.com
http://www.brakewarehouse.net
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
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For a dealer near you call or visit our website:

800-405-3556 • www.brake-pros.com
3176 Airway, Costa Mesa, California 92626 • Fax 714 / 540-1826 Design, Text & Photography ©2005 All Rights Reserved

• High Performance Brake Systems.

• AP 4 or 6 Piston Calipers.

• 13” to 14.25” 1 & 2 Piece Discs.

• Cross Drilled and/or Slotted Sport Rotors.

• Performance Pads & Brake Lines.

“The Best Engineered, Big Brake Systems
available For Cars, Trucks & SUVs”

http://www.traxxasmt.com
http://www.paceedwards.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
http://www.brake-pros.com
http://www.kidneycars.org
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MOST ACCURATE 
COST OF OWNERSHIP 

TOP 10’S
BEST OVERALL VALUES 

EASY COMPARISONS

MOST ACCURATE 
COST OF OWNERSHIP 

TOP 10’S
BEST OVERALL VALUES 

EASY COMPARISONS

IT’S FREE, IT’S EASY. IT’S SMART.IT’S FREE, IT’S EASY. IT’S SMART.

SHOPPING FOR A CAR?
HERE’S HOW TO BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
SHOPPING FOR A CAR?
HERE’S HOW TO BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
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http://www.intellichoice.com
http://WWW.MOTORTREND.COM
http://www.kidneycars.org
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100% Money Back Guarantee.
C a l l  F o r  S p e c i a l s

Originally designed for race horses, EQUABUTEROL is 
now available for humans, without a prescription. 
This stacked Testosterone GH recovery cycle could 
enhance Test - GH levels 337% above normal. 
Elevated hormonal levels will drastically increase your 
body’s ability to create lean muscle mass. Get that 
ripped body builder physique with EQUABUTEROL

WWW.AFSLABS.COM • RUSH ORDER AVAILABLE
Send to: AFS Labs P.O. Box 9319, Coral Springs, Florida 33075

TOLL FREE 1-800-275-7822 $ 28.99

TO ORDER BY               OR C.O.D.
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Formula BMW USA

The Ultimate
Driving Machine®formulabmwusa.com
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Formula BMW USA

Exhilarating car.

Winning teams.

Exciting races. 

World-class junior racing.

Formula BMW USA gives the most promising young North American drivers the chance to compete on the world’s stage. 

Over 80 of the best drivers from Formula BMW USA, the UK, Asia and Germany are invited to compete in the 

2005 Formula BMW World Final at the Bahrain International Circuit. The winner will have the opportunity to test the 

BMW WilliamsF1 Team Car. Formula BMW USA – your best chance to show the world you’re the best.

Catch the action live at the following races:

Laguna Seca Raceway (Grand Am) Apr. 29 – May 1       Barber Motorsports Park (Grand Am) Jul. 29 – 31 

Mid-Ohio Sports Car (ALMS) May 20 – 22             Streets of Denver (Champ Car) Aug. 12 – 14

Canadian Grand Prix  (F1) Jun. 10 – 12            Road Atlanta – Petit LeMans (ALMS)   Sep. 28 – Oct. 1

U.S. Grand Prix  (F1) Jun. 17 – 19 

For race information, results and photos log on to formulabmwusa.com BMW recommends

http://formulabmwusa.com
http://formulabmwusa.com
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(archive) words matt stone

IT’S NOT FAIR to say that Dodge ripped
off the Shelby Daytona Cobra Coupe when it
created the original Viper GTS—but the idea for
the latter wasn’t 100-percent original, either. No
matter, both have been ultrasuccessful.
Inasmuch as the Cobra roadster begat a closed-
bodied, more aerodynamic version, so did the
original, and now current, generation Viper. The
Peter Brock-designed Shelby coupes  had their
way with international sports-car racing in the
mid-1960s, culminating in a GT-class world
championship in 1965. This photo shows the
Bob Johnson/Tom Payne (#10) and Allen
Grant/Jo Schlesser (#12) Cobras at the 24 Hours
of Le Mans in 1965; Dan Gurney and Bob
Bondurant won the GT class there in a Daytona
Cobra the year before. It wasn’t until 1998 that
another American car—the Dodge Viper 
GTS-R—stormed the GT category at Le Mans.
These all-conquering Viper coupes repeated the
trick in 1999 and 2000, making them among the
most successful American-production racers
since the original Cobras themselves. ■

Truly Super Coupes
The Daytona Cobra: shaped to perfection

NOVEMBER MEANS “Buyer’s Guide” at MT,
now, as it did in 1965. Then, however, there
were a lot fewer cars and trucks, so we
could easily cover them all in one issue
instead of two. A quick review of this cover
marks the passage of time, as there are no
more Dodge Coronets or Oldsmobile
Toronados, and the only convertible Caddy
available is a
two-seater.
The Ford
Thunderbird
is (once
again) on its
way out,
while the
Chevy
Malibu SS is
poised to
return.
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GET A SPOT-FREE SHINE WITHOUT
THE NEED TO HAND DRY.

© P&G 2005 Tested and approved by the experts at Motor Trend magazine. MOTOR TREND ® & © 2005 PRIMEDIA Specialty Group, Inc. All rights reserved. *For more information on the guarantee please call 1-800-867-2532 or go to autodry.com

autodry.com*

With the all-in-one Mr. Clean AutoDry Pro Series Carwash Kit, you’ll go to a lot less effort to get a spot-free
shine because you don’t need to hand dry. Its upgraded device features a powerful jet spray setting to
help remove tough dirt, a Dry Rinse Polymer Soap to sheet water off your car, and filter technology from
the makers of PUR™ to remove water impurities. You’ll be left with a spot-free ride every time. Guaranteed.*

http://autodry.com
http://autodry.com
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